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Is Desire to Break Up
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MAY MAKE RATE
THE

Paris, Feb. 24. The officials of the
's
foreign office emphasize Premier
of
In
chamber
the
statement
"That Prance
deputies yesterday.
wants peace only on conditions
her rights and dignity." as
summing Up the government's Intention at Algecirns. This Is coupled
wiib the view thai the government'!
rights and dignity have already
reached the furthest limits of concesfrom the standsion and therefore,
authorities, it
government
the
of
point
Of the
is preferable that the agony
as
prolonged,
not
conference be
France prefers to continue the status
quo In Morocco as though the conference had not tried to deal with the
question. However. Ibis attitude does
not Involve any thought of immediate
War. On the contrary the highest auconvinced
thorities here are firmly
will
conference
the
of
failure
the
that
not bring war: nrst, because their advices show that Germany does not
want war and. second, because French
official opinion is strongly against war.
It is therefore the expectation In government circles that the deadlock at
Algeclras will drag along until a disagreement Is manifest, and then some
colorless action will be taken leaving
nmn
the mam rraijoo-ne- i
wis de
ffc i .... heron, tin- c.nf
cided upon. The effect of 1hls would
be to establish the status quo, which
France prefers to anything short of
Hie conference conceding her paramount position In Morocco. While it
Is recognized that the failure of the
conference would not precipitate Immediate war, yet It Would leave
rman
relations In a state of uneasiness threatening serious future
complications. However, In government quarters here it is said that
to
is preferable
unrest
France's surrendering all her rights
and expectations in Morocco. Accordlook I
ingly government opinion
strongly pessimistic turn today and
foreshadowed the dissolution Of the
conference without a definite decision.
Concerning the possibility of European unrest leading to eventual war
some information has been received in
high authorities. This shows that
Austria's place in the triple alliance
does not assure her taking up arms
against France, as it is definitely
troops
known that the Hungarian
would not participate in an Austrian
movement against France, owing to
Hungary not sharing Austria's support
of Germany on the Moroccan question.
The officials also are (Irmly convinced
that the underlying cause of Germany's course at Algeciras is a desire
underto break up the Anglo-Frenc- h
standing, but It Is asserted that the
failure of the conference will leave
accord us strong
the Anglo-Frenc- h
In this connection King
coming passuge through Paris
on his way to Biarritz causes comment
1n the newspapers, which assert that
the king will see the French president
and Premier Kouvler In order to give
renewed evidence of the vitality of the
agreement.
Anglo-Frenc- h

BILL

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

Kou-vler-

j
V

Aldricli to Recommend

sideration

Early

Con-

of Hepburn Measure.

To Be No Delay.

Washington, Feb, 34, iuimi.
The senate republican leaders have
made an Informal
of the senate
upon the statehood hill, and have
reached the conclusion that the For-al.amendment providing for a referendum vote in relation to New MexIf
ico and Arizona, will lie adopted.
lliis proves true, there would be very
little opposition to the passage or the
i

i

er

bill,

The leaders have been giving consideration today to Important ponding
legislation including the railroad rale,
with a view to formulating a program.
It has been determined that on Mon-dathere will he an informal conference at which will be a proposition
to displace the statehood bill
and
make the railroad rate bill the unfinished business. Under this plan the
discussion of the statehood hill will
.it be interfered with for the reason
that at (east two or Hire.- weeks will
bf requited for preparation to debate
would have
the Hepburn rat.- bill.
the effect, nevertheless, of dissipating
any impression that might ie gained
that because of the contest lit the
committee on interstate commerce.
Obstructive tactics would he used in
the senate to detain disposition of the
bill. As the leader of (be republican
faction opposed to reporting the bill
without provision for judicial review
of (Oilers of the interstate cnmmer.e
commission. Senator Aldriuh Intends
to make a brief statement of his view
and those entertained by other senators in Die same faction. He said today that he would recommend early
consideration of the hill. In addition
to this report a statement will be made
by Senators Dolllverand t'lapp, who attempted to have the bill reported favorably without amendment and without any reservation by members as
In this
In their course in the senate.
statement they expect Senator Cuiiom,
who was absent when the vote was
taken, to Join.
Com promise on Tariff.
A compromise
already has been
suggested by certain leaders on the
Philippine tariff hill. To this measure as it, was passed by the house
rovldlng fin- a reduction of the t irlff
on sugar, tobacco, ami rice, to 2.r. per
cent of the Pingley Schedules, great
opposition developed in the senate
committee. It is said that the
Stand T to fi against the bill,
but that one member of the opposition, Senator Mason, is willing In vole
to report the bill with
the under
standing that he would not be committed for the hill in the senate.
y
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PENSION

HII.US IN TWO HOI Its
Washington. Feb. "24. In a
session tod ly the house passed
4 it! private
pension
bills. bes,,. a
number of minor measuies by unanimous consent. An effort was made to
secure the passage of the bill making
the record of the Internal revonu
two-hour- s'

Al'STHIA WITHDRAWS IIFH
SI'PPOHT FROM K AISFIt
Vienna. Feb. 24. It is understood
that the foreign office has ordered
Austrian
Ilerr Von Zoyemy-Marlrambassador at Herlln to Inform Germany that Austrlu cannot further support the German demands at the Algeclras conference, as Austrian commercial Interests In Morocco are menaced by delay In reaching an agreement.

GRAFT

Cincinnati. ()., Feb. 24 The sensations of the day in the Invest Igatlons
by the senate committee of Hamilton
ounty affairs, were the positive refusal of County Treatturrr Hynlcka to
produce Ids private account and bank
hooka, mid the statement of Hanker
Itlnerh t tin t local business would have
leen blocked had the county funis
bren retained In the treasurer's vaults.
committee will report to the state
iguale the refusal of Mr. Ilynlrkn to
his hooks and II was sugI induce
gested today thai he probably would
be cited before ihe aenige eg a charge
Of colllcliipt.
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PERFORATED
WITH BULLETS
Riddled

by

Furious

Five

Hundred Hannigan's Captors Are Still

Louisianians.

At

Large.

Women Flogged Willi Knouts.
Higa. Russia, Feb. 24. The expedition sent to crush the second rising SHOT AND CREMATED
AGED CATTLE BUYER
In the district of Weden is operating
AFTER MAKING CONFESSION
vigorously. The troops have captured
RETURNS FROM MOUNTAINS
many revolutionists, of whom live
were tried and shot and thirty, Including women, were Hogged with knouts.
Military Arrives in Time to View Says Experience
St. Petersburg, Feb. 24. The re- growing violence by the press. Pracin Lofty
Wind
Seventy rifles were seived.
cent condemnation of the ministry by tically all the parties are now arrayTwo prominent residents of Reval
Blackened Corpse of Assailant
against the premier, whose positio'l
Swept Canyon Was Roughest
Vise President Paetz and an attorthe convention at Moscow of the or- ed
Is becoming Increasingly more diftl- - ney
senhave
been
Tamant
named
ganization known as the "League of cult.
of Little Girl.
The reactionary organization. tenced to death for participation In
of His Life.
October 30," or "Octoberlsts," which are openly working for his downfall, the revolutionary movement.
arraigned the administration for Its but there is reason to believe that the
extreme procrastination and evident main cause for the complaint of the
Shreveport, La, Feb. 24. A mob of
Will, (;o to sax FRAN! 'ism.
Special to the Morning Journal.
reluctance to carry out the principles liberals will soon be removed by the
S00 men shot to death Wiltze Pago, a
of the reform manifesto, and the seSilver City. X. M.. Feb. 24. Robert
General Greeley Assigned to Com- negro, aged SO years, and afterwards
proclaiming of the date for the convovere strictures of the premier-voicemand or the Pacido Division,
cation of tile national assembly. The
burned the body, near the town of Hannlgan, the veteran cnttle buyer,
by William Gtickhofr and Shlpoff and date previously selected is May 10.
Bienville, in Bienville pariah, this
who was kidnaped last week In the
Washington. Feb. 24. Major Genother former supporters of the pre- which is the Inside limit set by the
The negro was captured Mogollón mountains by Hob Holliman,
i,
w.
Qreely, recently promote
eral a.
mier, have added new zeal to the cam- convention, but the cabinet Is awaitduring the night, lie was suspected
paign against Count Witte and hi ing further news from the Interior be- has been assigned to the command of
being tin. une wlio attempted to as- and who was chained to a tree for
cabinet, who are denounced with ever fore definitely proclaiming it.
three days and nights until liberated
sault Sarah
Irani, a
the Pacific division, with headquarter
by his captors on payment of a ran- at San Francisco, pending the return school girl, yesterday. Page was Idett-I- I
fled by ihe girl, and when a deputy ...111 of j .noo, passed throuRh Silver
to the United States of Major General
Sheriff st ilted to ihe jail with him a City last night on his way to his home
Arthur afacArthur, t tie regular com- mob overpowered
the officer and In Doming, having come In from the
mandant, now in India. Since the r
He was taken to the Mogollona by stage,
took Hie negro,
Hannlgan
llremenl of Major General S. S. Sumnone the worse for his experl- ner, on the fi tii instant, Brigadier Gen- sifullene of tlic crime, where he made a
confession.
in e and he told your correspondent
eral Funston, ommanding the departThe mob then stood him against a
ment of California, has been In tem- tree and shot him to death, riddling thai In- was feeling nil right but that
lie did not
to repeat the experiporary command of the Pacific divi:
his body with bullets. More than MO ence, as the night air in the
mountsion.
were tired.
ains was bitter cold.
It was originally intended to assign
kinshooting
was
tlie
a fire
After
Hannlgan said that he had Insuffi-cleGeneral Qreely to the command of dled
around the body of the negro,
i lie southwestern
covering and that the food
division, with headuntil It ha
s. veil him during his captivity was
quarters at Oklahoma City, but that and the mob remained
A military company
meager and poorly cooked.
plan has been abandoned. The Bxa t been cremated.
by (iovernor Hlalichard front
No Effort to Capture Kidnapper.
date of General MacArthur's return to ordered
Homer, L4V, reached the scene after
Rattnlgan'a kidnappers have not
the rjnlte.d States Is uncertain, but it is tin- lynching. When they arrived the
bci
caught and so far as Is known
probable that General Qreely will rehad dispersed and order had been to your correspondent no
effort has
main in command at San Francisco mob
been made to capture
them.
The
until the retirement of Major General restored.
men disappeared
the morning the
Corbln in September next, ami then !
siiinri for Deceased Congressman. ransom
was paid and Hannigan was
transferred t" the command of thi
HAMMOND GIVES UP AFTER
KENY0N MILITARY ACADEMY
Washington, Fell. 24. The house
northern division, with headquarters committee on claims lias decided to It leased, and have not been seen
since. Tlier, arc said to have been
WANDERING OVER THE WEST
NOW SMOULDERING ASHES at St. I.ouis.
make a favorable report on a claim two other men In the plot besides
$10.of the family of Samuel Hoc for
Won't Examine Chinese Baggage,
Holliman. although Hannlgan saw no
000. I,ee was a negro ele, ted to tin one but Holliman during
his captivity.
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 24. When the Forty-sixt- h
congress from North Car The two men who are
said to have asAlbany Man Walks Into Police Head - President Has Narrow Escape From ( hiñese commissioners aboard the
4mii was prevented from being
olina.
sisted the kidnapper are both
Steamship Dakot i arrive In Seattle to 111 on ..a by Illibus'"rinc
II- - is now
begin a tour of the United S(a(es with dead and
quarters and Makes Clean Breast
Death in Fierce Fii .
will be paid the
his
heirs
It is the general opinion here, howa view of studying commercial and sotwo years' salary In case the bill ever, that
Holliman acted alone and
of Ghastly Crime.
cial conditions, both their suites and passes.
Nine Hurt.
that he was merely seeking restitution
baggage w ill lie passed by the customs
for alleged wrongs which he did not
and Immigration officers Without in
Telephones for Militan Posts.
believe
the courts could give him.
spection,
to
effect
Orders
this
have
Washington,
Peb,
the
21.
Within
la mbler, Milo, F 9b. 24. Three are
Albany. N. V., Fob. 24. John ('rosa
n received from Washington
In next three months all the army posts
end
headDOlloe
i.c
.id
seriously
Injure
are
nine
Newspaper
Into
Hammond walked
closes Oat,
the reception party, however, there in the vicinity of New York will he
Indianapolis. Ind., Keb. 24. The
quarters in this city this afternoon, and several others more or less bun will lie no government representation. supplied
with modern telephone sys Indianapolis
Sentinel this afternoon
disclosed his identity to the officers as a result of a tir which destroy.-.Word to this effect having been
re
tems, with a central station at each
publication and announced
In charge and two hours
Mllner hall, Kenyon Military acade- ceived by the local chamber ol com- post. Thai work will be done by Ihe suspended
later conthat owing to Its
Delano and North bills and merce from Washington today.
fessed to District Attorney Addlngton my,
riny signal corps, who have secureu been unprofitable its oneration havloir
affairs would he
today,
Ore
early
rye
Annex
material,
he
a
had
North
Hyatt
The
of
la
that
and Chief
Police
quantity of telephone
gradually
up. The daily sub200
broke out at 4 a. tn., while the stu- TWO NEW MEXICO POSTM WT1 IIS Including
some
murdered his wife. Elizabeth
instruments. scriptions wound
and the physical plant have
ppoitei IN
were
on November 12. dents and college authorities
these win lie distributed to the vari
a
and placed her body in a trunk in isleep, and quickly spread through liona na COUItO Man Declined In Re mis posts under a decision of Hie war Xews. taken over by the Indianapolis
The Sunday Sentinel will be
department prescribing s telephone
their home on South Ferry street the buildings named, which were conReappointed t Hatch Office,
taken over by the Indianapolis Star
HithOUtfll for all military stations.
where partly decomposed, it was sumed. Tin search for the missin.;
Morning Journal Bureau.
erto such conveniences have been after tomorrow's issue.
found by the police two Weeks later. boya, the bodies of whom it is now
122 Pennsylvania Ave, X W.
no rely permitted! hereafter they aro
Since Hie discovery of the crime and certain are in the ruins, w is kept up,
SENATOR SMOOT's CASE.
Washington, Feb. 24.
to late this afternoon. When Ihc wall-to be regarded as a part of the necat
Hammond's subsequent flight, circuAgrlpplna Carrera was today ap- sary equipment of the garrison. They Additional Witnesses to Ho Examined
lars containing a description of him caved in. The searc h during the d. y
have been scattered throughout the was impeded by (he fact that the ruins pointed postmaster at Hatch. Dona are found to lie necessary to the transWithin a Pew Weeks.
country, but in his confession Ham- well' lill red hot and made paSSatt Ana COtinty, K, M to SUOCeed Pedro mission of official business, and It will
Washington, Feb. It, Senator Burmond says he has been In Albany through them nearly impossible. Tie-- t Carreras, who declined reappointment, be a part of ilie work of the signal rows, chairman Of the committee on
illing walls this afternoon
barely
Wllla Sykes whs named for the
corps to keep these systems in repair privileges and elections, expects to
since early Friday night.
al Herino, DORl Ana county, in ami extend them whenever ll is necesmissed Dr. Pierce, president of KenAs Hammond was plentifully suphave the additional witnesses that are
sary.
plied with money when he left here yon. ami Regenta Wyant and Williams, place of Aurilla Tad look, resigned,
to be called before that committee In
a
parly of rescuers
and as all trace of him had been lost who were heading
relation to the Bmoot case examined
In Helena. Mont., where his
cousin. through the ruin. The dead and
Within two or three weeks.
At the
are .ill students of the military
Arthur Strong, who accompanied him
close of the last testimony that was
at adamy,
on his lllght. deserted him on Thankstaken In this case Senator Smoot reTile parents, sisters and brothers of
giving day, the police of Ibis city had
quested the privilege of calling aom
cíe.
he
ni
Injured
and
student arrive
practically abandoned the Search anil
additional witnesses to reply to testiexpressed the belief that he left the on every train. The news of the fl'o
mony that was offered,
He was given
read quickly all over the slate anil
country. He walked into headquarthis privilege, but up to this time it Is
ters accompanied by his sister and he r telegrama were sent at once by colnot known what progress has been
lege authorities to patents of the In
husband.
made toward getting such witnesses
Since leaving the city Hammond Jured boys.
together. Senator BUITOWS today reTlie property loss is estimated
n'
says he has been arrested ten times In
quested counsel for the defense to
as many places for vagrancy and In- fi on, non. with oo per cent Insurance,
hasten (he calling of these witnesses
toxication. He has been all through
ns much ns possible, as he desire to
ill
Orchard
oxer.
lo
the west, and was In the Klondike for
Moiicton, N. I!.. Feb. 24. The CaPittsburg, Pa.. Feb. 24 TWO street avoid any unnecessary delay.
Caldwell, Idaho, Peb. 24. Charles
several weeks.
It Is not expected that any further
people witnesses will
E, Moyer. William l. Haywood, (',. A. nadian government sustained a loss f car accidents In which forty
be called after those
Klltf, Edward ( rippled for Life.
by
a
which
de
lire
one
seriously
Injured,
were
whom
of
million
dollars
ami
were
three
st.
Pettibone
Vincent
John
who will appear In
of (Senator
N'ew Yor, Feb. 24.
According to brought here from the penitentiary to stroyed practically the entire plant will die, occurred this evening n few Smoot have testified.behalf
The latter part
correspondent. lie present at he empanelling of lh
the World's hondón
of next month, nt
latest. Senator
King BdWard will never walk again grand Jury called to Investigate the here of the Intercolonial railway In miles above this city on the Mlllvale Burrows hopes thatthe his
commute
is
loss
tonight,
The
Pittsburg
city
of
financial
division
Etna
this
nnd
the
Without a ane. The king's fall while a saaaslnation
of former Governor
will have concluded the taking of tesby lire in this Hallway company. The accidents were
the greatest caused
he was shooting last November re- Steunenberg.
it is tale. the attortimony nnd will get down tn a consulted in breaking the tendon echlllea, neys for Moyer, Hayw
i. Pettibone
province since the conflagration which only twenty minutes apart and result- sideration of the case and the framing
saya the correspondent, ami it ran ami St. John did not represent Bteve obliterated the business section of st. ed from a similar cause,
the warm of a report to the senate. He Is opposnot be cured. Leaning on a slick the Adam, who remained in the penitenJohn in 1 87".
weather bringing frost from
the ed to allowing the case to drag along
king walks very slowly and with a tiary. Hairy Orchard also remained
The Intercolonial railway Is owned ground, causing the rails to spread Indefinitely, and believes that It ran
pronounced limp. At the opening of in the penitentiary.
orchard has a by the government nnd the headquar- One car left the tracks near Hennett, not only he disposed of In the comparliament he could not rise without high fever, I threatened with
ters of the entire system are located Pn., and went over an IS foot em- mittee before the end of March, but
a cane, otherwise he looks in good
and could not be brought. Hll In this city. More than one thousand bankment. Injuring 10 passengers, that It will receive early and prompt
condition Is not considered critical.
persons are thrown out of employment while the second car was suddenly de- attention in the senate.
heiillh.
and the officials of the road slalial railed opposite the Rising Sun hotel,
Brooke less I'uci for Xnvy.
that the system will he builly hamperlocated a mile below Heunel, Pa,, goWashington, Feb. 24. Smokeless
ed for BWny months as the result of ing over a 1T foot embankment and
the Are.
hutting ten of the 17 occupants. That fuel Is a subject of deep Interest hi
More than 100 passenger coaches many people were not killed outright naval circles at this time. Importand freight cars In the shops and OU Is considered miraculous, as both cars ance attaches to such an article on
sidings and a large amount of costly were demolished as a result of the ter- account of lis contribution to the semachinery In Ihe buildings were de- rific impact when they struck the crecy of naval operations by means of
It has become an imstroyed. One of (he conches burned tracks of the Baltimore and Ohio rail- Invisibility.
was the private car of Karl drey, govroad, which runs parallel below the pon mi requirement that there shall
be ns little attention as possible st
ernor general of Canada.
street oar tracks.
tracted to naval ships In operation In
The station and the large general
Offices of tlie railroad were saved.
time of war, and It is for that reason
Mobilisation of Troop.
Washington, Feb. 24. The program that the deadest kind of paint la used
Hailley on Hale Leghdatkm.
marked out by the general staff for on the hulls of vessels, and that
2
4.
Xew
Josephine
Mrs.
fork,
Feb.
Washington,
24.
24.
Secretary
Evening
Feb.
Boston,
Feb.
The
the mobilisation Of troops at a num- smokeless powder has been adopted
Italian girl, Transcript todny published an article ber of camps during the summer for the ammunition. With the dense
Knot has Issued a call for a meeting Terra novo, a
today
In Washington
confessed that she killed her by President Arthur T. Hndley,
next week of the
of months, contemplates camps at Fort smoke which pours from some of the
uncle. Gaetano Itiggio, and attempt ti Vale, on the present status of rate leg- Russell. Wyo.i Fort Riley,
American delega tea to the approachKansas. funnels It Is easy enough to locate a
ing Hague conference. Messrs. Porter kill his wife, and declared that she islation In the slate of Washington. American Lake, Wash., and Fort ship under way, In addition to Which
was Juslllled In doing so. When ar- The doctor argues the proposition of Clark, Texas.
nnd Hose, for the purpose of considsmoke of that kind, when ships are In
ering the program for the conference rested she told the police her uncle the Hepburn hill tn make decisions of
fleet formation, obscures signals dishad taken advantage of her Innocence the Inter-stat- e
and making the necessary preparacommerce commission
Alexander ticts Better.
played and might lead to confusion If
evhis
was
with
child,
to
a
when
wife's
she
be
tions for the trip. It Is suld
New York, Feb. 24. At the home not disaster.
flnnl In nil questions of fuel Is Illogical
Naturally, under such
ident, that, owing to Ihp necessity for knowledge, nnd had so mistreated her and Impracticable. He declares n Qf J. W. Alexander, former presiden' circumstances any prospect of obtaindelaying The Hague conference until that on the day of her wedding, two slmllnr plan was tried in England in of the Equitable Life Assurance so- ing a fuel whlch does not emit smoke,
after the Red Cross conference at Ge- months ago, her young husband l"ft Ihe 70's, did not work, nnd was flnnl-l- y ciety, his son. H. M. Alexander, said will he of Importance.
The tests
neva, It will he Impossible for the for- her suffering from the Jeers of her
repenled. He declnres the common tonight that the family was much en- which have been conducted under the
mer to meet before next fall at Ihe friends. She said she put osT all her law gives shippers more protection couraged by the Improvement In Mr. nnval bureau of equipment have
earliest, and ns this is a very incle- wedding finery, went to her uncle's than Ihe statutes as was shown In the Alexander's condition and that the promised important results, but they
un In Holland
a further room nnd after firing two shots from Chesapeake and Ohio coal case rement
physicians had announced that he have not gone far enough yet to lead
a revolver at him, mid missing, fatally cently decided by the supreme court. would recover.
postponement Is not Improbable,
to any final conclusions.

bureau available for court evidence
against violators of the prohibition
and local option liquor law, but as
the proceeding was by unanimous
COAaent, a single objection blocked th
no asure.

Against Hapless Premien

CONFESSES HE CADETS' BODIES

BURIED IN

MURDERED

ni

HIS WIFE

THE RUINS

,

I

I

I

IN THE DITCH
I'eorlu. III., Feb. 24. The Toledo,
Peoria and Western westbound limited
No. 1 went Into the ditch two nnd a
half miles cast of Crescent City, III.,
at fi O'clock tonight, killing Engineer
J. E. Welch, of this city. The engine, hngguge car nnd smoker went
Into the dltrh nnd one dny conch was
turned oyer.
Twenty passengers In thP dny
inches were badly shaken up and
some seriously bruised.
The wreck was caused by the breaking of a Mange on the engine tender.

wsiii;ton

d.

.

of-ll-

MILLION

GOES FORTY HURT ÜN

i

SMOKE

I

pneu-mon-

RUNS LIMITED GOES WILLPOSTPONE

RIOT IN OHIO

PRICC

All Parties Join in Formidable Coalition

According
of

Muiison nelloved to Have Helped Kill
Steunenberg.
Seattle. Wash.. Feb. 24. E. D. Mum
son, alias Ed. Runer, who is In the
county Jail here charged with a mur
derous assault, is believed by Bherlfl
Smith to be one of the men wanted in
connection with the murder of former
Governor Steunenberg In Idaho. The
prisoner refuses to discuss the Steunenberg murder or other Idaho crimes
Detective' McParland has been noti-Re- d
ami Munson wdll be held in jail
until the Idaho authorities have
chance to look at him.

By Russian Press

THERE WILL BE NO WAR

Cause

-

SEATTLE PRISONER BCSPECTED
CRIME
OF COMPLICITY

Wítte and His Cabinet
Violently Denounced

PARIS AUTHORITIES CONFIDENT

Underlying

.'.

i

1

POLL SHOWS
FOR FRANCE
Limit

By Carrier, eoc a Month
By Mall. 5.00 a Year

25, 1906.

stabbed him and wounded her aunt.
today, when
She escaped arrest until
., r.,.
v. . . , i.
,..
.
i.
v
w,.
luuccci uj
aiir
hours after her uncle died at his
house. She had been riding about in
the street cars luce Thursday night,
almost without food or sleep.

SENATE WILL TACK ON
FORAKER AMENDMENT

ONLY PEACE

Reaches

NEW MEXICO. SUNDAY, FEBRUARY

ALBUQUERQUE,

HAGUE MEET

ii

WRONGED GIRL
KILLS UNCLE

STREET CARS

ro
d

.

PUiF.

ants" laborers In great number. Two
have bead brought to the
MOOJESKA THRILLS thousand
island already this year and 101 more
Ire dip- - tOlaorrOW oil the steamship
Hongkong Maru from Junan. From
here the laborers are taken by small
steamships direct to the plantations in
v illous parts of the islands.
It Is
that contagious disease have by
this means been introduced into the
territory.
IN
At a conference today Acting Oov- ELKJTHEATER
rnur Atkinson denounced the methods of tip- planters.
He demanded
'fiat they give bind In fee simple to
European
immigrants, according to
FAMOUS ACTRESS HAS LOST
tip. vlywa of President Roosavejt. The
v ishinnton governor gives authority
NONE OF HER POWER
to a territorial board to promote
but the planters have
trorked Independently, securing their
If so bo th.it there were anv in A- laborera through Japanese companies,
.. lbuquerque who
thought
Madame I VIII I
lit UAPON WAS ON IA
ol
Helena Modjeskn iiasl the prime
I
K.I HI II 11 l IN REVOLUTION
r
dr.im.tl. ireo? they wero unde
celved last nlifhi when the ureal Be- Cornier Priest's Lstbov fnniml Bubal-dlse- d
by the flou 1 mni nt
lt e
th
played Ijjdy Macbeth
St. Petersburg. Feb, 24. Through
Kicit Shakespearean tr.iice.H with a
rire anil spirit and an Intensity thst the disappearance of a Journalist.
f'iirly awed her bearers at limes and
the press agent and real
which produced uproarious applausi brains of the (father Oapon movement,
when the famous artist reached the the dlsi losuie has been made that
Por Madarae the moderate labor organ which Caclimax of hci part.
Mmljesk i is first an. I always .111 artist, pon established in st. Petersburg aftword, and er the publication of the
in the ixeateal senc of
Imperial
is not
whit less magnlflcenl than manifesto on October 30, l!ifl4 was
han she first reached the zenith or Isobsldlaed by the government. Radiher faene. The fortunate AHwnucr-oilcan- s cal Circles al
lated over the roVe- who sat before bar la1 nlghl tutlon, which was made in an open
opporan
they
hod
ni
all
wire
that
rI
idler by the nrsstdani of the Putiloff
tunity to see her in atscboth above All section of the organization. oinpliin-Ih- g
other playa, for it is hard to eee ho
that $ L'.onn ,,r
runds provided
she could be mor. tdapted bv p
through TlmirlaSeff,
recently
and óreseme for any Other minister of cmnmerce. utltll
had not reachioie. The audience last night was not ed the treasury. The aoclallsts
claim
at first responsive but as the play thai
this spells the downfall of the
proceeded ami the wonderful powei Conservative
opposition to the full
of thf woman's acting became evld nt. volutlonary programme among
tip.
Mat
in In c. hies itlence add
the house
Iban burst into prolonged nd enthu-lasti- c rorkmen.
ii la now shown thai Capon really
Tipliui iv rant
applause
In the
si cue. when Ul?
of January, 1906, ami t
sian elv audible murmur of the st ite-l- movement
queen's voice as she knelt Vainly Mattuhensky was the director of tin.
trying to efface the Imaginary blood campaign, which mystified tin- pa
e
ind tinrevolutionists,
si. iiiis from bar hands pcodticed
1h.1t Matushensky was the author of
fence in the auditorium that was al- tingrc it petition with which til
ter and oppressive,
to the
Madame Modjeaka'a support was worklngmen wers marching
on Sunday, Janu ary
nr landld, Charlea D. Herman a Mnp- - Winter palace
beth being far and away lie Mar of ti, UOii, in presen! to the Empe ror
incast, as his role demanda,
Tba when the troops Read upon them.
ríe Milium of the three weird
VFI Ill VI 11 11
ns Moll
n- anoQl the w it. lies' caldron
NH RIJ1LT l
i TO
splendidly done, the puts ,.f (he "il
hugs being taken by Mr. Henry
.i dled for id
Milllnnnlre
tng
over
ami Misses 1. ..i. 11.1 Wellef
IVj Maj Prove i ntuí.
and Alice Jeffrey
Jsmes Cooper, as
Danrat), the aged king or Scotland.
Florence, Feb. 24. Dispatches rewas perfect, as was I'M win CaldWPlI lis ceived from Pontedera, say
Die llllto- itm-quMalcolm, Wadsworlh Harria .is
nubile of William
Vsnderbllt,
Jr
and William M. Haaeltlne n
tnd wife, ran over a
boy
Fful "Macbeth" wai aupefh .in. Injured him
Macduff.
about tin- head,
Olid the lending nly might look long
v.. is stopped, ami soon
to find an actor who COUld uivo her
by a crowd of excited people
more perfect reoperation and whoae win, threatened the
u pants. In iho
tip.
trainterpretation of tin. spirit ..1
ex. Itemeni it was reported the child
gedy could i.e more in sympathy
;tii m is .1.. ni and tin.
people attacked the.
iiiat i,r jdadjeaka. a the 11
"f the chauffeur.
Vttnderblll
believing the
company, numbering nearly thirls
lives of ihe party In danger, drew his
played their parts in a way thai shows revolver, He was disarmed, however,
that Modosas s nut only an actresi ind ki.
.1.1 cuffed.
The police
but a fine Judge of pla
tin illy leecued him. and Vatulei hiU
The scenic effecta were Impressive in. tin- chauffeur were placed in
jiii.
and the masterly Staging of the m my while Mrs. Vanderbill was taken 10
n
Intensely dramatic altuatlnna goes far hotel, where she was
shown every
I. y thr
to make the plav al
possible,
Jules Many company
iuci eta.
'ibis morning the doctors vhtlted
Adolph IJutlii'i. the hoy, who was
BCHMJDT i i is in
ill
iiy Vainiei hut's Ou't'omoblle in
bis endltion,
wire of the 111.nl, Rea Matlncei "i der to ascertain
m plica lions, ii is announi ed,
ílrat
llii.alcn- - In oniniii filicide.
otihakoff. Russia Feb. 24. During
Through the American consular
the trial of Lieutenant Be h mid I by
Vanderbill has secured n
military and 11av.1l .01111 lu re fin
connection with the naval mutiny of lawyer, who applied ror bis client's
n sel objected f :' ise, which is granted in similar
last June. Sehmidt's
r
to three of the udge, un He ground cases, hut WhlCh can he refused.
that they had been captains of ship the child does not die or is not per
nllyin lured, the punishment nuiv
Which bombarded the cruiser Oteha- - mi
line or t'iin and Imprisonment
I.v
koff. commanded
tic prisoner. for athree
months in addition In a line
counsel also asked thai the prison ir
for carrying a revolver, it is believrelatives be limltted to iic COUr
ed, however, thai Vanderbill may be
to summon expei
for permlssi.
Hem d lo a line only.
menial diseases.
requests,
The court refused tinm
MINI v
PHISOXKIIR
whereupon Schmidt. In a hysterical
eurare, fainted, ins wife rushed into Disapproval of niplfsnwis at Shanghai
the court ami cried
Over Consul's Action.
Shanghai. Feb. J4 - The diplomatic
"If you hang my husband
aha 11
shoot myself.
' PS has
expressed disapproval.
Qtl liakoff iias been proclaimed unamounting almoal to censura, of the
der martial law, and patrols arc consular body's action In Insisting upsearching every one. even counsel for on the custody of Chinese female prisLieutenant Schmidt, and the others ons in the municipal Jail, As the do-- 1
i. .11 ,.f the Consuls was reported to
on trial with him.
P kin six months ago. when
causes
.lap Pour Into Hawaii
and probable cons. úneno s W( ri fatly
ilonolui
Feb. (4.- There
explained without evoking dissent, ihe
reason to believe th.it tin- Immigralion r the ministers is said lo be
tion laws are being violated in a difficult to understand.
wholesale fashion at this port. The
Tin I. gallons which have discussed
plantations have been Importing Jap- - tht reform of the mixed comí r.u- the
p.st thirty years without result. Ignora
the fact that Ihe Chinen. OfftOMtS have
gierely used the question of the con
A Trite Saying.
tiol of the female prisoners as an
It Is a trite sawing thai Do man Is
pre text (or an organized attack
r Plerce'i
stronger tun bit stomach
upon the whole administration or the
Uoidsn Medical Discovery strengthens t reign
settlement
the stomach- pbtS it in IMP Id make
It Is worthy of note that the French
pure, rich IiIihsI hslpa the llvai and
kidneys ti expel the polsuof 'rom the Settlement authorities have for many
years past dealt wltH Chinese women
uudy and thus cure- - U.1I1 liver and
troubles. If you take this natural convicts without question, The differblood ptirilliT and tonic, you will assist ence of opinion between
the ministers
your system In iiruiiifaclurii.g each day and tile
consuls will Inevitably cue. e
a pint of rich, red blood, that is invigothe Chinese to raise further derating to the brain ami nerves The
weak, nervous,
debilitated mands ami dhflcaitlsa
condition v alca 10 many people utter
- In
Btrwrh From Italian fgvy,
foci nl pol
from. Is usually tl
Rome, Ceb, :'i
the i.1...hI. It often Indicated by pimples
Vice Admiral
or lils appearing on ihe skin, the "an
mlnistet ,,, mgrhth, has dc- nurfee
thin
the
becomes
and
"blue
Idod lo expunge from the list of nnv- lr. noros's Üiscovsry euros oil i.IimsI .1
humors as wcil a- - is ing a tonic that our Vessels obsolete wsrshlfip and twenty-ftorpedo boats.
makes one vigorous, trong ml forceful.
It Is the only medicine put up for sale
N
PORTO 1: l
thion gh droggists for like purposes that
h i
contains neither alcohol nor harmful
drug-- , and the on!;, one,
oiiinil-lonei- -'
Hill
Mnki H loiHirf
every Ingredient of hkh has the profesDun o r Oats round
sional endorsement nt MS leading medical
writers ol this country. Nunc ..I these gn.Washington. K. h. i. -- Mr l.arlann- ihe Porto Rlean runinilsalnnsi in
are published In a little
BMpjnntgMUtl
book of si trac it from standard medical the Bouos, has Introduoed .. bin pro
works and will I (Ml to any address vldltiK for the ImpoOttion of an iniporl
Jrte. on reccint ((f rea oast therefor n duly of I c. nts a pound on nil coffee
letter or xn i card, addressed to I r K. introduced In all ports
of the United
V. Vierce.
uffalo. N V. It n - Just
what br. Pierce's Btndlclnst are made of. .statiH ami its posaesatasw.
The controlasíanse explains that ihl
The "Won of Prabw" for the several
s
duty of $ ci ni ,
Ingredienu of which Dr. Pierce I
n effect n duu of
are romise il. I.v leader- - In all the oniv 1 cents a pound, as
measure,
several Koonii ol medical practice, gad If enacted Into law, will the
Undoubtedl)
recommending them tor the cure of the
diseases for which the "Molden Medical force ihe Kov. rumen! of Hrarll In
the export dtllles at prevent paid
Iiould liuv far
b ado-is- i.
more wslgbt with the tick and afflicted on lis own coffee. Mr Larinn.iKa us
s
than any an tint of the
further that Hie hill will nut nff.it ih.
so conspicuously flaunted before
Mtborinp man's food in ihe United
the public bv those who are afraid to let Stales,
tin Curto liban and
the Ingredienu of which tboti madlcinot
loiands eoffse, which, under the
ore composed he known, lieur in mind
Stimulus of the proposed legtebttloB,
that th"Uoldeii Misllcul Discovery
In n stronRer
BSDOB (IF HOKKSTV on everv isittle would largely develop
wrapper, In a full list of its Ingredients. and more highly flavored article, and
mure cups of coffee e.m be made frort)
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pel lets cure constipation, Invigorate the liver and regu- a gfVsn portion of H than from the
late stomach and bowels.
Hnizlllan product.
Dr. Pierce's great thousand page illusThe tax on coffee, the commissioner
trated Common Mensa Medical Adviser contando, would only Increase, If It
will be sent free, paper i.un.. for
.unat all. tfce poor man's
d
for 31 sUmps. would Increase
seat lumps, or
breakfast by bou I
of a
A hjrsss Dr. Pierce as above
ctnt, while, on the other hand, It

GREAT AUDIENCE
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wpuld nearly double the salary of the
The Walter s Tip.
laborera In the Porto Rlcan corree dis4.
Seattle, Wash. Feb.
Martin
tricts who are now In a practically Kellar, waiter In a local cafe, a few

starving condition.

Mr. LarlanJUfJI sayi thai this tax of
.
uts a pound would represent next
year about J4 "1.10111,11011 in the I'tilled
states treasury ami about gt, 000,060
for Ihe Pullo Itican planters, in addition to saving from ruin the main production of Porto Rleo.
The commissioner says that since
187.'!. when the Dnlted States did not
produce any coffee, and when coffee
was put on the free list. Ihe BraUlan
planters must have made In the neigh- borhood of 1200,000,040,
,

.".

To Save Wrecked Steamer.
Victoria, H. C Feb. 14. The w r. i
ing steamship Batvor has left for False
Day. Alaska, to endeavor to save the
wrei kid Herman steamer Marlon en,
which stranded some weeks ago on
tinAlaskan coast The British Columbia Salvage company, owners of
the Salvor, were given permission
from the United States government nt
Washington to proceed to tin- wrecked steamer, which lies in Amerlrnn
waters.
The steamship Queen city, which
returned from the west const of Vancouver Island, brought news thai the
British ship King D&vld, wrecked on
Ha lo Point, ha'' completely broken Up.
Tin- steamship also brought news that
Indian s.al hunters are on strike, declining to go
this spring unless Jin a skin is paid them, Six dollars a skin was given last year. Xntie
of Ihe Schooners have been able to secure crews.
The provincial police who were engaged in searching for Valencia victims returned bv the steamer (jileen
City, having given up the search. Forty-nine
bodies were recovered.
k-

Sim lal sale Women's Sweaters,
colors, sold un lo É8.50. Sale
lírico, choice. $1.25, Sec window dÑ- iMjh at the Golden Rute Dry Goods
Company,
f25
Americana Shut out.
Halifax. X. B Feb. 24. RStUrni issued by the Newfoundland customs
department show that not
as many American vessels obtained
herring cargOi s during Hie s. ason just
closed as a year ago, while the total
catch Is only half what It was then.
i rn
the other band, the number of
British register vessels which secured
Cargoes there was oyer three limes as
great and their catch was proportion
ately larger.
The figures for 1906 are:
American registered vessels. With 48,019
barrels, and ::!i British, with lis.NHI
barrels; In I!iu4 there were 7 American vessels, with
bards, and 14
Brltlah, trlth ll.tal barrels. It is estimated that as a result of Ihe Xew-- "
fOUndland exclusion act every American vessel going to the l!ay of Id, mils
Ibis winter for herring has Inst and
with the supply of nn n curtailed, and
other handicaps Imposed upon them
last season. It is impossible for them
to attempt to resume herring lishing
with tip. least prospect or (mal sue- two-thir-
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days ago heard guests at a tabic discussing the chances of a fortune to be
made In Tacoma tide lands. Having
saved 11,009 from his wages and tips,
he hurried to Tacoma on the Interur-ba- n
train and secured an option on a
Jl'o.iHju block of land.
Yesterday he
received an offer of $80. Out) for the
block from the Union Pncilic am) sold
It. cleaning up $fiii,ooo on the Investment of his savings. He will continue
nt his old job, he says, for the present.
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

('..

V.

FLEISCHER
--

ISH Soutb Second Street.
Automatic 'Plume Win.
POR sai jo.
12, COO
brick cottage,
bath,
electric lights, him. corner lot, CO
142; X. Second street.
$
r,0
ooin I'raine cottage, N. lsl
St.; lot ,10x142, trees,
sidewalk;
$r,00 cash, balance on lime.
$2.C007-rooiframe dwelling, bath, lues, windmill; S. Edith
$1,309
frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city waler, high location.
"12.000
frame cottage, bath.
etc.; S. Arno street.
JI.Kiu- frame cottage, bath.
stoétrlc lights, close in.
16,5094 double houses, close in, income $S0 per month; a good Investment. Half ash, balancé on time al
8 tier cent.
Some good business
properties for
sale.
$1,600 New (room
frame cottage,
Well built, near shops; easy
pay- menta.
$:.:i00
brick, suitable for rooming or boarding house
on Highlands.
$2,600 6 -- room frame, bath, electiio
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 7C.X142.
Fourth ward.
J3.G00
frame cottage, elegant
residence. West Tijeras ave.
$1,300
frame, near shops.
$ 1,200
frame cottage; new;
nry terms.
North Eighth st
$2,01)0
modern
brick duelling; bath; gas; electric
lights; barn.
$2, 200
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good barn;
trees ami law n; due location.
V. st
Tijeras road.
$2.700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built. S.
Arno st.
$2.200
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees ant) shrubbery, corner lot, 50x1 42.
$i,(mio- - 6 -- room frame oottage;
tree?
and sbrubbei y; mar shops.
Honey to Loan on Good Real Estate
1

First National Bank
Albuquerque, New Mexico,

n,

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

RESOURCES

TOTAL

Tornado.

Court

wins

13,130,784.81

X. w York. Fab, 24.
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Gross,Kelly&Co

Paints, Oils and Virnlshes

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

I'aluieiio Itoof Paint IjiIs plve Years
and Mois iMiks.
Cash Bald for Hides and Pelts.

RICO HOTEL
Din.

Hi ,v

Lrnclonl, Props.

RESTAUR
M
si (K,
ROOMING HOUSE

11V

P

N O.

I

R

s

I

AND

S T H I"

E T

408 WEST RAILBOAD AVENUE

I N. Pesich

I
f

THE COLD WINDS

Co.

ESTATE

REAL

Dealers
Office:

jj

mwmmmwmMmvMmjmwMm

208', W. Gold Avenue
Auto. Phone 335

I

Pecillt V. Thd

Briggs

J. LOVE.

Auto phone 4li:t

p,

2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
1:46
8:30
3:00
4:35
7:30

ii,... i

,,i inn

p. m
p. m

Weatbo

Ar.... 3:80
Lv.... 1:26
Lv.... 12:26
Lv.... 11:30
Lv.... 10:29

Santa Fa
Mspanola
Embudo
Baranca
Servilleta
Tres Piedras
Antonito
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

m....Lv
I.v
I,v
Lv
Lv

p. m
p. m
v. m
Lv...,
p. m
Lv
a. m
Lv
a. m....Lv
a. m
Ar

p
p
Ü
U

Lv....
Lv....

10:00
8:10 t
6:40 a

Lv.
Lv.

11:06
8:40

Lv

11

. . .
. .

.

7:00

Lv

P
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First

J. D. Herndon, Cashier

of Albuquerque. New Mexico
Capital

lllfhl decide

$100,000.00
15,000.00

I

Surplus ami Undivided Profits

Prop.

4QI S.

.....a.o.aa

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

a

.St

The State National Bank solicits a share of your

Your Friends
Back East

Busi-

progressive banking,
Correspondence or a

WITH AMPLF. MEANS
AND UNSUKPARSED FACILITIES

to

settle along
the

THE

HI

BANK OF COMMERCE

F

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITOKH FVEHY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
axsu MH.it ns NKW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, iiso.ooo.ea.

It. P. HALL, Proprietor

If they knew more about your
neighborhood.
Send us a list of their names
nnd addn sses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literal lire. Why not work together
In Ihlw matter.
It only costs you
a postal card. Address,

Iron and Hrans 'astlngs, Ore, Coal,
fc"d Lumber Cars, Pulleys, tlrat"
liars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
or prompt ana courteous treatment
nud Iron Fronts for liulld-liiKami the vers choii . si ol meats you will
Repairs on Mining anl
make no mistake bv railing on bind
Klein wort, 112 North Third street, or Mllllti' Machinery In our Specialty
icl.'iilionliiir Miur order In.
POtJNDRY
Baal Side Itnllroud Track Mbueucruuc
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
flE

1

s,

W. H. HTlt

tt . a.. jouniBon,

Communication Made Easy

TIIK

PRESCRIPTION

DRUGGIST
time days In Alhiniiierqiie. This s
Mr. Davis' flrst visit to this city since
Wholesale and iletail Dealer In
Iwenty-sl- x
years ago and he has Inter- 20
. sting
Fresh and Salt Meats
remililsceiici s to tell of the al
ly days.
Mr. Davis has been traveling
m tGE
SI'I.CIALTV
as a tobacco and cigar salesman OVt r FOR CATTLE ND lioos ItKJf.F.ST
T A Tí A JTTl TITÍ
If FRENCH FEMALE
Country
year.
tna
forty
the
for
last
MARKET PBICE PAID
ViawMU
MUM.
Mrs. Hull. II Itaynobls of l.as Vegas.
Rin. TairTain Httiiv for (t rraaaasn MliaaTMarinp.
w ir.- - of that cashier or the Ursl
Na1IVII KNOWN Til fAU. Hhl ferat Riadt Hatls
ftvltwii liuftrftiiirs-- r
tional hank of that city, arrived In
t Mona KefunAxl. gaol (irriiaij
- hoi. Will aeti l thaw 00
for
irll,o to pal.) fur
Albu.UeriUe lust nlghl.
Man (,..
Leu
elltTPd
l9r If ;vtir Jrugglat duaa lwI
1,1)
MRS. J HO I
FN. ITop.
tore I be i J irii itch ..iltn lo imt
Auto. Phone 184
UNITED MIDICAL CO
ox T4, Uncssfis
literal ihe Golden ituie Drj Oootls
CiHlilHim -- ..Ii of SiiIIm, Suliir.lav 11111I
ihiMonday.
Itemof stile.
111
Albuquerque hf I In J. II
IHUits muí odil and ends ...II l
mttd Csmer Second Street and Copper Ara. Silil
III
..1.1
h.ill
ft!
Alhuaueraue. New Mexico.

West R&ilrord Ave.

St

,

.

and t ashler.
Assistant Casi
wu.l.HM McIN'IOSH.
GBOROB ARNOT.
HAIjIIRIDGK.
A. M. BLACK WEIíL.
O. E. CROHWH

B. RÜPPE

WM. PARR

lt'KI.1 It

Of fleers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.

ni

General Cotbnlaattoai Auont
A. T. & S. F. Ity
Railway Kxchange,
Chicago

J. W.

Tllli ENGLEWOOD

i.

stations
T.v

Foundry and Machine Works

U I Will R I ORECAflf.
MASTERS
Washingloii, Feb. 4.- - New
and Arizona: Fair Sunday and
,11m- BtArsa warnings arc
Monday,
Storage and Furniture Exchange
plsyed on the pacific .oast from polni
Uoula northward excepl on the Ore- Household Gocsls Stored, ('ruled for
gon coast.
shipment, or Sold on Commission.
UN GOLD AVIS.
ALBUQUERQUE
('. B.

i,

ness upon the basis of sound
liberal and actirate treatment.
personal interview solicited.

dls-ul-

A

PILLS.

Between the C.reat Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Ctilcacoj
1111,1
an isiintH North and East by the

El Puso

a

Southwestern System

R.ock Island System
Shortest, Onk'-st- .
therefore the Best. The Only way with two
tlirouali trains dally, carrylnc Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

A

--

(10

,

.

l.r,

ribt

& Co

frh-nds- ,

I',, it

é
G. system

0. N. Marran, President

place
lor good work at low price

Toti&Gradi

Davis, of New York, who Is
now connected with the Bach Tobacco
company, will loave here for the east
this evening after spandlng two or

RAILWAY SYSTEM

s

Albuquerque
Planing Mill
All kinds of mill work

Clio. ite has Med an opinion as
sustaining J. P. Morgan in a
Trops. Alvarada Pharmacy
libel suit Instituted by hlin for damFirst St. and Hold Ave.
ages resulting from a collision between his yacht, the Corsair, and tin
Monmouth while reluming from (he
International cup rneaa In
The
amount of damages claimed was small
but Mr. Morgan, who was on board
the yacht at the time with Mayor
Dealers In
PHOVIHIONS,
DAY,
Weaver and a parly of
wus GROCERIES.
WD FUEL.
determined to justify the asamanshlp Fine LineGHof UN
Impon, d Wines. Liiiniirs
of Ma skipper through the courts
and Clears, Place lour Orders
For This Line Willi Is.
The decision of the referee, by a previous agreement, will be entered ns a
WORTH THIRD KTHKKT
.
judgment of the United states district
court for the southern district of New
Albuquerque
York it holds that the Monmouth
Was solely In fault.

nntiMUty.

2.632,580 23

Trains atop at Lmbudo for dinner where good meals are served.
CONNECTIONS
At Antonito for Durnngo, Silverton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and intermediate joints via either
standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge via Salida, ma
the entire trip in daylight and passing through the Famous Royal Gorge,
? for all poluta on Creede
branch.
at
HOOPBR. (J. P. A.,
. ,
A. S. BARNEY,
:
Denver joto.
ge

(1.

:

KÓ1

"'""""

200,000.00

I

:-

Won't affect
your lace and
II you use our
MOD. BENZOIN AM) WITCH
HAKEL
CltEAAI,
only 25c a bottle.

B. II.

,,.

11:00 a. m

ri lc

Wpeylal
siic Women's Bwesitrrs, as.
sorted colors, sold un to s ,n
Sal.
price, choice. I I.9S. sec window
ai the floluen Hule Drj Uotsls

DUO 4 mK.
--

i

Leatlier, Harness, Saddles, Lnp llobea,
Eastbound
llorso Blankets, Ktc.

c

Wil-

A

$3.130,784.81

&

THOS. F. KELEHERj

A.

ihe Monmouth Itcsponsl-bilor locldenl to Corsair.

fl.fl.
rruui.

TOTAL

DEPOSITOR. Y OF THE A.. T. & S.

SUIT.

Hold- -

. 1...l.1
......
..... n, aaJ
Circulation
Deposits

Iwo-stor-

RnttleSburg, Miss., rsb. 24. A I ornado struck the northeastern section
of this place today. Much property
was damaged and two were injured,
but none wet., killed.
MU. MORC

9, 190b

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts
f 1,3 50,6 S6. 00
Bonds, Slocks, Real Estate
02,322.60
Hanking House and Furniture
88,300.00
United Slates Bond....$ 300,000.00
Cash and Exchange ... 1.370,306.21 1,679,306.21

i;itt

Mississippi

OF THE

4- -i

before next autumn the Americans
win not i... aide tu rósame this herring fishery, then, but musí be conWool. Hides ,V Pelts
tení to see their once splendid source
a Specialty
of substantial profits (all into thi
M.BI'QI
i:
LAS VEGAS
hands of the Newfoundland fishermen.

Henderson Nenrlng Death.
Dubuque, la., Ñn, Í4. Early tin
mornlnn the condition of exSpenkei
no
rv unsvi
ii. nenaerson was
physician said thai le ullK'bl .lie .it
any moment
d that II was his opln
ion thai Ii"
aid not live beyond
noon today.

ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED

Fire Insurance.
Surety Bonds.

says:
cannot be made

u Vinlinssndor (oes to Mexico.
4.
David v
Lincoln. Nab., I'Vb.
Thompson, now United States ambassador to Mexico, leaves lodav with
Mrs. Thompson in a private car for
111" City of Mexico.
When he arrives
he win be Kiven a reception by the
officials of the republic.

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

eal Estate and Loans.

a report from Newfoundland

"if an arrangement

MONTEZUMATRUST COMPANY

Pit ATT ,v CO.. VOI AUK Bl'RK or
GETTING THE FINEST GROCEK-l- i
s AT HEASONAUIjE PRICES. 211
MM TU SI CONII sritl l.T

cess.

k.-.- l

habit-formin-

Sunday, February 25. l
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Tor Full Particulars see an Aeent n

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL

V.
PASO, TEXAS

am.

R. STILE

Gen. Paso. Agent

Sunday. February 25,

If

clerk; H. J. Ely. distribution rlork,
and Martin Reimer, office hoy.
The San Rernardino Sun says: All
tUUtda are thoroughly delighted with
their new quarters, and express themselves as pleased with San Bernarthe
dino.
They have entered Into
baseball spirit, and are going to root
for the transportation team in the big
game to he played Thursday with the
mechanical team, on the local dia-

GORGE
E WILL BE

m
Span

mond.
The coming of the storekeeper from

Chasm

Dizzy

2,000 Feet Deep.

Albuquerque goes to prove that the
Santa Fe looks upon this city with
special favor, as the chief distributing
center for the coast lines.
The presence of the storekeeper's
main force located in this city will
make it necessary to greatly enlarge
the storehouse facilities, and will add
to the number of employes at this
point materially.

PROJECT WILL

DARING

COST

FULLY $100,000

The highest railroad bridge in the
will be built across the top of
the famous Hoyul Gorge near Canyon
City. It will be 2,000 feet above the
hanging bridge of the Denver and Ro
Urande railway so high in the air
that the roaring of the Arkansas river
below will not be heard, and the powerful stream will look like a thread
of silver running between the frowning cliffs, says the Denver Post.
il will cost $100,000 to span the
i hasm.
The structure will be erected in
connection with the plans of F. s.
("ranger, of San Jose, Cal., to establish an interurban system of electric
railways in Fremont county from Canyon City to Florence, South Canyon,
Baal Cayon, Lincoln park ami the
top of Ttoyal Gorge. Construction will
begin March 1 and a part of the road
will be in operation by July 1.
A bonus of $2"i, 000 has been raised
by the citizens of Canyon City and
Florence and is in escrow in the
Fremont County bank, Canyon City.
When the lines are completed the bonus will be given the promoters. The
proposed system Will cost $600,000.
The cog road to the summit of
Pike's peak will have a strong rival
when the electric line to the top oí
Th 8
Hie Royal gorge is completed.
Pike's peak road is now the greatest
curiosity in the way of freak railroad
building the state of Colorado offers,
bul the proposed line, with its thrillno
ing ride across the gorge, will
doubt come near taking tirst place.
It is six miles from Canyon City to
the highest point the electric line will
reach, but a tortuous road ten miles
in length will have to he built for the
aselectric cars. Frank A. Wadb-igh- .
sistant general passenger agent of the
Denver and Rio Grande railway, who
has just returned from Canyon City,
says the Sangre de Cristo range for
lift y miles may be seen from tho top
of the mountain.
said Mr.
"The scene presented,"
VVadleigh, "is as
as in
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado in
.Arizona. A great array of mountains,
wilh their head! covered with snow
and with verdure presents an aspect
which crowds thoughts of the
llay world out of a man's mind and
exalts him to the heights of dreamland."
V. Donaldson, formerly president
tit the Colorado Springs Mining Exchange, is interested wilh Mr. (Iranger
In the project.
Orders for rails hav
been pla ed and they will be standard
gauge, and II in said that it will be
the first standard gauge interurbon
electric line operate, l in Colorado.

world

COMMON

COLDS
Many'
Diseases.

the lause of

Are

Serious

Physicians who have gained a national reputation as analsysts of the
cause of various diseases, claim that if
catching cold could be avoided a long
list of dangerous ailments would never
be heard of.
Everyone knows that
pneumonia and consumption originate
from a cold, and chronic catarrh,
bronchitis, and all throat and lung
troubles are aggravated and rendered
more serious by each fresh attack.
Do. not risk your life or take chances
Chamberwhen you have a cold.
lain's Cough Remedy will cure it
develop.
This
before these diseases
remedy contains no opium, morphine
or other harmful drug and has thirty
years of reputation back of it. gained
by Its cures under every condition. For
sale by all druggists.

corst. John's Episcopal Chore
ner Fourth and Sliver Ave. Holy coin
naunion, 7:30 a. m.; Sunday school, 10
a. m. ; morning prayer and sermon.
II a. m.; evening prayer and sermon,
7:30 p. m. All scats free. A. (i. Harrison, rector.
Congregational church it oatdw ty.
east end of the viaduct. Rev. J. V.
at
Rarron, pastor. Sunday scnool
Morning service at 11 o'clock.
9:45.
Topic of sermon, "Vicarious Faith."
Anthem by the choir. "Hide Thov. Me."
Messiah,
Solo, "He Was Despised."
Y. P. S. C. E. tt
Mrs. Washburn.
6:30. Evening service at 7:30.
A sacred concert of no mean order
will be given at the evening service. The program follows:
Vocal Solo "The Holy City".. Adams
Mr. Hetherington.
Autumn Thomas
Sarah YV'athena Rrown, Harpist.
VOCal Solo
Miss Viola Kremer.
Vocal Solo "The Ninety and Nine
Campion

THE DECLAMATORY CONTEST.
ELKS' HALL. TUESDAY. H::to I. M. TICKETS 25c. AT
M A

I

SON'S.

If you need a carpenter telephone
llesselden.
To Detect Bogus Rank Notes.
Georg L. Root, one of the promoters of the new bank at Wickenberg.
is the Inventor of a new device for
testing of banknotes, treasury
the
noles and similar bills. The bills are
run through it and if they are counterfeit, they will lose their colors.
The coloring is put on genuine bills in

such a manner that they are not affected in the passage through the tna-- i
nine, says the l'hoenix Republican.
Mr. Root, who was in town day before yesterday on his way tó the meet-o- f
the Shrlners at Tucson, had tho device with him. and was showing its
operation at the ofllce of the county
tregaurer. A Chinaman came in while
bills were being run through the machine, and he was told that it was an
Of
instrument for the manufacture
them. He was offered a part of the'
product at fifty cents on the dollar,
but he knew the danger of handling
money turned out by private enter-

Mrs. Ciibbs.

prise.
It is said though that it is possible
to put the colors which appear on the
various billa on ordinary linen paper
by means of the machine. There la

:

MOUNTAIN LINE
v m il l) to ENGLE dam
The Kl PatO Herald has the following about the new narrow gauge railway to be btttll from that city to l lie
Organ mountain! in New Mexico:
options have alrcaf.y been taken
on six blocks of property for the terminus of the road. The jproperiy is
to he purehaaed outright. It is understood, wilh the agreement that the
money will be refunded when the read
Is built, this being done by the promoters as an evidenc e of good faith.
TIM survey for the road lias Deenl
completed by County Surveyor J. W.
Ktihank. and the man wtio Is repre-entin- e
the company In Bltfjttoiej matters is now here closing a deal for tin'
terminal alte and making arrangements for the work. It is stated positively by those who think they know
th it the material for the construction
ot the road has been purchased ami
that construí lion work will not be
long In starting.
The road Is to be a narrow gauge
line, and its principal business will
he the hauling Of ores from the Organ
mountain mines, although it will also
handle freight of a general character,
and will run passenger coaches to
take care of the travel between Ml
Mexico
1'aso and this newest Xew
mining nection.
It Is the present intention of the
company to erect a concentrator at
the terminus in this citv for the concentration of the ores after they reach
here, before taking them to the smelter, and, with tile shops, depot, concentrator and other buildings which
the company will erect in the event
of the building of the line, it will result In adding a new Industry of Considerable Importance to the city and
will give employment to a number of

Washington Suits
in grey a.rd blue serges; double or single breasted
ALSO

and 15he Crossett $3.50 and

$4.00 Shoes

THE RAND CONCERT AT I I! ACDARK THIS A ITER NOON
will RE FINE. DON'T FAIL TO
RK THERE.

M.MANDELL

TION

$4.00 Shoes
DtinL

Rids Wanted.
By the Rio Grande Woolen Mills
Co. for an addition to their building,
100X100, three
said addition to be
stories, same construction as present
building. Enquire at office for parIf
ticulars.

Shepsrd Most Do Time.
Paris. Feb. "4. The ministry of
justice has acted adversely on the application of thi' American authorities
for executive Clemency in the tase ot
Elliott v. Bhepard, (grandson of the
late W. K. V.inderbilt. who was sentenced October 26 to three months'
Imprisonment and 110 tine and to
pay Í 1.000 damages to the parents of
Madeline Marduel. who was killed liy
Shepard'i automobile last April, Th
line and Indemnity were paid but the
application sought to waive the imprisonment,
Further efforts in this
direction will be made
i

Manhattan Shirts

Fine Line

p Huts

JVettlron's Shoes
j

Ü. E.

BELL

All Kinds of...

Livery, Feed and Sale

Vehicles

..STABLES..

tit

Hoarding Horses a Specialty.
Saddle Horses.
V. Silver Avenue. Alhuuiicruuc

IKOONT
3 SFHrWmJ

Farm Machinery

and Harness.
Figures and Quality
of Goods are tvhat
Ta IK. so let us
qt-O- e

you figures,

For Women

WHOLESALE

all ages there is no safer or more reliable remthe Bitters, it has been used by women
all over the world for over 50 years and hundreds of theni have testified tfl Its goodnSss.
If
you suffer from any ailment peculiar to your sex
get
edy than

STOMACH

(he old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure

J

has never
Impoverished

vomiting, cramps,
headache,
nervol's
sleeplessness. costi ve ess.
DYSPEPSIA ou COLDS.

try a bdttle today. Delay only
Your druggist
makes a cure so much harder.
will supply you with the genuine With our Private
stamp over the neck.
to

fall

J. KORBER

....'..vt'i''!

C.

ROOFING

Albuquerque.

CO.

&

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Corner Flrsr Street and Copper Avenue.

on year building snd you will nevei
care how hard i wins or bow hot lb
sun shines.
Anyone ran put It down.
FrS Sample ou request.
Fur Kale by
BORRAD AILE ,v COMPANY
Agents, il" Gold Avenue

dizziness,
backache,

Don't

V

Put

Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters
at once and be made Well again,
been
known to fail in eases Of
isiiiiiii. Mommy irregularities or

Miiiilmttiiu Shirts
Earl it Wilson
Shirts
jfagrr U ndcriurar

pine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque

0)1

something photographic in the device
and it was that feature of the invention which led Mr. Rool to complete
n for years a deep stuIt. He has I
dent of the art of photography, devoting himself in late years to the mastery Of the secret COlOrS. He is after
the prise of several thousand dollars
offered by t he Smithsonian Institution
for the discovery of perfect color photography.
Mr. Root has been able to secure
six standard colors, but that Is as far
as he has gone.
He Is stumped at
the various abades. He is hopeful
hOUgh o sometime being able to lead
(hem into camp and claim the pride,

1.

Just Received Fine Line of Bhe Celebrated

Ser-vire- s

Rider
"Nearer My God to Thee"
Sarah Wathcna Rrown, Harpist.
Faith to
Vocal Solo "Through
Dudley Ruck
Light"
(.
Mrs. Washburn.
Gounod
Spring Song
Mrs. Sarah Wathena Rrown, Harpist.
Vocal Solo Miss Ada Campflchl.
"Rock nf Ages" arranged for harp
by Mrs. Rrown.
Vocal Solo "Help Me to Pray". . . .
Mr. J. W. Beane.
The harp used by Mrs. Brown Is
Lyon & Ifealy's $1,,"00
instrument
This firm is now bttlldlng a pipe organ
All
for the Congregational church.
ieati free and everybody invited.
First Methodist Episcopal Corner
Lead Avenue and South Third street.
Rev. J. C. Rollins, D. D., pastor. Sunday school at ! 4 r Morning worship
at il a. m.i with sermon by Dr. A. P.
Morrison, of Kl Paso. Junior League
at 3 o'clock and Kpworth League at
Evening service at 7:30. Dr.
6:30.
Morrison will preach. There will be
special music at both services. Strangers are cordially welcomed and the
public s invited
First Rapti-- I Church The pleaching services, morning and evening,
will be conducted by the acting pastor, Robert L. Kl Hoy. Subjects as
11 a. in., "The Certainty of
follows:
Salvation." 7:30 p. m., "The Present
Bible school at
Tense of salvation."
is in9:50 a. m. The Bible school
creasing in attendance and new classes arc being formed. It Y. P. 1'. at
,

The Young People's society expects to give a musical and literary
entertainment, Friday, March 9th, for
the benefit of the church treasury.
The music Includes the following:
Morning Anthem by choir, "Sing
Alleluia Forth (D. Buck
Evening Male Quartette
Messrs.
Beane. Hetherington.
Patehen and
Colllster. Mr. Hetherington will sing
"The Holy City" as a solo.
Christian Church Meets in the
Commercial club building. Sunday
school at 10 a. OB. At II o'clock Dr. J.
H. Harrison, of St. Louis will preach
There will he no evening service.
Presbyterian
First
Church
In Elks' opera
house.
Sunday
school at 9:45 a. m.. public worship at
11 a. m., and 7:30 p. m.. conducted
by Rev. Warren H. DuHosn.
Junior
christian Endeavor at fi:tr. p. m. The
Sunday school will meet In the main
auditorium, instead of the small room.
All strangers cordially Invited to attend the services of the church.
Highland McthodiM Church J. m
Sollie, pastor. At 11 o'clock, a special
service will be held for the children.
They will take charge of the choir
service, and the pastor will preach a
sermon for their special benefit At
7:30 p. m., the pastor will preacb to
the young people. Sunday school at
9:45 a. m.. Junior League at 3 p. in..
Senior League at 6:30 p. m. Let the
obler people como out to the children's) service, to encourage., them in
their work. Ami Or Hie same reason,
let them attend the services for the
young people In the evening Strangers made welcome.
6:30.

Where to UlorsWp today

REMEMBER

awe-inspiri-

i:V
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assa,
A. HUDSON
Watt Taper ana
Jap-a-La-
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.

J

First Class Work Guaranteed
Prices Reasonable

IIS NORTH SECOND 5TR.FET

N. M.

;'.-:.:::;::-

:

:st-j'0o'S,oo'i,-

s

ORGAN
M

,

men.

The proposed line has been surveyed out of the city through Bole dad
pass, a narrow gap In the range of
Franklin mountain, on the high land,
away from the water which frequently puts the Santa Ft out of business,
and il is claimed that high water will
not affect Its operations at any time.
It is said to be the ultimate Intention of the promoters of the road to
build to the Kngle dam If it Is found
that such a line would pay. The
as now projected, will cost a
million and a half dollars, it Is stated.
a a at
CUSTER W D COHORTS
ARRIVE IN BAN BERNARDINO
I. J. Custer, storekeeper of
thi
Santa Fe coast lines, and his office
force have arrived In San Rernardino.
and the entire force Is hard at work
in th'dr new quarters in the depot
building.
The force under Mr. Custer is distributed as follows: Ron Khuppe. chief
Armljo,
distribution
clerk; Justo
clerk; Charles Rond. Invoice clerk;
lritlt Curtain, stenographer, A. M.
Webster. Invoice clerk: Henry May,
invoice
tyuuhu:;, (Jua suckle
ru.ll-ina-

d,

Our Motto:

"The Newest
Best First"

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store
THE DAYLIGHT

We keep only Midi goods
ell, nml
as lire lit i,.
only

inch

prices

n1- -

win

sell ihcni

31

STORE

OUR TIMELY ADVICE TO BUYERS
A peculiar state of affairs confronts us. The scarcity of merchandise was never equalled in the history of America. All manufacturers of repute are
unable to fill present orders. Prices have advanced and are still advancing. It would cost us 10 to 25 percent more to duplicate our stock today. Still
we are selling at the old prices, for our present stock was contracted for almost a year ago; we therefore advise you to buy early while stocks are complete.
undersold. We uaratee the price of extery thin tve sell to be as lotv or lotver than same article can be purchased in the territory
'Remember We are
ne-Ve- r

l.

t, O'hM,

M.'l,", il,

V,H.f',f

.

Hatve

New White Goods for

Yoi Seen the New

Waists and Dresses

Tailored Suits?
(MtCOKD FLOOR)

of count but do you know how very pretty i II the new Styles
nre? Our selection whs buUU with thst k'"I t.','t' Bind mro discrimi- ,
nation for which thin store Is fumous. The OjttSÜtlss nre all depende-bles
only
tullorinff .mil workmanship go Into the garments we buy. Every day adds to our COHOCtton 0Í these beautiful
new Uluen and
new C.reys,
In the new ('oral shades,
creations.
Split and full circular
In Bton and Mux Jacket effects.
BhvekS.
$18.50. MMt ami HMO
skills. Priced at
hiKh-cins-

New Separate Skirts

Recent arrivals of new Spring and Summer OoodS, made our
slock complete. Select your Wli lt- Hoods now While the stock Is
new and fresh.
embroidered effect, while walstlng, nulte the corNew
Mo
rect thing for while waists; per yard
Embroidered Whits Batista, coming In stripes and small figures,
Mc to 75c
perfectly new. per yard
White Dotted Swiss, White Madras and White Jaquards; per
yard
French Lawns for beautiful sheer summer gowns and waists. 4Ü
MOi "5c and $1.00
Inches wide, per yard
Mercerized White Satin Damask, will wash beautifully, per yd, 75c
Seml-Sliec-

Embroidered Robes

(SECOND FLOOR)
Thene have a new swing and new look They are refreshing brnuso
of the new styles and the light colors of most of them. The following will help you to deride;

Pleated and Circular Skirts, In fancy plaids, checks, solid colors
MM to $10.0(1
and grey. Priced at
Skirts, clustered tucks, In
and
(Jored
black, white, colors, plaids and tripes. Priced at ....$12.50 to $22.50
Split-Circul-

The newest ereatlons, Just arrived from St. Call, Switzerland, for
street, or evening wear. Embroidered Robes, complete with embroidered skirl, embroidered wuist material anil embroidered edges
$.5U to $25.00
and Insertions to mutch throughout. Prices

Waist

The New Jackets
(8EEOND FLOOR)
For the Intermediate cool days and evening a Covert Jacket Is
not only to your comfort, but. also to your well being. For
this spring the Jackets are very natty and pretty. Note the following:
styles, satin
Tailored Tan Covert Coats, pony and tight-fittin- g
$5.95 to $17.50
lined, fancy strapped. Priced at
IN

They nre knitted from long staple
It meets all requirements.
d
yarn; corduroy rib;
leg; three-threa- d
heel and toe; cuff
top, and dyed I pur fast black. Eevry pair carries our guarantee as
evidence Of Its real merit. No other firm guarantees stockings selling
2 m Irs for 25c
at such a low price 15c a pair. Hut In Ibis sale
Made In two styles of rib heavy ribbed for the boy and
lxl ribbed for girls. Sizes 6 to a Vfc.
two-tlirea-

Dress Goods Special
e
pieces of new Spring Dress Coods. consisting of the
new plain mohairs, shadow check mohairs and grey mixtures. Special

Twenty-fiv-

per yard
not- Twenty pieces of
Dress Ooods In the new grey worsteds,
black and white checks, and novejty mixtures. Regular 7ác values
Special, per yard
40-In-

FOR SPRING

Full-Circul- ar

MILINEHY DEPAItTMENT NEW THINGS ARIVINO DAILY
OUR MILLINERY DEPARTMENT FOR 8P1NO WEAR.

r.

Hosiery Special - American
Boy Stocking

Patterns

Lace Special
One

hundred pieces

Its a yard.

of

machine-mad-

e

torchon

NpecluJ at

IrtcPW,

worth up to

The new Mercerised Embroidery on Hal isle cloth, Very effective
while waist patterns, the entire front embroidered and with enough
muterlalto make entire wulst; no two alike. Prices, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

5c
Two hundred pieces of Piatt Val. Laces, up to 6 inches wide and worth
up to 2.1u a yard. Kpecial at
lot:
ja

White Waásts

Silk Special

Made of Lawns. Batiste Linen and Jap Silk, another shipment Just
rece ved. Especial nice Une oí while Jap silk, all trimmed with MÉ
$:i.oo, $:i,50, $1.25 mid $5.oo
or self embroidery. Priced
White Waists arc to bo the thing, as you already know. We secured a great quantity and by taking so many the prices are verjr
much less than regular. They are made In the right styles snd there
is Just enough and not too much In any part. Important to you Is that
they fit, being properly cut and properly sewn. There are all prices
í

from

tl-0-

to $15.00

Wash Silks In nbout 2fi different patterns snd designe, this is our
regular &0c silk placed ou sale at, per yard, only.,..
:t,
A now line of
Jap Bilk. Just received, our regular
quality; placed In this sale at, per yard
27-In-

500

SEE THE NEW NECKWEAR AND BELTS ARIRVINC1 DAILY
EVERY NEW FAD THAT'S. GOOD WILL BE FOUND IN OUR LINE

I

1

par.

,

foi-r-

.
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E

A
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HOW BANANAS COM
No Obstacle Now to
Bond Issue for the ACROSS THE GULF
New City Building 10 ALBUQUERQUE

E

!
!
I

t

h

Census Return Shows Population Within

I

The census- n( the City of Alliiu r- rpi ordered two weeks ;k by the city
Council, is entapíete and there is now
no longer any legal obstacle In the
(ay nt an bMM Of DOndt lor the pro- Ity building.
h
tinder the existing law no city In
new Mexico in :su bonds for
of constructing city buildings
unless the Ity have a population of
It, sag
more.
Kven with this pop
Biatlon the bonds to be Issued are
United to the sum of $30.000. it has
be( li estimated thai it Would require
at Last $3ii.iMm to erect the building
Albuquergus needs now. and which
will at the same time serve the city
for years to come, To this end the
City council ordered the census, the
return rrom which show that Albsj-t- a
Querque Is legally entitled to vr
the
necessary bonds if the people sc elect.
City Clerh Marry F. , e. w I " has
received the returns from the en umer- atora completed figuring up the totals
late yesterday afternoon, after work
Ing all day on the books brought In
from the different ward,
The total shows Albuquerque to
have a population within th present
city Umita of 1,070,
Includes No Suburbs,
ii ihould he remembered in constd- ring this total thai none ,r the people
in any of the suburbs are Included,
the senaus being or course confined
Strictly to lln .p s. nl city limits. This.
therefore, d.,es not include the large
,
.....
t, ant, loll,
,i,,t
,,ie s'liiiiieru
w
boundary In (larelaa, the sun largar
len.iiioi, jii.si across the wist, ru
Boundary in old Albuquerque and the
considerable population north of the
Mountain mad. With these suburbs
Included Albuquerque easily has a
population of 10,000,
As It Is. however, there Is popula- lion enough within the tjty limits to
make the proposed
issue I, gal.
The Returns Ity Ward- -.
Th. h turns by ward's show that the
-

!
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i
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parties who procrastinated, are now
very, very sorry they didn't hurry.
The Phoenix parties, two brothers.
made one trip to the Republic oí
Chill, which owns the Cocal Island, to
btain a concession to hunt for the
treasure, but they failed to get It.
Some corrupt officials wished to 1m

prison one of the party and force him
to give up his secret. They had a
narrow ercape and came back to the
t ' ii ted States to
raise more money and
try again.
Years passed in procrastination and
failure to obtain sufficient funds enabled the lucky englishman to get a
,
of oncession from the Chilean government and stunble on the bigetreas-- u
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YOU CAN WASH
WOUNDS MAD E

THE MATTRESS
BEARING THIS LABEtt

ey

TAIS

'porter for the Morning Journal was Tucson, Itlsbee. Douglas
and ('imanen VICTIM HAS FRACTURED SKULL
taken yesterday aft ... .: by a well
Included.
It required almost a full day of the known local fruit dealer to see a car(Tucson Citizen.)
ASSAILANT TAKES TO WOODS
Local lovers of base ball will learn
lime of the city clerk to get the totals load or fruit straight from the torrid
from the several Wards and he Will at- zone.
It Is a colh.r 'n which, with with pleasure that Blsbee hase ball
tempt no further classification of the this dealer to explain one may spend promoters are getting to a hardrock
As a result of a terrible beating
census, as to sex, age. or other details,
basis. It Is now their nlan to organ
received Friday
in a saloon
the purpose of th ordinance and cen half an hour very profitably. The ize a circuit composed of Tucson, Bls at camp No. 5, ofafternoon
the American laim-he- r
sus having he, n merely to ascertain fruit, a carload of It. was that most bee, Douglas and Cananea. They have
company, In the Zuñí mountains
pruned off Tombstone and Phoenix,
lln total population
Any attempt at popular of imported rnilts. the bana
Slocum, a lumber cook employPet?r
na,
In
great
hung
hunchand
the fruit
which are not to be considered as ed by the Amt riean
further classification would entail
Lumber Company,
es,
from wall to wall of the under- they furnish scarce a corporal's guard Will die. Vistor Tais,
labor and the figures subhis alleged asmitted will he all that will lie returned ground room, or lay stacked in deep it a game, and El Paso which Is out sailant is In
hiding while Vulenclu
floor, three of the running, owing to Its renn - coutity
piles on the straw-coverto the council.
officers are on his trail.
(e n, rally speaking the work In all hundred hunches in all. the reporter neae.
Slocuni was brought to Albuquerof the wards has been thoroughly anil was told, were stored in the cellar for
Hut Tucson. Blsbee, Douglas and que
and to St. Joseph's
g a few
carefully done.
Cananea would form an Ideal league. yesterday morning by Dr. sanitarium
scattering distribution in the he al market.
Connéll,
greatest
"Is
expense for traveling field surgeon
"The banana." said the dealer.
The
instances people who thought they
for the company at Tho- had been passed bv bv the numeral- - 'he most risky proposition the fruit from one town to nnolher Is not more reau.
The man Is suffering from two
160 including hotel rare ror a
ore reported to the city clerk, but gen- - man has to handle. "Fortunately this than
fractures of the skull and from other
erally the census has been reasonably car has come to us In exactly the right day.
Injuries, the fractures of the skull bethorough,
condition for handling, it Is neither
It is not known how many games ing apparently
fatal.
a week the promoters of the league
There has been little trouble in the to" BTeen, so as to require forced
According to the story told by Slo- Wringf,
It
so
play.
too
as
to
would
nor
ripe,
be
much
can
said, cum he laid off
make
This
for the enumerators, th" people
from work Friday
as a rule showing willingness to assist necessary to get rid of the fruit at however, the league will fast about as morning
and during the day wandered
in every way.
One case in which the short notice. Either condition Is had long as Ice in Quito if daily ball is un- into tne saloon
at camp No. 5. A short
proprietor Of
lodging honse declined for the dealer. In fact, from the time dertaken. What would however be a time
after he was seen to enter the
to give an enumerator access to the 1 thla fruit is stacked onto the banana success would be a schedule of Satursaloon, friends found him lying Inhouse was reported, but a policeman ''oats In Central America, until It is day and Sunday games and also holi- sensible on
the floor, bleeding profuée-- j
games.
In
day
New
unloaded
packed
Orleans
quickly
and
remedied
this difficulty.
ly from wounds in the scalp and hav- . ,
., .
.
gets
AIn
is
cars,
it
until
When Interest
the
laid down in
keen and the ing the appearance
ii is expccieci in. li wmi tile census
of having been
difficulty qui of the way the counc il lbuquerque, and until It is disposed of mee irpnll'u cveilinir It eotll,l hn n JWWnatloally
pounded with the butt
will at once enact an ordinance saili- - after Its journey of thousand! of mih s. enmnarntlvelv easv matter to eet HI.
'"vnlver. Victor Tais, the
h,';'v-v- .
mining the proposed bond Issue ror the fruit dealer is taking (he chances. an excursion' from Tucson to Douglas
In the place, had disappear- b4"?er
City building purposes to the people t'i
"You see here In the cellar some or Blsbee or from those cities to the on,
nm a native iviin was In the la- be voted on at the coming April elec- three hundred bunches of bananas. old pueblo or to Cananea. This was
loon said that Tais had beaten
tion. The city already owns the ground There are an average of one hundred done last year In one instance when
because the lumber jack owed
on which this building Is to he conand fifty bananas on each hunch. Now Blsbee came here and the attendance him money,
which he would not pay,
and was the largest of the year.
structed, having acquired the entire IUPP0M this fruit were over-ripSlocum denies owing the bartender
Between the four cities mentioned any
corner at the corner or North Second It were necessary to sell It, or have It
money and it Is said that he had
stn et ami Tijeras road, acr
the go to waste. There are in the room a there has always been the keenest rivPI el
rrom the present dilapidated total of 45.000 bananas, (living Albu- alry. Last year Tucson rather BWal; twenty dollars In his pocket when he
went Into the saloon, which was miss- querque a population
ity hall.
of
15,000 lowed Cananea whole when the Sono- warrants nae
""' " "'
you see we would have to see that c - ra aggregation came here. When Pis- l!s,,rfl for ,h'' "Teat of Tais, and
ry man. woman and child In Albu- bee enme It was the same storv but b,,,'n
11
" Probable that by the time he is
querque had three bananas each, if we Biibee had revenge in Blsbee. Doug- Caught, there will be a murder charg
got rid of the fruit pro rata.
.Most las and "Jucson did not meet. Tucsni,
him.
DAYS
START people like bananas, hut the whole Is always willing and ready for base- against
ALBUQUERQUE ELKS
A telephone message from the sanpopulation doesn't often buy theni at ball and this city will not be lack'ng
provided the promoters of the pro- itarium at midnight said that Slocum
one and the same time.
was in a very dangerous
condition,
"In the big fruit markets, the ba- posed circuit use judgment. The lov- and
that he might not live through
MAY SEND GLUB
ilaras often come In green, and if the ers of base ball here Include citizens the night.
VALLEY FARMERS
His recovery is conMdered
market Is short, they are ripened by of everv nrofesslon and should the
steaming, We seldom have to resort prpper Interest be aroused no trouble miprooaoie.
"
to artificial ripening here,
nut the would be found In getting nut crowds
I
I HI'. (AH
H r.
I'll IS AFTER.
banana is a most difficult fruit to care iiiimberiiia a thousand or more.
NOOeV FOR TRACTION PARK AND
DENVER
for. A sudden change In temperature,
HKAIt Till: RANI) CONCERT.
especially if it lie ror collier weather
SCORES 1'INK (iltOCKHIKS. COCRTKOI'S
will if t ii ruin a w hole shipment of SCHOOL TEACHER
,
RKASONAItLF,
TREATMENT,
PRI-- (
bananas In a few minutes, for they do
'IOS
A COMBINATION
HARD TO
not
he
to
frozen,
have
merely
but
v..
EFFORT FOR BIG MARCHING
BEAT.
I'.
CO.,
&
S.
214
PRATT
'LOUGHS ARE WORKING ALL
ONE ON EDITOR OF THE
chilled when the flavor Is destroyed.
SECOND STREET.
I
"No. have never found any taran-- (
ORGANIZATION
BEING MADE
ALONG THE RIO GRANDE tulas among the bananas coming to us.
Attend the Golden Rule Dry Goods
(
oinnanv Sale of Sails Saturday and
LORDSBURG LIBERAL
ton hear or that sort of thing quite
Monday, last days of sale. Remnants
often, but It is a very rare thing for
and odds mill ends will he sold al
All effort IS to be made hy the Albua drive up and down the Rio Gran- any live thing to come through with a
one-ha- lf
regular prices.
f 25
querque lodge of i:iks to send a strong de valley north and south of Albu- shipment unless it be small Insects
The last issue of the Lmilsbiirg LibTlio very best ol Kansas City beef
marching club to Denver for the an- querque these warm February days and beetles. Once In awhile you hear eral makes adverse comment editor- and million al I anil Klelnworl's. 113
North Third street.
the story of the banana snake, a small ially on the ability of County Superinnual convention of the order to be
ill show a moai remarkable lot of
yellow
reptile with an absolutely ratal tendent A. X. White and the examin,
held in thai ity in n
,uiy summer; industry on the part Of the valley far- bite. I am afraid
the banana snake is ing board in the proper preparation of
FINANCE AND COMMERCE
it i hoped that Albuquerque may be riers. The warm days of the pas'. a dream from the fertile brain of some papers for the Inst teachers' examinarepresented hy a club of at hast one eek have brought out all the fruit enterprising reporter, for I have never tion. The following is the article reseen one and have never heard Of one, ferred to:
hundred membi
in costume and that growers and vegetable garilncrs
Wall Street.
and although strange filings can
The Liberal had the pleasure this
come out
this sjty may bs thoroughly wi n
New York. Feb. 1 4 There were
tnall fanners and ploughing is th" of the country where
e
ttse bananas week id looking over sir-- of the ex conspicuous movement, in a few In
in the idg panda which i order or the day.
are grown."
amination papers written ii.r the last dividual stocks
hut the genalways am or tbi features of the mi- "Some or the farmers are just be
In spile of the fact that forly-fiy- e
e a i ele
teacher's examinati h, n
eral mass of the market was inert and
niiiiiig io orean rrounu, sun a wail thousand bananas came with the
1loli.il coiivi ntions of t he Klks
by or under the direction of our
lifeless.
market gardener yesterday, I ment which reached the local firm ncnt superintendent
of schools, and
Some time since a committee ,,r
Closing stock list:
11
w ho have I yesterday,
us
"wil
of
i'ds
say
they
that the shipment found out that modern science has
which O. N. Marion was chairman, been breaking'"'II ill
HOfj
Copper
Amalgamated
a
save
winter,
lor
will last but i very short time. shOW-fCthat changes arc necessary in
wi appointed to take up the matter
141 K
days m lie, ember and January,
,,,, w hat was supposed to un exact science Sugar
hie thai the Albn o lie t o e Ito, ,,,
of (hut marching club, but this comIflUSL
ii
really too cold to do Is well up to the national average in settled for all time. For Inst nice: Anaconda
mittee failed to push the matter at all when out was doors,
a ,a,, iun
vnn h
i.
or
of
part
much
in
this
the
tor
love
papers,
the
as
corrected,
banana.
show
These
that
and a w day sine, presentí d Its re- New MsSlcO,
02 V
do
preferred
however,
it
is
usually
Is
frigid
zone
47
degrees
the
north
signation. Another committee has now
215
with the early
wide, the north temperate Is 4,'t. Ihe New Jersey Central ..
leen t amed and although it Is lute In ife to gei to work
56 74
truck,
particularly
tarden
the
torrid is 47. the south temperate Is 4,1. Chesapeake ami Ohio
the day to begin the somewhal elab17!'
y
the south frigid is 47, making, by add- St. Paul
orate preparations necessary, kuoccsi hardy kind, toward the end of
100VÍ
and we seldom have any wealh- ing these figures. 227 degrees from Pig Four
hoped for,
34 H
and
Colorado
Southern
' old enough lo do any damage.
pole
to
47
degrees
pole,
FABULOUS
Just
farther
LOSES
FORTUNE
The Committee now In charge Is
72 ví
do first preferred
"I should say Uiat the farm aeroae
than it long was supposed to be. For
composed of L, C. Bennett, chairman
51 fi
do second preferred
many years men have been trying to
and I'. A. Maepheraon, D K B. sel- in this part of the valley is increas43
reach the north pole, and have labor- Krie
mc- - ing," said the gardener in reply to a
lers, a W Cavaría ugh, w.
158
ed under the delusion that when they Manhattan
I'lelghl. Itoy IfcD lid, Fi llx L'slM njtiestlon, "though it Is not Increasing
I
Metropolitan
great
got
lis
to
I
deal.
The
of
they
circle
the
the
fact
but
had
matter
arctic
ami Bernard Ruppi
- thai we can't Increase our acreage
llOVi
Douglas. Aria., féti 24. Several 2.t1í degrees farther to go, but now Missouri PadflO
it is up to ibis committee to get
148
rates foi tin Albuquerque club from In this part of the valley until w .' months ago M. S. Vlnnle was telling that It has been discovered that they New York Central
1 3 8
bad 47 degrees to travel to reach their Pennsylvania
Albuqui rque to Denver, to get gecom- - in gei ihe water ma over more land, some Douglas friends about ;i vast
Louis'.
San
Francisco
all of tin- land in reach or river rate treasure, known to himself and destination no one Is surprised that si St.
modatlonn for the club in I), nver for
45', i
second preferred
the WWh or the convention, which is, "nation "A" ,"'''" under cultivation some Phoenix friends, located on Co- many men have failed to reach It. The
66
lime. However, a little new as Island In the Pacific ocean. Mr. Liberal has not been able to learn who Southern Paclllc
tila moa! difficult narl of the i,,k ami f"r il
95 '4
ana IS Deing Drought in every year Vlnnle was proprietor al that lime of' mane irus asionisning discovery in Union Pacific
to get the club together here.
42
nd a in,
I. ullages ,r pumping be- - the Palace c are In Douglas, ami still Ideographical science, which Is only United States Steel
The plan Is to send a club of at legal
106-- i
do preferred
on, hundred members
ho will be In oms heifer understood the acreage "ves here. He was negotiating with equaled by that .immortal astronotni-wll- l
r
al discovery made by the Rev.
Western Union
9314
spread out mor,
Hut what Is his friends In Phoenix .who owned i
Costume and who will make a, first-cl- a
Culled States Ponds
than more acreage is that the mV ot the Ulsnd, which indicated the ner- who P'oved that "the sun do
showing for A lbuiU' riU0.
Refunding 2s, registered
103 V
tamicis un and down ihe v,llnv r,. place where vast treasures were said move."
pon i iK or Trenos
In the absence of Superintendent
do coupon
10314
learnlna batter how to farm the land " have been bulred In years agone
NOW Qt'OTED VI iT.oof) they have,
by piratas gild Spanish refugees from White from the city. Miss M. R. Koeh- - Registered 3s
1024
It is only in raotnt year
member of Ihe examining board.
during the Mexican war of lrrdo coupon
10Í
California
a any scientific farMei.
has
bu
I
Hill lug noses in
ncient
rl7otiit ming in this
103 Vi
nut Mr. VTnnle'i addressed a communication to the edi Old 4s, registered
section. A little more Independent (
Pmblo.
103 (4
do coupon
friends failed t, come to Ills terms tor of the Liberal, the gist of which
oi ii uní we w in have a farming coma
Tu
ha
population of 17.000 munity, I look to see the
as to a Joint expedition in oedfefc of seems to Indicate that the board of New 4s, registered
129Vt
Whfcfl
time
Th
He
limite made by A. P. ibis whole section of the Rio Grande the treasure, and the matter was for xamlners nre correct and that the
do coupon
.19 j
Skinner, the directory mnn, who
editor of the Labéral gets A cross
I,,, one big truck garden the time dropped.
illcy
took a census of the city, and
A
letst.
Wool.
Mlas
copy
Louie
d
A
of
Koehler's
few is airo he sold his restau- mark.
h
dlnctory for Tucon Is now on and every acre of laud u gold mine." rani In Douglas
St. Louis, Feb. 24.
Wool steady;
and might have use i ter follows:
the press.
unchanged.
Ills knowledge and funds and persuaSilver City. N. M Feb. 17. 1906.
YolloU Ootd Near Presenil.
r,.S00
name In the new
There are
I.'iually as wonderful as any dlscov- - sion to some purpose upon the Phoe- Mr. Don H. Kedsle.
directory. Thee names do not Ini he Metals.
I.ordsburg, New Mexico.
ry reported lo Arizona of late Is the nix possessors of the treasure m ip
New York, Feb. 24. There was no
clude Children or married women. one recently made hy James Cham-- , ind sin ret. but. behold, on the ver)
Dear Sir: I have read your article
change In the mtal
today,
It Is the usual cut torn to compute the hers. Ihe veteran
prospei tor and ml- - l ight upon which the ale of his bus!. In the "Western Liberal" relative to which ruled (Ulet in markets
population of a city by multiplying bet of He' upper Hassayampa
the absence n(
tiesa In Douglas was mad" came the the recent teachers' examination. Mr.
district,
th- - number of names in the director
Los Angeles Kxamlner with
full White Is absent from Silver City, and fmhles,
about six miles south of Present!.
f.
bv i wo an, I
copper,
This Is a very
and Elec trolytic
In his absence, as a member of the
page
ami
article,
Illustrations
in
of
new
find Is situated on Little
Th''
low "(imite.
17.87 4 ity 18.60, and Casting 17.621-.- .
I
upon
to
your!
discovery
want
board,
iimning
call
old
pirulo
e.
the
resort
i reek,
Copper
a
one
about
mid
half
many more people
"Tucson ha
of Cocal Islnnd of a treasure of gold, attention to the fact that you have evl- - I 17.75.
th in would appeir." remarked Mr. nill"s north of the R. A. M. group and silver and Jeweln amounting In value. dently misread the correction referred
Is quiet at (.Iff 5.45 and spel-tlying
west
adjoin.
of
linediatelv
and
Skinner to the Tucson Citizen.
a cording to est itui t
ter at B.00H6.10.
"In ,n
133,000,- from
hS
mine,
tilling
was
a
which
many homed In the KM can part of
Silver, 66 Vj Mexican dollars, 6H.
I am confident that you would not.
000 to $100.000,000.
the city there are eight or ten Child noted producer si vernl years ago.
dlscdvery
county
willingly
superintendw.m
The
do
by
the
made
the
The slory of Us discovery rends like
ren in eli family. They do not ocChicago Hoard of Trade,
Rrillsh ysteh Rus Marine, owned and ent, or the other members of the ex- cupy large bouses, but they contrib- a romance. Home years ago a pros-p- commanded by Harold V. H. (iray. amlnlng board an Injustice. I do not
Chicago. Feb. 24. Liberal prellm-knotor found uno very rich float In an Englishman.
uí materially to the population."
receipts and wet weather In
Ten days ago the
which member corrected the '"-It has been variously eMimatc,! that the locality, but after several months' yacht, fresh from the treasure Island. partlrulBr paper which was submitted Kansas offset a number of bulish for-t- o
,
.
sr. n i .iie,,
, ,
o of Tucson Is between 'inigeni
locate ttvj
-- srlwr
the b'M.m
you. but If the statement Is made (,n advuncea and caused a steady
of Valaeraien
.., which It was aep.
12.000 and 20.000.
However. 17.000 vein or eg
AmPrCtt for c(m
South
the north and the south frigid eloae today In the local wheat market,
that
y the elements.
He after- - th
may now he accepted as the seml-of- they May delivery showing no chango
te'egrai.lieil
Kan sones are 47 degreea wide respectiveto
nn4
trirt.-.to .
ra. Mexico Francisco.
flclal figures, for the directory con- - wards
ly, that statement Is correct, and will from the final quotations of yesterday.
hy
tho
camp
a
side
where
of
va
Ore ho
was very carefully mnde.
The yseht Is now on her way to he upheld by any authority you may Initial quotation on May were 82 H
The Nogales directory will show "ld the story of the float found and England with tho tens of millions of consult This however, does not Jus- - to
Toward the middle of the
lb-i- t
Nogales. V S. A., ha a popula- - his failure lo locale the ledge to two tirita gold and Jewels In her hold," tlfy Ihe deduction drawn by yoa that session the markst eased off consld- Hon of 2.700, while Nogales, across the voting find enterprising prospectors, says the Examiner.
the distance from pole to pole Is eraliiv. Mny selling down to 82J4.
border has ribout n.ItOO, making a to- - who. Inter on. enme here and by a
And M. Vlnnle, of Douglas, who lengthened beyond the neeepted 110 ihe market closed quiet at 82 MO- It
6,000
determined
effort located the fresafor both
til population of
ould not persuade his friends In degrees
May corn opened at 18
to 43
a moment's reflection will
u re.
les.
Hioonlx In time, and the Phoenix show you that the frigid ftoneü re clr- - sold off to 4Í, rallied to 48
and
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Soap, water and a brush are all that is
needed to keep the outside of an Ostcrmoof
Mattress sweet and clean. The inside never
needs attention. Costs nothing fur repairs.
An occasional "outing" in the sun keeps it fresh and
new, because it is built (not stuffed) of elastic, fibrous
It cannot sag, lump nor pack
Ostermoor sheets.

j

i

'ike hair.
Note
Make sure you get the genuine Ostermoor.
the label put there to protect you against worthless
We sell at factory prices and invite
imitations.
inspection.

O. W. STRONG'S SONS
Furniture, Rugs, Crockery, Glassware

ed

Corner Second Street and
Copper Avenue.

TWO WORDS TO HOME
1,1 I .DI :i:s
For health, even life, sanitary
I

plumbing is absolutely essential, and
two words covel- - the entire ground
reliable and reasonable.
First, we must know our business
and attend to it steadily. Ask your
friends about that.
Second, we must not charge you too
much. Ask us In advance what our
figures will be then ask anyone you
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STANDARD

"""

5c

10 GOING

(like cut)
alar p r

regc e

50c

lllll:lltipsJ

liuii

Knifi

a n d ll.it
Booki (like cut)
worth 15c ; this

I Oi- -

ipeuers, our regular
this week for

Can

week, a (ioz.JOc
I'icrs and Wire

I

cl

Cutters for.. 15c

f- -

1

10c, for

out-of-do-or

this week,

;

Sc

Holt's Improved Dover I0g
Heaters, Ihe wonder of Ihe
age; this week only
20c

Si-Ti-

Full size cast hatchets;
this week verp
special at
2oc

Cups,

Peb-ruar-

i

10c ones,

Knives (like
cut) worth

Panne;

i

this

we

;

J

Od a t

y,

shlp-know-

Ave.

311 W. R. R.

our price this
week set of 6

X

L

I

i

$1 60 a dozen

ed

:

Store.

10c

Stem Goblets

i

SW

and

Cut Prices for
This Week Nfr:

:

10

LEADER.

15he

II

'

who knows.

PLEM RING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
Auto. 'Phoire 671
Bel'. P.ed 284
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

m

e,

!

'v

:

SLQCUM WILLDIEQ

the Local Fruit Market.

Total

I

cular portions of the earth's surface.
Each has a pole for Its center and a
polar circle for Its circumference or
boundary, consequently the width is
properly measured from boundary to
boundary, passing through the center.
I will say that the qtsjsfi.m was answered by a number of the applicants
"23 Vi degrees from polar circles to the
poles," and such answers, although
not entirely satisfactory, were given
full credit. Very truly yours,
M. It. KOEHLER,
Member of Examining Board.

re.
It has been known for some seventy
years of more that there was burled
treasure on Cocal Island, and some
had been found, and battles had been
fought for the right to explore the ls!- Fourth ward leads the city in popula- ONE OF THE STAPLES ON WHICH and. 'ut the old pirates generally hid
their treasures pretty well, and the
tion with ,1 total of 3,411.'. The totals
DEALER TAKES LONG CHANCES nig find was left to he made by the
hy wards firflow:
Englishman,
Mis! Ward
1114
Second 4fard
8223
'
Third vJml
Into a ciliar dark as the proverbial SOUTHERN AfllZOXA TOWNS
2461
FORMING BASEBALL LEAGUE
'Fourth ward
34(12
pitch, hut clean and straw carpeted, a

Present City Limits To Be 11,070.

t
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V

all perfect,
for

1

5c

.

IniportetKMiina
I) e a u til till y
"decor atedsalad
howls, for this
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I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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25c

i

Steel Scissors, in all
sizes, nickle plated,
this week. 15c,
Picture mold
ing books; this
week,

barge sie e;as pliers, worth 25c; this week
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Ghe Leader 5c
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do,..5c
5c
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closed at
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.

30,
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Rankin & Co.
FIKE INSHHANCK

READ ESTATE
LOANS
Kansas ( 11 Uve stock
Autematlc Pnona 461
re-Kanvaa City, Feb. 24 Cattle
j ROOM 10. N. T. AKMI.IO
BUILDINti
cilpts. 300; market, steady. Natlv
steers. $4.(0iii 6.00; southern aleen--,

$3.50tff 4.II0; southern cows, 11.11(0
2.40; native cows ami heifers, II.IMg
5.00; stackers and
feeders, $3.onii
ií.'.io; bulle, ll.6A44.00j calves, t:i.oo
W'7.50; western
fed steers.
3.50ié
5.60: western fed cows. $2.60ii 4.25.
Sheep
4.000; market,
receipts.
shady. Muttons, $4.2690.10; lambs.
$5.r,0ii 6.75; range wethers, $5.5oru
6.00.

W00TT0N & MYER
Dealers in Real Estate
123 South

Third Street

WE HAVE FOR SALE

Chicago Live stock.
Chicago. Feb. 24. Cattle receipt. A few small ranches, ranging from
300;
steady.
Beeves, $3.', 0 fq 8.25;
three to tin gCTCS each; alt under
l. 501,4. 65;
ditch and under high state of cultilows,
heifers, $2.50c.
0.00: calves,
va! ion.
$6.00 St 8.00; good to
prime steers, 15.35 r 6.25; poor to me- - Also, desirable lota In the different ad-- ,

ilium.

pr,

$3.70(11)5.30;

fj2.75ir4.70

sheep

strong.

receipts.

l.r.io

market
UttÉÚ;
lambs, T?f57.10

Sheep,

$5.75 S .50;

stockers and feci.

dltlons to the city.

We have several small cottages, well
In, for wile on reasonable terms.

Colo. Phone, Black 144
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ARIZONA MAN SAYS

PEOPLE

M

WILLIE
STATEHOOD

"The mine owners are against Joint
statehood, because under a state government they would have to pay a
bullion tax. They are taking out of
Arlsona now bullion practically to th"
value of J46.OOO.0O0 annually, which
U) etiu.il
to nearly the entire value of
the territorial tax return, and are not
paying a cent of tax on It. Their Influence keeps the legislature, which
Is a small body, one house having but
twelve members, from passing any
bullion tax law. and has done so for
years. Arizona has easily $400,000.-00- 0
worth of property. If all of the
properly both territories possess was
returned for taxation it would mak1
about $700,000,000.
and the state
per
could limit taxes to one-haof
cent, Which would
raise exactly
13.500,000, or nearly
twice what
be necessary to sustain the
would
state
government,
because there
would never be any school- - taxes In
the new state, as the rental and sales
,ne lnd and the interest on the
money donated to us, together with a
few license, and fines thrown in, Will
sustain the entire educational system
of the state without any taxes 'whatever. It would he the lowest taxed
state in the Union.
"I have made a life work of this
fight for statehood for these territories, and have examined the question
closely. I am positively of the opinion
that it is a crime against the progress
and the people of the two territories
to Attempt to defeat the splendid bill
now hefor the senate. We are grateful to President Roosevelt for recommending it In his message, and there
Is not an argument against it that Is
tenable. All are based either upon
prejudice, Bentlmeitt or mistake of
fact.
Mr. Alnsworths Statement
C. F. Ainsworth, former at
Mr.
i
ney general of Arizona, said:
"AHsona since 1874 has been de- ma nil inn admission as a state of the
union, and bills have been introduced
in every congress since that date for
her admission. At the last congress.
without her knowleOg , a hill was inNew
troduced joining Arizona
with
Mexico, forming one state.
This at
first met Willi gi if ra disapproval In
Arizona, for the reason principally
that Arizona believed she was entitled
to separate statehood. And today It Is
the belief of her people that they &T
entitled to separate Statehood, The
people have learned from congressional delegations passing through the territory that If they attempted to be admitted as a separate state they would
he Joined to New Mexico and together
would be admitted as the state of Ari-

1
VERDICT

FOR

FERRET

OUT

EXPOSE "WILDCATS"
The first meeting pj the Arizona Miners' association, organized recently
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at Phoenix during the territorial fair,
will be held In llishee on April '.I and
promises to be well attended, says the
Blsbee Kevlew.
ALBUQUERQUE MAN SUFFERS FOR
This city was Selected as the place
Both
of meeting of the tlrst convention beDOING DUTY AS POLICE CHIEF cause) It Is In the center of the great
mining district, of this section of the
Territories Favor Merger.
"Having suffered for years with a very obstinate
country. While the gathering Is call.
ease of dandruff and falling hair, 1 had almost
U. L, Wootton. of the real estate ed a Convention,
it will be more In
despaired when a lady friend induced ote to try
Arm of Wiintini and Myer. former the nature of a great mass meeting.
Newbro's Ilerplcide. Now after a thorough trial
is
lit
will
expedid
ltlilll
nearly
that
chief of poh. of B1 PaSO, Texils. has
STRONG INTERVIEWS
cannot say enough in praise of It. From a dull
present.
be
no
be
win
regular
There
Just returned from Kl I'.iso, waere he
have now a beautiful
lustreless head of hair
.
appeared as defendant In i suit ly appointed delegates, but all who are
SUPPORT THE JOINTURE
head of glossy hair which I can only thank ilerbrought by a former prisoner in the members of the organization will be
plcide for."
El I'aso jail, asking damages on he entitled to attend and lake part in tile
MADAME THKKA.
(Signed)
ground of false imprisonment.
The deliberations.
( Washington Star.)
Secretary 11. ('. Akers reporta a
New York. N. Y.
action was brought agl'ns! Mr. Woot
Strong representations in favor of
ton and his former bondaMMin on th- - membership of "am with the prospecta
Care New York Clipper.
"'As good as Herpieide" is tile familiar
laim
ground that the .lhiinueriiie
man of a total membership of 1000 before
statehood for Arizona and New Mexcounmeets.
Maricopa
the
convention
while chief of police of Bl Faso dethat is made for many
ico are being made by a delegation of
ty
200
leads with
members and Pima
tained the plaintiff for a month with- hair remedies, Newbro's Ilerplcide Is the ORIGt-NA- I,
Influential and hustling citizens of the
out sufficient process of law. The jury Is a close second witii inn members.
remedy that kills the dandruff germ and Its
two territories who are here In the
returned a verdict of d linages to the The secretary also reports that appliwonderful suceess and popularity account for the
Interest of the Joint statehood bill
one of cations for membership are being replaintiff In the sum of JI.00-1increasing number of Imitations of it.
now pending in the senate. The repthe heaviest returns In .1 OftSO of th ceived from all parts of, the territory
resentative men who are here include
Why not get the original.'
New
Mexico,
and
from
California
and
kind on record even In th I courts of
Mr. C F. Ainsworth, 0 banker and
substitutes are always disappointing.
are as Texas.
Texas, where damage suit
lawyer and former attorney general Of
HcrntcUe kills the genu that canaca dandruff,
While (he object of the new organicommon as sunnv days. The verdict
Arizona, and former Governor
Itching scalp ami falling hah-- . Bxtraordlnar) rebe
to
will
zation
milling
improve
the
cousidIs.
circumstance,
under
the
Mr.
is
while it
announced thai
sults follow ii- - use. stops itching of scalp Inred exteremely heavy, but Mr. Wool- - conditions, it will also be one of the
William Herring of Tucson, former
stantly. At Drug Stores. Send lUC iii stamps to
objects
to
propoout
ferret
wildcat
a
to
ton
secure
probably
be
will
able
attorney general of Arizona: Colonel
The Ilerplcide Co., Dept. V, Detroit. Mich., lor a
expose
them,
sitions
and
evnew
trial and introduce additional
F.lrd, of Nogales, and Mr. J. L. Hub-bel1
sample.
The following well known mining
Idence which will relieve him of ai
of northern Arizona, are en route
men
been
have
selected
to
make
fine.
to Washington.
window Display at
before tip. convention: Dr. .1.
Man All Alleged Murderer.
New Mexico is represented by Mr,
m.
Ford, Oeorge Purdy Ballard, T. B.
The ease s an Interesting one. fn
B. S. Hodey, former delegate in c uil- &
B. H.
Sampson, of
0 4 two deputy sheriffs of Bl Farlsh, and Col. A. .).
April.
gress from that territory; Mr. E. V.
Paso appeared before Chief Wootton Phoenix; Prof, James Douglas and Dr.
Agents
Special
Chaves, a practicing lawyer of Albuwith a man WhORI they said answered I.. I). Ulcketls of llishee; I'rof. W. H.
querque and
democrat; National
mlnulelv the description of a trlpi" Blake, Dpea Randolph and m. p.
Committeeman Lima. United States
tmirderer wanted in Ik lahoma Tin y Freeman, of Tucson; W. C Ralston,
Attorney Llewellyn. H. B. Holt, and
Osborne,
asked the chief to detain the man In State Senutor Vorhees, L
Mr. Young.
Others are on their way.
ver city a few weeks ago after vis- - themselves to make any camp famous,
M. Murphy,
of
California:
Frank
of
deputies.;
Kl
until
the
Paso
the
fall
and when all the forces are on the
ting one of the campa, thai if he hud is doing systematic development work
UNPARALLELED
Prescott; Bugeue S. Ives, of Yuma;
n
could communicate with the
ground It Is proposed to make a "long
been told a year ago that tlere were on a scale more in proportion to the
Uose,
mayor
of
ivld
Milwaukee;
WootChief
This
authorities.
I
pull, a strong pull and a pull all toid' the property.
Thomas J.
SUCh Ore bodies In Ww IfeXiCO he Nlae
ton agreed to do. The deputies failed James Calhoun, of Qlobe,
gether" for statehood for the two ter-- l
not h ive believed his Informant. Cumin, the president and the main
would
IN
SILVER
ACTIVITY
a
to bring In
wirrant for the man's
itorles.
our trouble seems lo be that we have mover In the company, Is now in the
detention during the day. but in the
Mr. B. S. Hodey, who represented
hidden our light under a bushel. Take e.ist raising additional capital, and is
GOOD
WATER
SUPPLY HAS
afternoon Mr. Wootton himself ap
h
New Mexico In the
and
the Cooney mining district in tile Mo- meeting with excellent success. Mr.
CITY
DISTRICT
record,
a
plied
warrant
the
before
for
Fifty-eigtocongresses, when seen
gollón mountains, destined to be one Cumin : a man of exceptional ability,
er, which was granted. This feature.
day by a Star reporter used some arof the greatest mining campa in the lull of energy, broad of mind, whose
appear
In
BEEN
not
evidence
however,
did
DEVELOPED
guments in favor of stajehood that
world. The VaStneSS of the ore bodies lite is .in open book: bis word is his
by
completad
It
of
big
was
Jury
Just
because
smelter
before the
and
The
his friends designate as "sledge hamand
the high v.iloes are a surprise to bond, and his varied mining experithe seeming lack of this warrant the
the Comanche company together wit
mer blows."
every mining engineer going in there. ences well lit him for the work he
damages
were
returned.
AT
ESTANCIA
rail-iMopollon
"acqulesami
new
Mexico,"
"New
siivi City
he began
the
The Last Chance mine has opened up has in hand, and no one doubts that
The prisoner answered very minuteced In favor of the pending bill two
to PlnOS Altos, and an ore body within the last year thai be w ill make the properties of the .Mload, complel
Okly
out
zona.
description
of
the
sent
the
and a half years ago. Practically atl
building on t i the Huiros, are tuo surpasses anything Opened up in Crip- ogollón Cobl and Copper Co. not only
"There is no question that the ma- lahoma murderer, and the likeness Correopondem e Morning Journal.
the people of the territory are for its
The Knnnic mine, now the largest, but the best paying propIdenIn
so
strong
was
jority
that
the
prisoner'!
of
people
favor
of
the
Arizona
the fai tors in t lie great a wakening ple Creek.
passage. Some few may not Ilk It.
m.. Peb. 24. -- Hawkins
Batánela,,
The fa
by
Mogollón Mountain:: in-- I ositions In Hp- southwest.
the
owned
every
on
sepwus
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course,
hand.
They,
tity
of
conceded
favor
of lilis whole section, says the Stiver
A iP'att have made n very satisfactory
but the vast majority are In favor of statehood.
Co,,
vestment
an ore chute in v. lint he will like personal charge of
ins
until
Bl
in
Paso Jail
the
but the sentiment was det. lined
test
I'll
City
of
It. I am secretary of the joint state arate statehood.
supthe Bstahcla valley water
rprtee,
day-- ,
over a thousand feel long, too feet operations as soon as he Is through
In .May, or about thirty
ply In the well they h ive Just finished
hood league of New Mexico, and am among the people of Arizona today. In early
The camps of Pinos Altos, Hurto.-- , deep, and twelve feel Wide lll.it will financing his company. Is a guaran- wers
my
they
while
authorities
prefer
Oklahoma
judgment,
the
is
that
Joint
In
drilling on the Postmaster Hawkins Santa Hita. Hanover, ami narra ate average above ISO
therefore In touch with the league
success.
ton. The Bn li
when his lawyers brought
Arizona. A majority of the clttselM Statehood to no statehood. it Quite aa moving, corpus
claim one'miie sOuthwesi of Batánela. all the Scenes of great activity, and terprlae mine, under tier
securthe aide manage
proceedings
and
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look
at
people
of
from
number
a fOurteénlnch
They
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of Arizona are for it. We of New Mexdrilled
hole
The Beat Physic.
I am of the opllt- the almost daily visits of Mining en- meni of Captain Freeman, is making
ed his release.
feet deep, striking
ico would regard the passage of this business standpoint.
water at ,i gine ira coining from all parts of the 'great progress in development and
When you want n physic that is
sub- Mr. Woollen's attorneys In Kl I'aso depth of eight feet,surface(0
bill as the grandest blessing that could Ion that If the proposition were
feel they country to examine properties, show
ai
be mill w ill lic In operation in a mild and gentle, easy to take nnd
eitht r have filed a motion for a new trial, struck a strong How or
Chamberlain's
a
pleasant In effect,
bífall us. it is the greatest enabling mltled to the people of Arizona condl-water,
and
cap
few months. The Mogollón Cold an. I Stomach and Liver take
the interest being manifested by
! which will undoubtedly be granted,
Tablets. Price 25
still stronger one at SO feet.
act ever framed. The state to be singly or Jointly under certain
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A Colorado
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Co.
great
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that
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will
cents.
tiet free
An 8x18 Irrigation cylinder,
formed under Its provisions
with
man of high standing said in Sil-- j lion of milling properties, sufficient
simple from any druggist.
Inch
discharge
free from both school and state t.ixes. the joint capital. Phoenix, with the
and
auction
HAS NO
Fc, BURSUM SAYS HE
pipe, was pla. e,l In the well at a depth
The Interests that are opposing Joint capital of New Mexico at Santa Ariof
feet. A steam entine was at
Statehood are not acting in good faith. that the majority of the people of
do
zona would favor Joint statehood.
stroke,'
tached and tun with a
Who Now Control the Territories.
InINTENTION OF
and not believe the mining or railroad
The territories of Arizona
42 strokes to the minute,
Brat
The
favor of any kind of
ten minutes pumping lowered the waNew Mexico are under the control of terests are In
THE
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WORLD, DISTILLED SUCand
whenever
that
and
statehood.
special
and
ter flit feet ni coin, minus pumping it
office holders, tax dodgers
or
separate
can
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defeat
wherever
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BY ONE FAMILY IS
FOR FOUR
Ing a thraldom that Is appalling, and. Joint statehood they will do so That,
lower it more, The drillers estimate
to
herself,
without
were
afif
left
Arizona
considering the number of people
Hint this well will stand continuous
who own
Superintendent 11 O, Hursum of the pumping at 100 gallons per mlhtlte
fected it makes the Insurance scandals, the Interference of outsiders
In the territory, New Mexico penitentiary and chairgen-ami
mines
railroads
Cattlemen
cents.
thirty
Without lowering the water more than
like
look
erally oppose Joint statehood, or any, the people would certainly arrive at a man of the territorial republican com- 60 feet.
agreement for lolttt mltlee. was in AlbUQUerqUe for severThe rusilng of the water when the
other sort of statehood, heeause they nearly unanimous
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percent would al hours last night on his way from pump was
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,. make of binder.
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All the work Is done
upon
and
Millions
Horesidence
Mr. Uarrett's trip to Santa
CITY, MO.
tlon of said laud, vis: John ITvya. under our own roof, too. That means
MO.
Baird Bldg.,
railroads, mines, towns, cities and
lOeorge Tealaa. Jose ltoss. Wyne the money Is kept in the city.
other ways In the last ten to fifteen
..
ii. s. LrrHGOW a
Tilomas,
all of Seama. New Mexico.
McSpaddcii. the tixchnngc man. .100
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.louriml liulldlng.
MAN 'El. R. OTBRQ Register. Bookbinders,
South Broadway
The secretary of the Interior In a;
ordlan
at
recent report states that
nary valuation the railroads of New
They
Mexico were worth $90,000,000.
$8.500.000.
at
roll
tax
on
the
are
There are tens of thousands of acre
of coal lands, worth from $30 up per
sere, held by syndicates and railroads
that are on the tax rolls as pasture
land at thirty cents per acre.
"Arlsona Is treated Just about as
badly and Is as tightly held down by
these special Interests as Is New Mexico. The big cattlemen, who do not
m
Hi HAfU HI
1.0
leside In either territory, but own cattle and control the ranges, are lighting Joint statehood because they do
not want the great state to select the
school lands out of the open range
country, because then they would
inhuvo to pay rent for the ranges
stead of getting free grass, as they
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THE STETSON jQ?
SPECIAL

do now.

Opponents of Statehood.
"The opponents of Joint statehood
lay great stress on what they call the
difference In the people of the two
There is nothing In this
.territories.
objection. In the first place, New
Mexico's cltlaens. of Spanish eatrac-tlo- n
are good clllxens and no legitimate objection can be raised to them,
and In the next place more than sixty
per cent of New Mexico's people are
from the states. In fart. New Mexico
has more people from the states in
has
her population than Arizona
population all told. Another objection made Is the great sise of the proposed state. There Is nothing In this,
as by comparison with Tsxas, California, Montana, and other states this
objection has been completely refuted.

The Finest, Lightest, Most Nobby Stiff Hat on the
Market is The Stetson Special.
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West Gold Ave.

New Spring Styles

Just Received

Price $5.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.
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JOHN CONLEY WILL
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GRAND

PENALTY OF

ONLY TWO

SALE

CLEAN-U- P

HIS SIN TOMORROW
20 Beautiful Lots in Blocks Q, R, K and L,

Nothing Between Condemned

In Eastern

Man and the Gallows.

Residence Lots Still Unsold

Beautiful

IN THE

Addition-Highla- nds

NEW GRANT TRACT

OFFICIAL SANTA FE IS

These lots face on 6th street, are perfectly level, only four blocks from the

Perfectly level and suitable for immediate building purposes, $100 to
$150 each, $10 down and $4 per month.
Call early to get first choice

SOME GUESSING

DOING

4th ward public school. Price for the two lots only $325 $10 down, balance
$5 per month, You will never have another opportunity to get in this locality
at these prices.

Correspondence Morning Journal.
Santa Ft. N. M.. Feb. 24.- - That th
execution of John Contey will lakr
place at Taos un Monday if no longer
to be doubted. Nothing has been Iff t
undone by the f rienda of the condemned man to nave his life, even to have
him feign Insanity at the last moD. K. B.
Agent
Agent
D. K. B.
ment. This move secured a delay of
ten day, In order that time might be
had to examine Into the truth of the
allegation as to Conley's iiiHanity. Thi'i
question was net at rest by the report
ered seriously by scientific minds, and no more so than Individual rectitude,
OÍ Dr. Massie, who. in company with
RAILROAD TIME TARLE
that he had long given up attempt- sane living, and mental and physical
Deputy Marshal Fred Fornoff, reCor. Fourth &
temperance,
as a community we
If
mysteiy.
explain
to
the
suicide
ing
reyesterday
and
Taos
turned from
Railroad A,
"Here we have 'he figures," he said, fall oft in these things then increased
ported to Governor Hagerman that
they show thus and so, and we suicides may be logically expected.
"and
CoTiley was sane.
"We need no commission to inveshave only to tabulate them .and go on.
Typewrilorium.,
Governor Hagerman has listened to
For Instance, we now note this In- tigate alleged suicide germs. What
all of th" argument! sel up by the atwe
a
is
balance,
social
need
coniinunul
you
wave,
ever
crease, or
or what
torneys and friends of the condemned
With the Woman's Exchange.
want to call it. Well, here it is; what tlie ability to maintain, or if lost, tu
TypeAll kinds of Second-han- d
man and believes that Conloy was
regain the perfect moral plana, The
It'.' Nothto
you
going
do
about
nre
bought,
sold, exchanged,
writers
convicted after i fair and Impartial
Is
to
do this,
human mind, failing
ing."
rented and repaired.
trial of murder in the first degree. The
(In effect November, 12. 1905.)
One prominent physician, who re- liable to turn to thoughts of
penalty for this crime in New Mexico
lCu.st bound.
Agents for the
(New York Tribune.)
every city in the country cast of the fused to talk for publication under his
in death.
Oovernor Hagerman has
No. 2., Atlantic Expresa, arrives 7:66
"Speaking pathologically, I might
on the ground that he was goname
All
A
Mississippi
jump.
wave
a
for
is
startling
there
which
river
suicide
ahown no disposition to nullify the
a. m.. departa at 8:25 a. m.
say that bad livers arc responsible for
Underwood Visible
no satisfactory accounting is sweep of the cities containing a large Her- ing out of his latitude, attributed the
No. 4 Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
f the "iirt In this case.
aentcn
A had
a great percentage of suicides.
husgeneral
to
and
riot
Increase
the
Louis,
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
Ing
St.
Hoboken,
city
vicinity
over
the mán element
this
and
Official Kanta Fe - Q upswing.
tle and bustle of the modern life, the liver is a very comprehensive aliment,
No. 8., Chicago & Kansas City ExTypewriters,,.
The odor of newly baked official entire eastern section of the country Milwaukee, Cincinnati and Newark, Sharpening of the struggle for exis- and causes, no doubt, all sorts of menpress, arrives 6:46 p. m., departs
report that the
pies fills the ulr and the perennial in fact at the present time. Expert! in the order named
Typewriter Ribbons and
7:45 p. m.
tence He said that is was all a pace tal and physical and moral lapses
fast-e- r
Is
increasing
by
day
compile
suicides
day
of
who
and
tabulate
number
pie biter who ought to be smacking;
:,'o. 10.. Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
Supplies always on hand.
tells on the mind nnd nerves, and The community which lives the sane
that
popula
proportionately
Cities
than
of
our
statistics
vital
have
their
the
their lips Iti anticipation of the good
6:60 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
that he saw no relief for the future. life, the healthy life, the wholesome
If you are Interested In purthings are, instead, rubbing their adduced this fact from their columns lattona, No cities in the country, save On the other hand, however. Presi- life, is not reasonably subject to visi
Westbound
Itiv,
Chicago,
ligut
New
mid
perhaps
es,
chasing
York
and
and
typewriter,
of
facts
and
and
a
coinp.it
call
No. 1 California Express, arrives 7:30
f
stomai lis in the dust In the ho
nor- of suicidal waves.
The
tations
put
Bitot
forth
Harvard
of
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dent
our
examine
on
stock.
coast,
p. m.. departa 8:18 p. m.
hnvc this
those
the Pacific
getting Rome of the crumbs as Ihey have presented it for public considerathe panacea of hard work for all so- mal expression of life is work."
No. 3.. California
to face, alcomment or opinion, unenviable situation
Limited, arrives
GEO. S. RAMSAY, MANAGER
full from the counter, yet It is loudl) tion without
us
which
city,
over
Hoboken,
in
Ills,
not.
what
suicide
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cial
city!
11:10 a. m departs 11:20.
whisper, 'd that some, owing to their which la a way peculiar with statis- though there is hardly an easternmnr- been said, leads New York and
has
,,f
to
exertion,"
pleasure
No.
the
"When
&
7..
Mexico
California Express,
others of their kitnl who which does not now complain of
Chicago and all the cities of tlie counstrict frugality, have been able to ticiansIn and
arrives 10:4.1 p. m., departs Jl:59.
cold,
hard actualities and bid augmentation of the suicide aver- - he said, "is added the satisfaction of try, save perhays, those on the
9.,
No.
Mall,
create a healthy reserve and are deal
Pacific
Fast
11:35 p. m.,
arrives
worthy production we and the
age
nothing else.
d of crumbs. Most
in no Immediate
Southbound
and coast in suicide percentage, save that
Darlington plete rounded life,
Commissioner
Health
And perhaps it is just as well, for
No. 9., Mexico Express, departs 12:16
a German population is apt to show
of these statesmen would be willing
er
to a reporter inter, sting collectively."
al best Is one of the mist presented
p. m.
GO,
STAR
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averages
in the line of
sorts
all
to risk their digestion, and. r
of
given
no
Darlington,
Dr.
who
has
illusive ami generally unsatisfactory data (data which runs with astonishI.o.ai freight train, No. 99., southbe, to sai rlflce themselves on the althe
this
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of
the
little
attention
late
ing regularity quarter for quarter)
bound, departs at 6 a. m. and
problema which th,
departof human nature ,,f whatever nationtar Of their country for a continu- - ment of a great city is health
n u e
carries passengers.
culled upon to showing the methods utilized by var- lence of suicide in this city, has a
atu e of their pay. The uncertainty of faca. There is no adequate explana- ious sorts of New Yorkers In Bhuff number of Interesting theories to ac- ality. Hobokenites have been jumpArrives From South
ing off ferry boats with great fre- No. 10., Mexico Express, arrives 6:60
the continuance of the regular stipend tion for It In any of its general as- llng off this mortal coll.
count for the condition.
to
according
a.
authorities,
m.
queuncjr,
the
Is beginning to worry some of the con"In my opinion the great, st Incentpects. If there Is a decrease, that deOne Hungarian, male, killed himNo. 1C. makes all local stops east of
Which fact, they say, while interesting
sumers of official pie. In fact. It is crease cannot be accounted for. unless
by hanging, one by a leap, two ive to suicide In this day and generaself
Albuauernue.
is not particularly significant.
pretty generally rumored that the theoretically; if an increase there be
No. I. runs direct to Eos Angeles.
males and two females by carbolic tion." he said. "Is the space which the
a young man on
evening
The
other
ubernatoil.il ax will he brought out in the number of suicides the health add,
No. 7. runs direct to Ran Francisco.
one male by peraldehyde.
Two daily presa gives to deaths by suukide. a ferry boat leaving
ap-- 1
Hoboken
In a few days and prepared for
N
3. runs direct tu Los Angeles and
If the newspapers made it a rule not
authorities ire equally at sea, save, Englishmen died by
cuts
a
proached
teamster
suggested
nnd
official decapitations,
It will ,,f course in times of ecotnomle disSan Francisco,
one by shooting, two men and to mention suicide at all the number that it was a pretty hard old world.
stabs,
All trains dallv
be wielded by a man who has (tie tress.
one woman by illuminating gas. and would decline. One morbid peraoB Tlie teamster replied that it .suited
courage of his convictions and who
death of him all right, Thereupon
Hut In the accepted sense of the one man by polaon, tine Frenchman reads of the
the young
SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
will not be iparing In its use if he be- term there Is no economic distress In died by stabbing
AND CHAIRS
himself and three by another person, and thus suicidal
lieves that the decapitations will be this city, in any city of the country, at shooting. Four Germans ended their tendencies are encouraged nnd foster- man ran to tlie stern of the boat and
In Effect Deo. IS, 1904.
Perhaps if that
overboard.
for the common good,
Inning the the present time. Times are econom- lives by cuts and .stabs. eleven by ed. Tragic, romantic letters left be- jumped
teamster had agreed and Sympathised
first month of his official career In' ically propitious.
All Kinds HOUSE FURNISHINGS
Southbound
Northbound
never better, and shooting, nine hy hanging, fend two hind by some suicides, appealing as with him he would have seen things
No. 1
No. 9
STATIONS.
has inspired tonQdence in hi- - ability h. nee the fad that X, W York's suiWomen by carbolic acid, one man by they do to morbid Interest, and put
In a different light and gone on, facand Ranges
to handle the position Which lie holds cide rate in the present month has hydrochloric acid, fifteen
1:00 pmlLv ..Santa Fe.. Ar 4:30 pm
men and ting an edge on the ponderlttgi of ing life with a new resolve. A po1:20 pm
4:10 pm
and. always excepting the grafters, he gone far above the average for the three women by illuminating gas. and others whom unmerciful disaster has liceman in
Donaclana
the park on Stevens' hill
pm
Vega Blanca,
S:4 5 pm
1:45
L'.7 per 100,- - one woman by wood alcohol.
has the support of the community
months of last year
Three followed fast, have deadly results
had a story to tell ,,f an elderly man'
2:20 pm
3:10 pin
.Kennedy .,
There is a general Impression that
and that other cities report sim- Irishmen died by cuts and stabs,
"Suicide is due 'o a mental condi- who visile, the place every day last
. Clark . .
2:45 pm
2:45 pm
there win be a number of changes ilar conditions cannot he explained on three hy shooting, three by hanging, tion. and the causes, it' not the cure, month, watching tlie birds. He seem., Stanley ..,
1:65 pm
3:30 pm
within the next few weeks, hut the the basis of economical or bard times. one woman by a bap one man by for the evil, I think, are very apparent. ed to know a lot about birds. One
1 so nm
, Morlarty
.
4:05 pm
governor Is evidently not going to be
In the week ending Sunday there catholic acid, and one man by eating Let us divide them Into various clas. Mcintosh .,
12:45 pm
4:30 pm
morning the policeman found the man
hasty about the revision of th" of. were fifteen suicides in this city, as shoe blacking, (in,- Russian died by sifications: Idleness, there is one great with a bullet hole in his head under
. Estancia .
12:20 pm
5:46 pm
4 4.4V
flcial roster. Probably two Important agalnet lleven In the corresponding Shooting, two by hanging, one man cause of suicide the mind unoccupied a tree from the vantage
. Wllllard .
6:20 pm
am
ii:m
point of
. Progress. .
10:45 am
6:50 pm
,ek of 1906, and eleven is an sb and one woman by gas, two men turns to self; depression following al- which he had observed day after day
offices and some comparatively unim. .Blanca ,.
7:20 pin
io:zt am
portant ones will he vacated in the normal number for a week. The and two women by carbolic acid, coholism- this is a great reaper of his little friends of the feathered tribe
S. 8:10 pm Ar . Torrance .. Lv 9:40 am
Immediate fútate by the present in- Week before, there Wert seventeen three nten by illuminating gas. Two human life; disappointment in love He had the "suicide bug" according to B.
It ad up
Read down
suicides, and there were eight cases Americana died by
In this policeman.
cumbents but it will probably he
Room 12, N. T. Amnio Building
cuts also causes many
This is the wa
all
in the corresponding
couple of months before the reor- of
and stabs, two men and one woman which category we may placa' the fol- policemen speak of suicides.
week last year The first week of this by drowning, sixteen men and one lies to which women stoop, and men
ganization is complete,
Jersey city, tlie population of which
year, a week in which new resolves woman by leaps, one man by aconite, ton, for that matter
At best suicide contains a large percentage of Irish,
I'm mie
ppi.ini in, in XI BEAUTIFUL may be
Mt l'ISTK'
The following appointments Wei for the future and general moral ren- three men and six women hy carbolic for love Is t euphemism utilised
has a suicide average far below the
your houee Illumination it' you will use
recuperation acid, four men and live women by cover the errors and frailties of hu- normal. Hut the murder percentage
ovation and mental
MMiounced today by f inventor Hage
might have been expected, saw the Illuminating gas, and one man by ox- man beings. Then we have the re- Is higher than that of Hoboken. The
electric light by means of such fixman
tures us we supply. So many shapes
John Corbet t, of Doming. Gra.nl death of ten persons by their own alic acid. Thus shooting Is the most vulsion, following the commission of Irishman or the American drinks
hands in Greater New fork, I "i the popular method, illuminating gas the sinful acts. Conscience Is a factor to whiskey and goes out and kills mime- are there shown here that the largest
w Mexico, to be a member
county.
room,
the smallest nook or corner,
of the board of regents of the New records of the past a far better start next, and hanging the next. Ameri- be reckoned with, and It Is dangerous one because of his troubles. The
may have Its appropriate chandelier or
Mexico Norm ii School al Bllver City, fur our municipal New Year might cans prefer the bullet, Germans I- to put too severe a task upon It. meditative (erman
sitting over his
single lamp plain light, rosy hued or
lluminating gas and hanging, and wo- Feverish attempt to keep up with the glass of beer kills himself. In Newto succeed himself and to hold office have been hoped for
tinted or shaded as you choose. Ask
The average suicide rate for the en- men of nil nationalities prefer carbol- social pace claims many victims, and ark It Is estimated that the suicide
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Supreme Court
The following cases hive been set
for hearing during the adjourned term
of the supreme court, from Jnniiary
una i v III
I90i( beginning
fur Hearing Wextaeaday, ivh. KNIt
O
No. 1191, Susan K. It. it her. plaint Mf
In error, vs. Monroe Harper, defendant In error.
No. till, Peter Kiti hen. appellee,
vs. lieorge RchUSteT, appellant.
For Hearing Tliurvlav. March I at.
and
No. 1112, l.evl R, Thompson
A. B. McMiiien. appellants, v. Maria
il
Snyder, appellee.
Inés Qan
T. K. Hyde. Jr.. and
No. 1117-Cut-o- JSSL
Marl, It f. Whetherhlll. appellees,
J. K. Miner, appellant.
No. 1140. Territory of New Mexico,
Fe system leading east and west
is at the junction of the main lines of the
new City of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,
appellee, vs. .1. H. Ruasell, appellant.
Francisco and Los Angeles, El
from Chicago to
No. 114'.'. Territory of New Mexico,
and Old Mexico
appellee, vs. Joshua P. Church, appellant.
March ',1
mi
Fur Hearing
No. 1144. PerfactO Armljo, appellee.
(INCORPORATED)
vs. J. A. Henry at al, appellanta.
No. IMS. M. D. Mlnler. appellant,
ARK TIIK OWNMll OP TBI BBLBN TOW MUTE Consisting of ONR THOUSAND RUSINBB8 AND RESIDENCE! LOTS, (alze 25141 feet) fronting upon 80 and
vs. Territory of New Mexico, appelstreets and avenuea, RIGHT In the buslnesa
lee.
center of the NEW t'lTV and directly upon the Santa Fe Hallway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, HapHta and Santa Fe Railway company Is now grading its extensive depot grounds and yard Umita ROO feet wide and
No. 114", In the matter of Bern
a mile long, (enpmity f rvveiity miles nf side trsck to accomodate Its NEW FASSENGEIl and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coul Chctis, Water Tanks, Machine Shop. Etc.
hard Mver. bnnkrupt.
No. 114. John H. Kingston el at,
appellants, vs. J. W. Walters, appellee.
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.THE CITY OF VELEJV
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Has a population or 1600, and several large Mercantile Louses, The Belen Patent Roller Milla, capacity 150 bárrela dally: winery, etc It la the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South. Bast and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth aa a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
In New
All fnst limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Helen to Chicago. Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water is good and climate unsurpassed.
Belen has a $16,000 public school house.
twv churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemnker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THK LOTS OFFERED ARE
may remain on note and mortgage for e.ie year with Interest at sight per cent per annum- - Title perfect and warranty deed!
LOW IN PRH'ES AND TERMH EASY. One third of purchase money cash:
given. COME EAitLT IF YOU WISH TO HKCURK THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices of lots cill In person or write to
two-thir-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHfi 3ECKEH. President

WM. M.

HEUGE'R,

Secretary
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The remaining affairs to be given
lore Ash Wednesday, which this
year falls on February 28th, are being crowded into the first days of this
wick, making a busy end of a very
busy social season. The one large affair to take place between now and
the nearby opening of the Lenten season is the dancing party to be given in
Klks' hall tomorrow night by Mr. and
Mrs. F. A. Hubbell. A good many
dinner parties will be given in the day
or two before the month ends, one of
them being by Mr. and Mrs. V. W.
Strong tonight In honor of their niece,
.Miss Mabel Strong and her fiancee,
Mr. Charles White.

Harrison, Mrs. A. Harney, Miss
Willey, Miss Hetty Wllley, Miss Lou
Lee, Mrs. R. G. Wilson, Mrs. W. B.
Chtlders, Mrs. H. Lee, Mrs. J. F.
Luthy, Mrs. W. E. Dame. Mrs. K.
Mandell, Mrs. L. H. Chamberlln, Mrs.
D. A. Maepherson, Mrs. F. Heyn, Mrs.
J. S. Easterday, Mrs. Rosenfleld, Mrs.
R. F. Asplund, Mrs. R. McDonald,
Mrs. M. Mandell, Mrs. Coddlngton,
Mrs. R. Merritt, Mrs. J. Blho, Mrs. J.
Welse, Mrs. J. McLaughlin, Mrs. S.
Luna, Miss Anna Thomas, Miss Brent,
Mrs. Ed. Otero. Mrs. W. S. Hopewell,
Miss B. Hubbell, Miss Lela Armljo,
Mrs. A. A. Keen, Mrs. J. A. Wlsner,
Mrs. W. D. Lee and Mrs. F. McKee.

One of the most pleasant and enjoyable entertainments given In Albuquerque In honor of the Father of His
Country on Thursday last, was the reception to their friends given by the
members of Lew Wallace Chapter of
the Daughters of the American Revolution, at the residence of Mrs. J. R.
May, on West Railroad avenue. The

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel A. Maepherson
entertained Wednesday evening at a
six o'clock dinner In honor of Miss
Mabel Strong and Mr. Charles White,
whose wedding Is announced for the
second of May. The table was very

I

decorations, arranged under the superintendence of Mrs. Hay. consisted
of bunting, (lags, miniature
cherry
treet embellished with the Indispen-sibl- e
cherries, and colored electric
lights. The favors selected in honor
of the day were In harmony with the
decurión and consisted of perfect
models of the historic "little hatchet,"
with handles made of small branches
cut from the original cherry treef?).
The dining room, whic h was naturally
the center of attraction, was under
the charge of Mrs. Ira D. Cassidy,
chairman of the refreshment committee, assisted by Mrs. R. S. Rody and
Mrs. J. H. Wroth. The matrons In
charge Ot this department were most
ably assisted by the following young
lidies, dressed In white, with powdered hair, and wearing sashes of red.
while and blue: Misses Ida Camp-ti- c
Id. Helen Rodey, Mabel Strong, Susie DObaon, Erna Fergusson and
Sleight, The young 1, idles won
in. my compliments upon their charming appearance ami the admirable
manner in which they discharged
their duties at the table. The whole
constituted
Itself a reception committee-,
and tuceeded perfectly In
giving the guests an afternoon's entertainment that will be long remembered by them as one of the most enjoyable funettoqg of the foaunn.
only organized ,i few months
ago. the chapter is rapidly Increasing
In numbers, and
already one of the
largest In the territory.
ci

Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Mecller. KMiJ
Wcsl Tijeras road, celebrated the fifth
anniversary of their wedding Tuesday
evening by entertaining a number of

their friends at euchre. Later the
rags were taken up and dancing Indulged in. Miss Lela Aitnijo md Mr.
D.
Grant captured the Aral prises
in Hie (Sard contest.
Those enjoying
Mr. and Mrs.
Medici's hospitality
were:
Mr. nnd Mrs. F. II. Kent, Mr.
and Mrs Harry Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Mltchner. Mr. and Mrs. A
Frost. Mr. nnd Mrs. Felix Lester, Mr.
and Mrs. I). A. Maephcrsou, Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Merritt, Mr. and Mrs. o. A.

c

M.clson, Mrs. Amy Cruise,

Mrs. M. O.

Chadbourne, Miss Sadie Leavitl. Mrs.
Frank Strong. Miss Hetty Wllley. Miss
Lela Armljo, Miss ICS tells Lewinson.
Miss Mary Spauhllng. Miss
Miss I, on Hozeldlne. Miss Nannie Lay,
Mr. S. Abel. Mr. Roy Stamm. Mr. Fred
Newman. Mr. I!. Jaffa, Mr. ft. F.
Mr. D. O, Grant, Mr. B, Welller,
Mr. Sam I'lckard. Mr. Leon Hert.og,
Mr. J. Staab. Dr. J. W. Elder and Dr.
K. J. Alger.
Irene-Saint-

,

Ray-nold-

a,

f

A number of Albuquerqueans will
lie (june from town before Lent, or
will be planning to leave shortly afterward. Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Flournoy
will go abroad In the near future with
no definite time set for their return.
Mrs. Amy Cruise, who Is Mrs. Flour-Roy- 's
guest will sail for Europe also.
Mrs. S. O. Andros and child will return to California tomorrow after B
lengthy visit with Mrs. Andros'
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Flournoy.
Constance Abbott and her guests, Miss
Jones and Miss Nichols leave tonight
s.

for the

(rand Canyon and California

Mrs. N. R. Field and her guest. Miss
Nina Otero leave tonight also for n
trip to the PMlflO coast. Mr. nnd Mrs.
D. A. Maepherson. Miss Mabel Strong
and Mr. D. G. Orant expect to go to
Denver during the week. Mr. Leon
Hertsog and Mr. D. Welller have gone
to New York, where they will sail on
In
March 7. to spend three months

Germany and Switzerland.
Mrs. II. E. Fox and her daughter, Mrs.
O. A. Matson, leave during the next
few days for California, going later to
Spokane, Wush.
France,

f

Mrs. W. W. MeClcllan, 723 North
Fourth Street, entertained at euchre
Th u rsi a afternoon, the affair taking
on u holiday air with red. Whits' and

blue ilc eolations and favors suitable to
Washington's birthday. Mrs. E. R.
Kdgar won the first prize, Mrs. A.
Huuing, the second. Mrs. A. J. Maloy,
the consolation. Mrs. John Horradalle,
Mrs. Solomon LunS and Mrs. D. A.
Maepherson assisted the hostess In receiving.
The guests were: Mrs. R.
Ilfeld. Mrs. W. J. Johnson, Mrs. F. II.
Kent. Mrs. W. G. Hope. Mrs. J. F.
e,
Pearce, Mrs. I4CWIS. Mrs. M. O.
Mrs. J. Borrndalle, Mrs. E. V.
Chaves, Mrs. C. W. Kuns, Mrs. C. Saddler, Mrs. 8. Rurkhart. Mrs. E. Parsons, Mrs. P, (I. Cornish, Mrs. A. R.
Mcatlltefi, Mrs. Edgar.
Mrs. A. R.
Henderson. Mrs. N. Ketnmerer, Mrs.
F. A. Hubbell, Mrs. A. J. Maloy, Mrs.
E. L Medler, Mr. D. H. Cams. Mrs.
R. A. Frost. Mrs. H. P. Owen. Mrs. S.
E. Newcomer, Mrs. W. H. Hahn. Mrs.
W S. Strlckler, Mrs. Albert Orunsfeld,
Mrs. F. Moore, Mrs. A. Hunlng, Mrs.
Chad-houm-

A. O.

artistically decorated in red hearts.
From the chandeliers hung festoons of
smilax and hearts with large bows of
red satin ribbon. The place cards
were of hearts. Small cuplds also
played an important part in the- table
decorations. The guests besides the
prospective bride and groom were intimate friends of the young people and
will act as bridesmaids
and ushers,
Mr. and Mrs. Maepherson taking their
guests to the Commercial club dance
afterward. Those present were: Miss
May Haseldine, Miss Susie Dobson,
Miss Helen Rodey. Miss Lilian Spitz,
Miss Erna Fergusson. Mr. Will White.
Mr. Louis Huning. Mr. Sam Pickard,
Mr, Fred Nic hols, Dr. E. J. Alger. Mr.
Harry Welller, and Mr. D. G. Grant.

Itself, some of the speakers contending that the awakening in question is
the forerunner of an era of better
things, while others expressed the
opinion that It is rather a sort of
moral hysteria, which will wear Itself
out in a little while, when things will
settle down again in the same old ruts.
A very unique and Interesting feature
of the supper table was the original
character of the place cards. These
were in tho form of large hearts, cut
out of cardboard, and In one corner
was pasted the photograph of a
"don's" wife, taken as nearly as possible at the time he first
met her.
These being placed at the respec
the gentlemen were called in
and directed to "find where they belonged." it is said that three or four
of them couldn't find their places
but that part of the story we are not
willing to vouch for.
,

One of the most pleasant affairs of
the week nnd of the season for the
young people was the dancing party-giveFriday night in the Casino by
a number of yoUBg ladles from tic
High School.
The Casino was tastefully decorated with colored lights,
and navajo blankets, and the music
was good. Some hundred invitations
were issued for the event, which
proved highly enjoyable.
S

awake ladles
societies.

SUNOAY, FEBRUARY,

m the new Methodist church, but un- fortunately
the
treasury weutdry be- It
was paid for,
fore
and as a consequence the veterans
have been carrying
an extra share of
that trouble which
Is the price pf being
In debt, but the eu-- t
e r.t a i n in n t on
Thursday e v e n i uglified them out
and for this good
loriune the comrades are chiefly in
debted to tin- enter- prising and wide-o- f
their two auxiliary

University notes
Mr. John Milne
for college work.

ciitcrcdt last
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The population on the hfll has Increased. A baby comes upoi the scene
In Janitor Etucs family I girl.
Professors Hoelgin and Angelí took
part In the banquet of statcji last wee k
at the Congregational ehurijh. the former was toastmaster, the Batter responded to a toast on "Wisconsin."
his native state.
The declamatory contest will be
given at Elks' hall on Tuesday evening of this week. Eight or nhu- young
men and women have entered the contest, for the practice and incidentally
to try for the prizes to be given. This
will be an entertainment well worth
hearing.
The methods class consisting this
year of eight young ladles, hail a Very
Interesting and profitable visit at the
First ward on Wednesday. An unexpected treat was the opportunity to
see the special Washington exercises,
which were very good Indeed.
President Tight Is recovering from
his serious accident of February 4th.
He has visited the scene of the explosion and regards more- than ever, that
he came out quite- lucky. In examining the coat which he had on. when
the accident occurred, he found a
piece of Iron had gone thiinjgh It Into a pocket inside, penetrating the entire thickness of a bank check book.
Had it not been for this resistance
there Is a strong probability that Dr.
Tight WOUfd have had a broken rib
or two In addition to his other injur-

.

ALL INTEREST IS NOW CENTERED UPON
THE NEW INCOMING STYLES.
This week this store will show a great many of
latest novelties In Spring Goods Dress
the
Goods, Neckwear,
Goods, Silks. Ready-to-Weami Novelties of all sorts.

Charming Styles in
Ready-t- o - Wearables
showing of types of the Spring
Not a mere
fashions, hut an assemblage or Skirts, Suits and
Waists that afford you a choice as ample as you
could desire pe ril. i ps a little more than that
for there's exdueiveness possible that won't be
won't be- repeated modeja that won't be duplicated. Itut even if you are not to purchase now,
come and see the display It Is Interesting.
-

New Fancy Ribbons
Never
the history of Ribbons were there so
many pretty novelties shown as there are thissea-sothan the other and
One pleoe is prettier
your attention is especially called to the fact that
all of this store's ribbons will wash and hold their
color and luster. All sorts of designs, new and
chic. Priced from 10c- up to $1.00 the yard.
in

n.

in Handkerch'f
Linen Shirt Waist Suits
shirt

Waist suits of Handkerchief
Linen are to be more than popular
this season, and why not? There is
nothing prettier in a white fabric- and
It is hard to
nothing so Serviceable,
describe the beauty of the suits we
show, so we will have- to invite- all to
come and see these beautiful garThey're- ,n, ed from SiK.OII
ments.
ami on up to sj.. on

Covert Jackets

Linen Jacket Suits

carlv Siirlnir everv wnml
j
plenty of use for a w ran ol
kind. Lon lias the covert coat b:
Millar artic le; and all the mr
the
will it In- tins se ason, lor the stylesvti.aw.nltt muuI
THE PONY COAT we're showing!
several urailes. ntnrtln at lil.MI H
upwards to I2.."0. and other styM
II'Ull Sl. all to Sl.i.aO.

b is

Jacket Suits of rare
beauty, These suts an- made of fine
Imported linen with fancy plaited and
lace trimmed
skirts, Willi jackets
beautifully made up In the short box
ami eton style, with lace trimming,
ami aii can be laundered,
priced at
U0.00,
and
.".h.
Linen

-

black

velvet.

i t

Pr

good Sicilian

trimmed with
cuff.--- ' touched
ed

f

f

-H
ew Styles in Lingree Waists

ft

-

,

Dally arrivals of new and attractive Wash Waists, in many very exclusive styles, go to make Ibis section more attractive than ever.
Waists made from the finest of French fabrics, handsome!? trimmed
la ea and embroideries, are shown in this rang of
with hand-mad- e
$1.00 and up to $IUM.
SÜ.00. S.UMI. SX.-i,,,--

Special

Mf-s-

"Trl-Mel-

pi-I-

:

:

-

n,

T

-

At

J.l.r.n and

$5.00

stiiiinings values in
In a
mulls ml Persian lawns;
affecting ih
styles,
va riel y of
short or long sle eves, iii handsome
combinations of embroidery and
runnel

lac e.

Dainty shirt waist styles. In fine
and sheer lawns and mulls, sleeves

public-school-

Ken-tuc-k-

SEE

"2"

-

Wash Goods
Our Early Springshowing
wash fabrics ever

of
Positively the largest and most completen in this City. There an- hundreds Of new fabrics, as well as the old
Every piece is priced correct, and within easy reach. Come

show

favorites.

In anil allow

us to show you tho

Fancy Tissue Mulls at t5c a yard A fine mercerised mull with large
and small floral designs beautifully OXOCUted as to appear natural.
A fine
sheer fabric for both
Fancy Lawns at IVÍC and llO a yard
prices, with white grounds and designs of all sorts, pin dots, stripes, large
dots and scroll designs.
a yard Just tin- thing for washable suits.
Cotton Vollles for 12',-iwash goods.
Arnold's Wash Goods Á complete Inn- of these famouspiece
of goods
There Is nothing better made- in a wash fabric: than tho
,
with the A moid label attached..

First Showing of New Raincoats

GTHE
SHOE FOR WOMEN

Mannish Suitings
Tkr

I'rrv l.utrtt

Never were the suiting fabrics
as pretty as they ate this Spring,
Dainty tinted backgrounds of
grey ami (an, with the broken
hairline checks and plaid
c
t
designs, they represent the
In st of weaving only an skilled
hands can produce. In a great,
of designs, we show only one of
a kind, from gh.OO to $25.00 per

111 (.lace. Suede and Silk.
Dame Fashion has decreed that long gloves of
silk or kid are the proper thing, and with the
coming of short uleeven, the well dressed woman
welcomes this change of style. We're showing lit
reasonable prices all that Is new ami

IN

-

Vew

The Latest Evening Gloves

COME

The Small Hal is the tendency
for Spring. Large Mats are less
often seen, and even tin- Sailor
shapes shown are smaller than
usual. These, as are most of
Hein w French model,
are
Jauntily lipped over lh face,
and mounted on a high mallne-- f
I'll bandeau, and trimmed In
all manner of pu tty ways.
Pretty Milan Leghorn and nil
Hals are (in display
In our Ready-to-WeDepartment. Tinformer, set on a
IiikIi bandeau, arc bent up In a
mo
becoming shape, and get
orr with black uullls nnd roadies of sold While
hats are turban style, and the
combination of colors cartlstlc
and diiintllv effective Priced
from
si no to $io.o
er

M l, OV OCR RAINCOAT,
are strictly waterproof In every way. with the
goods still retaining that soft wool finish nnd
liiBter, which Is so uncommon with waterproof
coals of the- raincoat variety. They're priced
8.00 op lo gMg
from

PINCREE

M1LUNLRV

ar

woman.

HEWITTS

DISTINCTIVE:

er

It can be plainly seen by the new coats we've received that the Raincoat manufacturers have not
lieeii idle ibis winter. A great many new ideal
have been brought out which goes to show this
modren coal Is Just beginning to lie a popular as
well as a neededgartnenl in the wardrobe of an

Orb-in-

"MOZELE"

soft and sheer, and cleverly designed In various styles with
rman Val. lace and eyelet
trimming. They represent the best there- h in moctprn
waist-in- .
iking and they're prlc-very reasonable, starting at $3.oo
and ranging on up to $12. BO.

half or full length, either trimmed
with lace insets or embroidery
fronts, are shown at tl.'.té.
excellent value at 11.50 A line of
lawn waists, embroidered, tucked
and lace trimmed III an effective
manner, al II.IO,
In shirt waists the handkerchief
linen novelties are beautiful, fine,

.

A While Feather

the-

Vou will see Gill Helts used this hcu
son with greal popularity, for evnrjN
iinug in tile
world Is Kllt. Wc vol
prepared lor (Ins one fad sideiididlv.
We show
Helts from XV lo $2.50.
Ollt Belting from ".--. to 12,00
yd
Gilt Buckles from !.m to s no ,,, h.

CÍA

.11

mm

C,

mil

New Belts of Gold

Cream Suits of Mohair
These suits are made
mohair, handsomely
plaits; with collars

t

t

-

(Taney

Special Values in thel
Latest New S
At this season of the year when
ate Skirts are- so muc h sought al
lies lieeii our aim to carry thel
varied lines and in- new esl hlnl
in bringil
and wc have succ
gelher as tine a selec tion as you
w isli to choose from.
Voile Skirts, in cream and bid
ST. no and un to sl'o.oo.
li Panama Skirts. Ill crean
black, at v
and IIP lo S IMIll
Mohair Skirls, colored cream all
S.YOO and 111, I,, Slll.r.tl.
black.
Mannish Skirts, in ell tinSo.OO and up to
signs and

-
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The Early Showing of the Newest in
ib SPRING GOODS

I

l

"
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week

Tuesday morning at the Immaculate
Conception church occurred the marriage of Miss Nellie McCreevy and
Mr. John Belknap in the presence of
a few Intimate friends. After
which was performed by
the Rev. Father Mandalarl. the bridal
party were driven to the Sisters' saniDr. and Mrs. A. It. Henderson gave tarium, where a
weeding breakfast
a very delightful Washington's birth- awaited them. The wedded couple
left;
day party to a number of their friends. Tuesday evening for
N. M.,
The house was elaborately decorated where they will make Ketner.
their home.
In Mags and red, white and blue bunting. In a very conspicuous place hung
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Grunsfe-lenter-- !
a large picture of (Icorge Washington, tallied at dinner Sunday evening In ies.
draped with Hags. Mrs. Henderson honor of their tenth anniversary or! No college function In the history
dressed as Martha Washington, made "tin wedding." The decorations were of the University exhibited such ena particularly pretty picture as she of tin foil and everything was served thusiastic class and college spirit as
received the guests. The game of the In tin. It was an extremely unique the Washington banquet which i ur-evening was
euchre. Mrs. dinner In all Its appointments. About red In the Hadley science hall on
last Thursday evening, Each
A. Cook and Dr. Cornish were the suctwelve were present nt the dinner.
class had Its separate table decorated
cessful contestants for the first prize,
9
A very ple asant dance was given in
in Its own colors, the entire effect uneach receiving a large bouquet of carnations and ferns. Mrs. A. Borders Library hall Friday night by a party der the electric- light being exceptionand Mr. J. F. Luthy received the con- of young men in honor of Miss Mabel ally pretty. After partaking of an exsolation prizes, boxes of candy and the. Strong and Ml'- Charles Whit.- Whose, cellent dinner, Professor Isplund was
booby prizes, candy in hatchet shaped engagement has been announced. The Chosen fbasllh aster, a deserved honor,
hosts were Messrs. Kirk Bryan, Will as the professor's Inte rest In this anboxes were awarded to Mrs. MeClclnual banquet, and his faithful effort.
lan and Mr. Horders. The following White, R. Jaffa. Ralph Tas, her. Me
guests were present: Mr. and Mrs. R. tiuire, Heald, and Pearlstein.
Mr. Willi the energetic- members of the
oc casion
F. Asplund, Mr. and Mrs. I A. Hltt-nc- r, and Mrs. Harry Mltchner chaperoned, Special committee made tinvery successful. The following toast
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Rriggs, Mr.
Mr. ami Mrs. it.
Fillmore, of program was carried out with vim
and Mrs. A. Rorders, Mr. and Mrs.
.'IN Ml West Silver avenue,
nnd Interest:
"Our Nation," Miss
John Horradalle, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Puzzle" dinner party Parsons: "Washington." Miss NI Ven
Mr. and Mrs. A. Cook, Mr. and at a "Hate-be"Our
Mrs. E. E. Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. ThUltday evening. Present were- Mr. "New Mexico." Miss Ruggstti
and Mrs. Wallace Hesselden, Mr. sndj Governor," Mr. Keller; "The- Presiden!
D. ft Cams, Dr. and Mrs. P. G. CorI).
C.I
K. I!. Sellers. Mr. and Mrs.
of the University," I. Ralph Teacher;
nish, Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Copp, Mrs Mrs.
A.
Hudson, Mr. and Mis. K. I!. "Our Classes," C. M. HortoAi "The
U
E. Dame, Dr. and Mrs. Easterday.
liars, h. Mr. and Mrs. 1. II
Mr.1 Preps." Miss Schuster; "Tomorrow," I
Df. and Mrs. W. G. Hope. Dr. and en.
Mrs. C. A. Oilman, Mrs. Reiinei
ESI WOOd Albright: "Tin- Lassies," Hugh
Mrs lí. I,, llust. Mr. und Mrs. C. s.
Bryan: "Our School."
Lawrence IlKlock, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Luthy. Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Lewis.
feld. These toasts without exception
and Mrs. G. McLandress, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. a. Snellenberg ar- - Were- bright, brief and to the point.
Mrs. A. J. Maloy. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. rived
from California Friday, where College nnd class yells wereHying
McClelhin, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. McMil-lethej have bean spending their honey thick and fast during tin.
dinner
Mr. and
S. E. Newcomer, Mr. moon,
They will visit tin- bride's pa- hour, and jokes were perpetrated upand Mrs. A. B. Stroup, Mr. and Mrs. ri ms. Mr. and Mrs. m. Schuster, a few
on the classes by one another, Doctor
M. Hickey. Mrs. Elder, Mrs. E. Jarred, days,
and then go to Philadelphia Wroth represented the Regents, ami
Mrs. Binkley, Miss Kissie Haldridge, w here they win in- at home,
Miss Tway tin- Alumni association, at
Miss Minnie Craig. Miss Hewitt, Miss
was
Ethel Hickey and Miss Nell Wetter.
Mrs. R. Copp is enjoying a visit the faculty table which
colors, cherry
Mr. J. C. Haldridge and Dr. J. W. Elfrom her mother. Mis. Abraham, of with the regular college probably
be 110
will
der.
Silver City.
Mrs. Copp and and silver. There
Both
to got Interest aroused for
mother left Wednesday evening for a trouble
the Washington banquet next year.
The Dance of All Nations having few months' solourn in California.
be n postponed indefinitely, the reguWORTH
WHILE
HOMETHING
lar dance took place at the CommerMrs. Max Sc huster. ,"i0: West CopDECLAMATORY CONTENT OF
cial club Wednesday night and proved per avenue, entertained a few friends lilt:
I
t
l
EltHITY.
ELKS' HALL.
ilt:
most enjoyable. Present were: Mr. at "bridge" Wednesday afternoon in TII.SRW NIGHT. 2.V.
Mrs.
D.
Flournoy.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
nnd
honor of Mrs. Elsman of Boston, and
ARE ENTEN CONTESTANT
A. Maepherson. Mrs.
S. O.
Andros. Mrs. Austrain of Chicago.
TERED IN Till: W M L DECLAMMis. Amy Cruise, of Kansas City, Miss
ATORY CONTEST GIVEN AT ELKS'
Miss Josephine Stltt. who has been II LL. Ti ESIiAY NIGHT. At SPM I N
Bessie Baldriilge, Miss May H.tzeldlne
till. I VIVERSÍTY. LYRIC
Miss Erna Fergusson,
Miss Lillian the guest of her aunt. Mis. He rbert Of
OEARTETrE WILL SING. ADMISSpitz. Miss Helen Rodey, Miss Mabel Romero, the greater part of the win- SION.
25c,
Strong. Miss Sue Dobson, Miss Helen ter, has returned to her home in Santa
One cent for each year of your
COW les, Miss Wheeler. Mr. .1. Harder. Cruz. Cal.
admit vim to He- Guild birthday
Dr. E. J. Alger. Mr. Sam Pickard. Mr.
narty Tuesaaj evening at Guild Hall
Mrs. Elsman, who has been spendCharles White. Mr. D. (5. Grant. Mr.
Music ami refreshments.
Leon Hertsog, Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Harry ing tin- past month with her mother.
YOI
INNOT HELP lit I' ENJOY
Welller, Mr. J. Staab, Mr. Will White, Mrs. A. Orunsfeld. returned to her
T THE R WD
Vol KM LI
Mr. Louis Huning. Mr. T. WllkerSOB, home in Boston Friday evening.
At TRACTION PRK tills
Mr. Peters, Mr. A. Faber. Mr. E. MeyAn entertainment
was given Tues- - YETERNOON.
ers, Dr. Keyes, Mr. Heald. Mr. F. New- day night In
library buildthe
Public
man and Mr. H. Ravuolds.
"
ing by the
club, a boys' or- ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
tin- Presbyterian church.
Tile following program will be given ganization of
at the birthday party to be given
Mr. Noel Harrison
celebrated his!
ONE NIGHT ONLY'
Tuesday evening, the 27th, In
fifteenth birthday Tuesdav evening by
hall of St. John's church, by till- giving a party to some of his friends
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26th
adles of St. John's guild:
In St. John's guild hall.
Selected
Piano Solo
C. Paul Maloy.
Mr. and Mrs. V W. Clanc y have reVocal Solo
Selected turned from a trip of a month's dura- NEW YORK'S (REATEST LAUGH
Miss Ethel Chestnut.
tion, spent In Washington, New York,
IMG COMEDY SUCCESS.
Trio Andante Waltz. Romance .... and other eastern cities.
Harp. Mrs. DeWolf; Mandolins, C.
Í
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Gunsul are
A. Wright and Alfred McClelbin.
Selec ted In Galcsburg, Ills., called there by the
Vocal Solo
death of Mrs. Gunsul's mother, Mrs.
T. Y. Maynard.
Harp Solo
Selected J. T. Clark.
Mis. De Wolf.
With a Carefully Scclected CompenW
Superintendent ciark of the
Selected
Violin Solo
y
night
Wednesday
left
for
INTRODUCING
Carl J. Tolan.
for a ten days' trip.
Ladles Quartette ..The Merry Dance
Olio of European
An Entra Act:
Mrs. Harrison. Mrs. Decker,
Mr. Mike Mandell Is In New
Mrs. Lyon, Mrs. Hublis.
s.
and American Novelties
where he expects to remain for
Accompanists Mrs. Rosa Futrelle-Oldeoten days.
next
the
Mrs. Decker. Miss Chestnut.
Mr. A. Staab, of Santa Fe, Is spendThe "Ten Dons" were entertained a ing a few
davs In this city.
their last meeting by Dr. and Mrs. W.
"Queen of Light"
S
Gj, Hope at their home on West CopMr. and Mrs. Noa Ilfeld have reper avenue. The chief literary overt turned from El Paso.
Cora Corelli
of the evening was the paper prepared
European Norclt) Artiste
The comrades of the Grand Army
and read by Prof. R. F Asplund, entiTHE
Patriotism," and are feeling about as good as any of
tled "The New
which dealt with the recent awaken- them have felt since Appomattox, all
Extrsordinary Exponents
which on account of the success of their lecing of the public conscience
of Equipoise
a
has manifested Itself In the wave of ture on the cvfnlng of Washington's
reform that has been sweeping over birthday, which netted them enough
nearly all sections of the country. to put the post out of debt, clean and BEAUTIFUL ELECTRICAL EFFECTS
The paper was discussed at some clear and there are lots of other
length, and from various standpoints, folks who would be made Just as hapthough It would be proper to say that py If luck would strike them In the Prices,
35c, 50c and 75c
the criticisms related to the subject same way. The post has a memorial
dealt with rather than to the paper window a very elegant piece of work
Children '.v

f
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AND

GET ONE OF
THE PINGREE SOUVENIRS.

Cloti e your feet In a pair of tho
newest stylo shoes. All onr new
are in now and on sale.

PINCREE
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Tells Why He

CtJlbuqucrque Iftorninajoiirnal
tí.

. MACPHKKSON. President.

W.

Of

BURKE, Editor.

R.

City Editor.

H. B. MENINO.

Entered as second-clas- s
matter nt the poatofflce kt Albuquerque, N. M.
under act of congress of March 3. 1RT9.
THE MOHMNG .IOIKNAI. Is mi: LEADING tlKl'l BMCAX PAPEIt
Or NEW MEXICO. SI'pPOItTlNf. THE PltlNtTPLE8 OP THE REPl'BLI-CUART
PARTY WHI

TIME AXM THE METHODS OF THE REPUBLICAN
ARE RH.HT.
Larger el. eolation man n,v other name In New Mexico. The only paper
New Mex'i Isvurd rverr day III the yew.
A IX THE
N THEY

"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation ratine than la areorded
to any other paper In Albuquerque or any other dally In New Meileo." The
American Nevpnper Directory.
TERMS or BUBSCRITTION.
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
Dally, by carrier, one month
MDt. by mail, one month

15.00
GO

M
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUEItQUE
SI A I)

Y
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Lcce Curtain
Curtains cut in half to close out, Some odd 'patterns in lace
curtains and portiers,

Here's Another

house. East st.. $12.00.
room furnished, sir, N. Arno. IS. 00.

lodging house. $ 4 ft 0 0 .
brick house, 311 S. Arno, SI 2.
brick house with bnth. Baca
av.. 125.00.
furnished. Baea av.,
nousi
S20.00.
frame house. K. Third st.. $ 0.
hn k, with bath. ÍJ.'.áO.
FOR BALK.
aerea
of land in the city limits,
Four
with Rood house and stable, fruit
trees, etc.. In a line location
house on West Coal av up
to ilate. 13,000.
Lot On West Qold at., near Sixth st.
.

2

frame house,
well furnished,
close In.
Just right for a rooming
house.
100x142,
Lot
is
worth $1,600 alone, $3,500
buys the whole business.
The owners of both these
places are leaving town and
MUST sell.

Bj

Eight-roo-

Six-roo-

tw

o Inctioti.
1.T00
lot on South Si on, st.,

J. D. EMMONS
Cor. Coal nuil 2nd St.

Colo.

Lead and Coal avenues, at

i

imrgam
1

4

T'hone.

Red

Wholesale

177

West End Viaduct
Auto. 'Ption
474

Rttall

&

25c A BOTTLE

25c A BOTTLE

Willie m's Liquid Antiseptic

PORTERFIELD GO,
110

Delightful and beneficial, insuring freedom from "Itching" and "Dandruff,"
leaves the hair soft and glossy, and not burnt as is the case with most
shampoos. Also refreshing when used in the hath.

a

A. E. WALKER

room house, two blocks from DOSt- toffice, with two lota. House well

and Shampoo

Sosvp

West (;ohl Avc.iuc.

-

bo-

'

Come early and get a few real bargains

ToleTptTs M U-'-

cement sidewalks: good stable. This
properly will be sold cheap If taken
"me.
l'lnc lot near Twelfth St., on T jeras
road at a bargain,
Seven-rooframe house on a corner
ln Highlands, with bath.
Lot 50x

HÍ2j ami

60c and up
"
90c

yard lengths, Sale Price
yard lengths, Sale Price

FIRE INSURANCE
furnished. This property Is In one
of the best locations In this city, Secretary Mutual itniidin; Association
and la for sale at $6.500.
Office in it. 0. Baldridzo's Lumber
house. Xortb Fourth street,
with 3 lots 75 xf.2 feet, near in. Vard. Automat lc 'I'lione 324.
Price, l3,fiC0.
Lots on North Fourth street
Brick house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2.000.
Established 1878
Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
brick house, nearly new, modern Improvements, at $3,150, on
Agent for Mitchell Wagons
North 4th street.

J

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY
Dine Front.

1

17 Went

ltailroatl

Both Phones

Avenue.

Putney

L. B.

Wholesale Grocer

house. Coal nvemie. $2.700.

furnlshel,

good

REM?

sell you a good lot for your
business on youi1 own terms, lose to
Third and Railroad, low rate of inici
es I .
liso have another good business location on which SrO will build to sin!
muí rent to good tenant.
I villi

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

brick house, Tijeras avenue;
modern, One location; $3,300.
house,
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given by the I aughters of the Amer
ere this morn tig. it is of Interest i.
Americanism if the present popula- pari of the ountry outside of th
larger proportion of persons able to.
who bore anus umb r Washington,

those
Journal classified
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Baldridge's is the Place

i

FERRY'S

DON'T allow yourself to become alarmed over the "yellow peril" itories
the teleui and is brui:lnu us from China. This is a dull time in the
It.
But that fellow
mill lilliL' .itul luí

House

Room

m

days that tried men's
t

RATES OF INTEREST.
POR KENT.

4 -- rOOm

t0.

tlon, $1150.00.
The St. Elmo Sample and
frame In one ef ths best
locations on Broadway at a bar- Club Rooms
sJo'oni
Edith
10 H'r cent'
Choice Liquors Eerved. A Good Place
l ,V Paw
street; fine location; 1 S00.
to while kwiiv the weary hours.
company ah. .a $8,000 per
hou8e on North Sec0nd street, All the Popular
(ames, Keno every
01 ""' lh"w' amount.
í
nuf!
ln K00Í rpalr.
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Phi proposition will stand thus:
Three hundred and twenty acre ranch,
Nights.
income from water works. . . . $36,000
hny
alfalfa, grafted fruit trees.
JOSEPH BARNETT,
good bull.ilngs. ete.
Interest on bonds $11,800
Seven-rooProprietor
frame, thrca lote N. Third 12) W. Railroad Ave.
Cost of running
-7 son
inagtng
19r00 gix-ro'"
brick house, s. Third st.
$ i r..noi)
13.000: rsasonabla terms.
Balance
business chances.
Out of tins the city could save the L
Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds, .Money to Loan.
321 (oíd Avenue
ranches nenr the cltv for sale
amount now paid the water company Oood
at reasonable prices.
tract, $8.000, and cut the Eire Insurance. Hoaset for Rent.
under Its
m iter ratea to
Rents Collected. tSxea Paid, and
the people z 5 per cent
cnllre charge tiikon of Droncrlr for
ind' itill b ave 'i baJaneo
This noes
residents ami
WORLD IS FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
"ol take Into consideration
the in- - s
ss
AD fOi
Hbt
consumption of water, on ac- - áv. II. HIFMU
may still be
A3'
UviHDAK
who have
oun'l of in rates and extensions,
Corner Gold Avcnu and Third Street.
Morning
not
the
ad columns.
it win he seen from the above thai
5
Children's Photos a Specialty
can either lower the taxes, ór
Auto Phone 320
WHITE CLOVER
ose the money
the water com- - BLUE GRASS
e
pan y now receives for making street
crossing and other Improvements,
They COUld afford to let the schools
have all the water they n eed free ol
We are the Leading Druggists
cha rge,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Another reason In favor it' in city
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
of the Southwest
buying the water works
d b inj
shirk óí Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
mind a very important one is that this
question miifht to be nttli d now. and
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
And curry the largest slock
not be a doubtful one for the next
thirteen ye ns, (or I think that if it Is
of Drugs, Chemicals, Toilet Arii greatly retard the
nol settled II
VEGETABLE
AND FLOWER
ticles and Fancy Ooods between
growth Of the city, for the reason that
the water company Will hot make exDenver and Los Angeleg.
tension.-, except when they ari1 coin.tor. soi 11 ittsT STREET,
ALIH Ql EHQI E, NEW .MEXICO
polled, ami we all know a company
can Dnd excuses for nol doing a thing
when they do not want to do so. as
A SPECIALTY
PRESCRIPTIONS
has been show by the street car companies Of Chicago.
The
he can
afford to put in extensions WhOli
a company
cannot, because they
can borrow money cheaper and also
I
B I Y
I! ( L K
Lowttcy's, Ountlier's and Whitderive a benefit from increase of taxes
V
It
S
E
II
E S T
from the development of new addl- man's Candies Always Fresh
tgatn, when the city puts In it!
tions.
111: a
extensions they are there to stay.
while the company's time is limited J
argtrst stock in h rritorj
by Its franchise.
Again, the water works arc very
J. II. O'Rielly Company
reasonable In price,
have read Mr.
Riffle's report, and from what
know
Druggists, Bar ne tí Building
of construction work in Albuquerque,
BITTNER-STAMtlllnk that he Is too low in some of
Free Delivery to any part of
his estimate. Conditions are sin ii
the city.
MBIT COMPANY
here, thai it cosS more Lodo work than
It does III most jil, ices where the wages
arc the same. One cause being, thai
we are so far away from
Stiver Avenue, Between
nkets, another being that We do not get the
I trat and Second
Sts
service Of the railroad that we have a
The First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for IS. 61
right to expect if they happen to be
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.
busy, and there
are other
would be out of place to bring
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NEW TELEPHONE
MONEY TO MIAN ON UOOB REAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW
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Sunday. February 25.

In the Highlands, modern.
It's your chance if you
want a home. But you'll
have to speak quick. Make
us an offer.

REAL ESTATE

one-hal-

J'- -

ANENT the rep. i
hi'
Revolution.
as an lllustratlo i of the thorough
Mexb o that there Is no
of Xo
iiiai mineen Miao H that an show I

Water Works
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COLUMN

Why am
Editor Morning Journal:
I in favor of buying Che (rater works'"
Thi question Iuih I n asked of me ta
often that I resolved to publish sume
of the fUMona why I am in favor of
buying the water works, also in hope
that It mav start a general discussion
that the people muy awake to the
meat opportunity that Is before ihcm
In me ,...ii.i,.i.
I am in favor of buying the water
do Hot think we
works because
ought to intend His franchise, and if
we Mo not. I think that the Wafer doth'
pony cannot afford to cut water rates
and make extensions that the citftelis
Have a light to expect, on account 01
the time that the franchise has (o
rut. and the chances the company h.
to take for its extension at the end of
that time.
Again, the cltv OUfht to enntrol its
own water works so that we may be
sure that the water is as pure as it i.
poRsihle to have It. and If It was found
necessary to spend a few hundred dOl
lars more a year in order to gain these
finis, it would be ilone. I think thai
abftUt the hundred
dollars a vea'-spent with that end In view would
make quite, a difference at certain seasons of the year, and more especially
to the people living on the Highlands.
If extending the franchise twenty-liv- e
years WOUM mike it worth aoUDM
the money, which I have no doubt it
would, how much more Is It worth to
the people oí the city to have it themselves Indefinitely.
Another reason which will appeal In
many when others fall, is that ll
Is a food business proposition.
The
price a(Teed upon is sü.'iO.aoo dollars.
per
f
the Interes) at four anl
cam being $11,SS0 per annum.
The
water works can be run very comfortably for $H50 per month. If the
people have them as well managed Is
the iffairs of the city and schools are
at the present time, The receipts of
the water company are aboul 138.

Water at the points named is not obtained sho t Of the thousand
'I he water works people may
tel. and from that to twelve hundred,
i ri'
it ii
nil ed icet of Rowing
iiimi mi
'ii
iii lililí
,. to prove that is to
.... I km
tl.,1 ,1,., .mili
lalH
M...I
II.
wn ana see. ,inl tnis tin- in. o.
.llruquerque can wall afford to
,u ii i ':.l in in
munlctp&lttyi
Artesian water,
CI
in i
ity water supply, but the fait
li
of course. In of little or no
supplv underlying this section would h ive a
ns effect upon the de
of the surrounding country which would
r almost Inestlmbale value to the town.
.1
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THE San Francisco Chronicle say the "bill pas.se il by congress forbid
h., ibe appears
ding Rambling in lie lein'oti,
if being Inspired by the
desire to depopulate those no
ekini: admission to the Union, or perhaps the
aim i" to make life so unendurable in Arhtona terrltor v thai It! people will
seek statehood, even though the consequences win be their submergence bv
the New Ifexli ans."
THE striking of artesian water al Oallup
same line in varum' nthci
in ns of New Mexb
a great many acres of now arid lind.

M

rest

encourage efforts In the
and may result in reclaim-In- g
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A Phenomenal year

I

M

1

ja
mistake tu suppose thai lh phenomenal character of the weather
jfur Is peculiar to the sea on in NOV Mexico, 01 the southwest.
Reports from all iu.iite
te of similar lunatic trcaks in every section
of Hip earth, and Ktcntli Is are usftllni their brains to construct some
sort of theory b which to account fm it. Were it unseasonably warm
as it is iu Albuquerque, the i" Mimlstic division of the human family
could explain It to a certainty tnd Without any difficult, because they would In here.
it must remembered thai Mr, Litknow beyond a shadow of doubl that we have srl become so wicked that the
SWEET PEAS
law of gravitation Is driving the earth, head on. toward the lake that tie's report on the price he agread ONION SETS
apon, does not
In consideration
burnetii with lire and brimstone, and. of course, the nearer we get the the tuning of $ take
going; concern, and
warmer the weather becomes
But unfortunately for this cheerful theory, concern which for years w is not ol
there is Just as much cold weather this year as there ever was, taking the much value. In fad the city might
earlh all around, but It Wn evenly distributed It ornes in spots and the have bought the works a short time
ago for about
L'OO.drtO,
They arc
cold spots are Just as phenomenally cold as the warm spots are unseasonably well worth $a.'i0,onn to
the city as a
warm, and the people who hue to sutler the old are just as wicked as those going concern.
I am in favor of the city buying llie
who are enjoying the warmth, heme tin- attempt to account for the warm
water
works because we stand a
Is
foreclosing his mortgage on the
wrather on the hypothesis that Lucifer
Chance Of h iving better water at cerearth, will not do.
tain times of the year. In certain secAnd then, some of our oldtlmerV have attempted to account for the tions of the city.
BeckUM II will save the city Í6.00II
eitraordlnary climatic condition! prevailing In this section by the "Saltotl
a year, besides giving us free water
very
is
theory,
nlddy
sea." That
plausible, and iul,'c for the schools and school grounds,
worked out.
when
satisfactory for this vicinity, but the sime sort of climatic freaks are reported and cutting in water rati
pel
from Florida. Maine and Alaska, and the weather vagaries of those lOcalltlOl cent for a starter.
Because the water uuestion ought
are clearly not within the bailiwick of the Saltón sea.
to be settle, I now. and not drag on for
used this radhal change of conduct on the part of Dam'
What han
rears, tbereh retarding the growth
The finest place in the city to
Nature Is certainly an inten Mng 'luestlon, and one in which the si ientisls of the cltv.
spend your idle hours,
Is
good
It
Because
investment and
do not seem to have much advantage over mnnn folks. Some persons
more
making
Albuwill
do
towards
llcsi
It
Brands of Cigars and Toattempt to put
aside with the remark th.it "uc h changes occ ur every nov querqus
attrat live than any one thing
bacco lllwHVM on band
Rut it cannot he downed In thai Way, as may he seen by that ük ever done by Its citizens.
and then."
v m.lai'K HBMBLtDBN.
observing one simple fa
Within a few miles of the city limits 6t Albuquer-qu- e
Alhu'iui't iite, Feb. L'tth.
are hundreds of adobe houses, with mud roofs, which have afforded
perfect protection to the Od upalits, generation after generation, against every
Oood Oovernmeni Ijeague.
A special meeting of the !ooi
sitci sime the memory
sort of weathT With which the country has teen
League will be hidd at the
of msn runneth not to the contrary, and yet these roofs have furnished pra
Proprietor,
old K. ol ('. hall at IIH West Cold
on
verme
Monday evening, rebruurv
tically no protc. tlon at all against Hi" weather we have had during the last h
'.un, ni s". sinners 01 111c uimosi
six months, and nw metal or shingle roofs are to be seen on adobe houses Importante to yourself and all g
very stubborn proposition.
in every dire. tlon. A tact of that sort Is
You awurgod to attend!
The .;xei utlve I'fimmlttce.
READ the communication from Mr. Heeaelden elsewhere in this mornl
EVENING T H ;to
It Ik full of Rood, solid facts, I I TTEHn.1
ing's Journal on the water works Question.
hs II l I THE I MX EltHI'PV Ol
t
MEXICO
THE
DIts
every
M
to
K
OII
water user In th city. And its points l
which are of dire, Interest
WH0LE8AXJ1
III, It
M I.
THE MEt'ONII
l
ar all stated In a very conservative manner, belnu under rather over the El,.MATOIlV
t'OXTOHT.
TU Mil s AT M
.mission
truth all the time.
so s.
Exclusiva Agents for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies.
A
IT
('hand n White Seal Oiam.
Mnrt
is PI E.VSl HE
THE Labor Advocate for the current week is one of the finest papers (VI r
paa-nNt. louls A. R. C. Bohemian
To keep
when thev are ruled
printed In Albuquerque, and Its distribution will do good for the toyln HM(j to suit yourbooks
and .Ins. s, hllti Mllwsokec Hottled
business and well hound
Reors, and Owners and Distributors
so hs to lav perfectly tin t on your
country.
I.
of tbe A mi rudo Club Whiskey.
us build you a
desk when open,
Writ- - for our Illustrated Catslegu
cit' i
.loiirntil or t ush Hook to
e are unite sure we can ana price list.
order.
LENT begins on Wednesday of this week. The only ftiult tha' N
you.
please
Automatic Telephone. IN.
II. s i
Ralesrooms. 1 1 South First Btf rt.
i.t.i w a CO..
found with Lent Is that It doesn't come oftener and stny longer.
Itnokhlmlcrs.
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Kangaroo

Sash and Doors Paint and Gltvs
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Contractors' Materials
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e

wide extension soles, price $2 75.
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Cigar Dealers
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for a Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
to California. Daily, Keh. 15 to April 7.

$2.").i
All the Way

Hoppintt
Prop

Ask S. F. Agent at

M

Slight extra charge for berth, Seat in
chair car free.

Albuquerque for
tourist slocper booklet

Dustlcss roadbed

Harvey meals.

a itrgo

Shipment or llicyclcs

IncliidliiK
COLUMBIAN

C LEV Eli A N D8
CREfW'ENTH
MBLEItS
TRIBUNE!
W ESTE BFIELD
AM BTARMEH UK V( l,E8

ABtomatlc Phone

,VJ2.

t'oloradu I'lione 57
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MURPHY & PATTER-SOLivery and Boarding Stables
N

i

1

Both

Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.

Novelty Works
.lust

e

You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a

FI'HX-TUR-

MACIIINKRY and ani
nrtbde. luryc or Hiunll, for any leuctii
of time, in their new and
torago warehoaae,
ut reaHonubie
lllcs. .Motto J l oaned on poods stored
OFFICES : GRANT III.OCK
MOTH PHONES

MELINI&EAKIN Albuquerque

Liquor

COMPANY

Mil wifely keep your PIANO.
Tltl M'-s- . VEHICLES,

MARQUETTE
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STORAGE!
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I

Economy
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RJO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY
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shoe in the city for the money
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Take Notice!

Before Buying Como in and Look Over
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West Sliver Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS

GOVERNOR KIBBEYlf

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVAT

ron

LET CAT OUT

QUESTION

COMING IIP AGAIN

FOR SALE Saddle or driving
harness and
ponies, also second-han- d
saddle. W. H. McMillion. real es
tate dealer. 211 West (jola uvenue.
FoE SALE House-tent- , 0 two rooms
Mountain
and outfit, cheap.

OFJG
DORAN SAYS HE TOLD TOO
MUCH ABOUT TAXES

IN ARIZONA

for the Improvement,
QUESTION OF DRAINAGE IS
MOST

SERIOUS PROBLEM

Quietly, but with a persistence that
ultimate results, the Que- tlon of the paving ot Railroad avenue
and section-- of other streets In the
Is
business section of Albuquerque
coming to the front again. It is coining this time from men who usually
push things and who are accustomed
to getting results. The paving question has been discussed for a long
time in a desultory way, but for lack
of unity among the men who are It
chief advocates, it has come to naught.
This time, however, It seems that a
sustained effort Is to be made to get
something done. The condition of
Railroad uvenuc between First and
Fifth streets and of South First street
between Hailroad avenue and Gold
avenue during much of the present
winter has done much to arouse sentiment in favor of paving. For days
and days during this winter Railroad
avenue in the business section has
been fordable only In a few favored
spots where the dirt hauled in by the
street department has made a illl sufficient to turn the mud. That the street
does not become filially impassable Is
due solely to the magnificent climate
of Albuquerque, which cannot remain
wet long enough to allow the bottom
to fall out of the street. Although
Railroad avenue Is dry now. it is
rough and its appearance is not pleasing.

The business men, the merchants
who have stores on Railroad avenue
between First and Fifth streets, and
many who have their stores on the
cross streets in the business .section
are almost a unit in favor of paving
They see difficulties in the way, but
they believe the difficulties can be
overcome. With the properly owners
It Is a somewhat different matter, for
they will have to pay the hills, but
the sentiment of enoiigh of these property owners Is known to make it reasonably certain that a majority of
them would favor paving. The paving of Railroad avenue from First
to Fifth, and of the cross streets for
a block or two on each side would
turn Albuquerque from a "new" town
into a thoroughly modem city. Albu- querque is modern In every thing now
but in its streets. The streets are admittedly lacking. It is the one thing
needed, in the opinion of a great manv
people, to make the business section
attractive.
disadvantage
The chief
urged
against the paving plan is the matter
of drainage.
Railroad avenue is a
dead level from First street to Fifth,
or so nearly level that drainage will
be a problem. That it can be overcome, however, there seems to be no
question.. From the present trend of
sentiment It is believed that the paving of the avenue will come before the
Ity council in definite form before a
very great while.

UP

THE

YEAR'S

A. J. Doran, thi' well known Arizona
mining man has returned from Washington whero he went with a dele
gation of the antis from the territory.
Mr. Doran told a reporter in Fresco'.t
upon his return tnat uovernor Klobey and Senator Clark had hurt the
cause of the antis by talking too
much about the snap the mining
poraiious and other have in Arizona
in regard to taxes.
In fact. It looks
as if the governor had given the state
of things dead away. Mr. Doran said
in an interview;
"Possibly the greatest obstacle we
had to COBIbat at the hands of tin
lommltlee was our governor's report to the secretary of the InWhich
plainly
terior.
Intimated
that the assessors of the different
counties of the territory hail not done
their full duty in the matter of placing
a valuation on the mining and lumber
Interests of their respective counties,
and that the legislature of the territory had been lax Irt remedying evil
in our laws concerning taxation matter.. Every statement made by the
members of our delegation before the
committee on territories of the house
ertalnlhg to the mining and lumber
Interests and the taxation of the same
was met by some recommendation
made by the governor In his report to
the secretary of the Interior."
Continuing
further,
said:
he
"While I have the greatest respect for
our governor, I still think that it was
Injudicious, to say the least, on his
part, to call the attention of the secretary to matters of local government
which the people of Arizona thought
their representatives in the legislature
have the power to determine for
themselves and to their own satisfaction. Senator Clark of Montana, also
appeared before the committee and
injured us very much by making the
statement that mines should not b
taxed, and that only surface
and machinery should be
assessed."
-

JURORS
TERM

DRAWN FOR MARCH
OF THE UNITED

The county schools of Bernalillo
county are winding up the year ?
work, and one after another are closing until there be funds enough In the
several districts to start up again.
Superintendent Stroup yesterday reported the closing of the school at
Atrtsco in district 48. and says that the
Candelarias school, in charge of Mrs.
Winston, will close Friday of this
A fine program is being arweek.
ranged for the closing exercises of
this school.

I

The Fraternal Brotherhood will not
have their regular meeting on next
Monday on account of not having the
hall, but will have an open meeting
on Tuesday. February 27, which will
be a strictly Invitation affair for the
members and their friends only. From
8 to 9 Organizer Dr. I. McLaughlin
and his wife will entertain by giving
a muslcale. after which there will
he cards, dancing and other amusef20
ments.
Refreshments and a fine musical
program at the Guild Hall Tuesday
evening.
TIIF.RK are people reading our For
Kent column today who would make
desirable tenants for that vacant house
of yours.
There will be tomorrow
too: and there Is time enough for von
get
to
vour ad In that column tomorrow. It should have been in today.
vol t an not help BI T ENJOY
YOl'RtiELF AT Till-- : BAND COX'
i:HT AT TRACTION PAItk THIS
AFTERNOON.
mmiikI
Syrup.
laicalvntu
best remodv for coughs, colds and
bronchitis. Only at Ruddo'h.
f28
NOTICE FOR PIRLKATION.
Notice Is hereby given to Charles E.
Crary. a resident of the city of I,os
Angeles In the state of California, that
li,
M. ...
nn tl,..
nf 'i
l.i ili.
16th day of March. 1906. at ten o'c lock
In the forenoon of said day, or aa
soon thereafter as hearing can be had.
will present to the district court of
Keruallllo county at the court house
of said county, a petlCon praying for
the appointment of commissioners to
assess the damages which he, the said
Charles K. Crary, may sustain in consequence of the taking of lot one In
section 21 In township in north of
tange 3 east of New Mexico principal
meridian, containing 1 8.55 acres and
s'i much of lot 2 In said sectloi as lls
north of the extension tn the eastward
from the city of Albuquerque of Railroad avenue and has not been heretofore acquired by said Territory of New
Mexico, containing 8.03 acres, for the
use of said territory for nublh build
ings and grounds of ihe University of
New Mexico, the said Charles E. Crary
being the owner nf said land.
i

.

HILE Easter Sunday is seven weeks in the future it is
none to soon to think about the gown that will be
worn that day, In making a selection there are
many things to be taken into consideration, the
most important being: The material, the quality, the cost.

W

The Globe Store

MIKADO
DRE68 SILKS. JO
inches
wide, in all the latest shades, beautiful
patterns and the popular polkas; tin se

STATES

COURT

The following panels have been serv- ed for the grand and petit jurie s to
serve for the March term of the
United States district court for the
Second district which opens hen oil
the 19th of March:
Grand Jvroáa
G. L. Brooks, Albuquerque. X. M.
Santos Ortiz, precinct 5. Hernallllo
county; Abel Sandoval, precinct 17.
Valencia county: Solomon Candelaria,
precinct 8, Rernallllo county; Maximo
Griego, precinct X, Hernallllo county;
Jacobo Aragón, precinct 10. Valencia
county; Juan Ortiz, precinct B, Valencia county; Diego Sanchez, Albuquerque. X. M.; E. T. McMullen. precinct
8. Bernalillo county: Jose Otero, precinct 1, Valencia county; Fermin Torres, precinct
17, Valencia
county:
Juan Garcia, precinct 10, Sandoval
county: Manuel Rodarte, precinct 4.
Rernallllo county: Harry Holllngbury.
Albuquerque. X. M. Mariano padilla,
precinct 23. Valencia county; Francis-c- o
A. Garcia, precinct 35,
Rernallllo
county; Santón Ortlt, Albuquerque, X.
M. Guadalupe i.ucero, Albuquerque,
X. M. M. A. Castillo. Albuquerque.
M.; Steve Rhoel, Albuquerque, X. M.;
Hugh J. Trotter. Albuquerque. X. If.;
Daniel Chavez, precinct 17, Valencia
county; Perflllo Montoya. precinct 13.
Rernallllo county; Sefcrlno Iaicero.
precinct 4. Sandoval county; Ambrosio
Ourule, precinct 12, Valencia county
Juan Jaramlllo. precinct 9, Hernalllh
county; John Ralok. Ramah. Mi Kin
;

ley county.

Petit Jurors.
Polonlo Sanchez, precinct 27. Valencia county; w. F. Reii, Albuquerque,
N. M.; Mariano Mirabel, precinct 10.

Valencia county; Jose Alarld, precinct
11, Valencia county; Jose Rumon Sanchez, precinct 27, Valencia county.
Manuel Salazar. precinct 13. Keruallllo
county; Pnblo Gavaldon. precinct 9,
Bernalillo county: M. O'Latighlin, Albuquerque, X. M.; Daniel Gurule, precinct 10, Valencia county; Frank
Derrick. Albuquerque. X. M. ; Pedro
Duran, precinct 35, Rernallllo county;
Modesto Sanchez, precinct 4, Hernallllo county: Fred Seholle, precinct 2,
Valencia county: Jose Leon Romero,
precinct 28. Valencia county: Senon
Romero, precinct 17. Valencia county; Cornello M. Sandoval, precinct 8,
Sandoval county; Juan Otero, Guam
MeKlnley county; Kstehan Vclacqucz,
precinct 11, Valencia county; Francis3.1,
co Sabedra, precinct
Rernallllo
county; Benjamin Montes, precinct 12,
Sandoval county; Amado Sanches, precinct 1, Sandoval county; Manuel
y Griego, precinct 11, Valencia
county; Joso 8. Sanches, precinct 3,
Valencia county; Desiderio Gurule,
precinct 10. Valencia county: Mariano
Chavez, precinct 6. Rernallllo county;
Luz Armljo. precinct
9, BsftUllllla
county; Basilio Martinez, precinct 2,
Sandoval county: Pedro Griego y Apo- daca ' precinct 8, Bernalillo; Lorenzo
Otero, precinct 10, Valencia county;
Pollcarplo Armljo, precinct 9. Rernallllo county; Abel Gallegos, precinct 1,
Sandoval county; Bias Lucoro, precinct 6. Bernalillo county; James Cuse,
Albuquerque, X. M. Campos Frtltojro.
precinct 6, Bernalillo county; C.
Young. Albuquerque, X. M.; Frank E.
(Tine, Albuquerque, X. M.

JAPANESE
In dress
and must
positively
wear, per

the latest
larly adapted for
good
In styles, and arc exceptionally
values at the prices of. per yd
s,

.

H5c. $1. 00

".1

Í1

WANTED.
WANTEl - Gentleman or lal
liood reference to travel for
$2.10.000 capital. Salary $1,07!
--

stamp
A. Alexander. Albuqj
New Mexico.
"WANTED Heifer calv.
or w eaned. C, care JournajB
WANTEIir To loan anjiMl
ouaiitity of ltioney on Inipn
ertv at low rate ot intere
Miller, 316 Wesl Col
WANTED Piisit
practical nurse.
N
WANTED
Call at
WANTEl ' tii

nurse.

erences,

930

WANTED
dress n a k e r
WANTED

at

si

s

Al

work and Bhadoi
City.
WANTED If
or exchange anyi
McSpadden. 300
Sel
ANTE!
FOR SALE- small stock of mer- dressmaker.
lOi
T. L. Mc- phono
chandise at a bargain.
SO.
Spadden, 800 S. Broadway.
WANTED- Til
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
$1.800 business
line 'es at A Ihmiucrmic Carriage Co.
McSpadden.
I..
FOR SALE A good paving hotel
300
in small town. T. L. McSnadden.
La
WANTED
South Hroadwnv.
sicks lor cash
poulirl
and
single
stock
of
sets
SALE. Sever!
and double harness. A bargain If sold E. W. Fee, IN- Murphv & Patterson.
it once.
tf
313 West Silver avenue.
MALE llll
FOR SALE -- All lots in Coronado
DETECTIVE
T L. McSpadden, 300 South wanted
Place.
very lie
'
" tdway.
with big cash ri
FOR SALIO. Ruy a home oil easy free. Founded IS
pgymtnta. I have two snaps. T. L. American DeteetHI
tf dlanapolls. Ind.
McSpadden. 800 8. Broad way.
M VNAOER
WAN'I
Ranches
FOR SALIO OR TRADE.
si led agt'lit
from $ 0 0 to $25.000. T. L. McSpad- tion to world's
gkeal
nee."
tf go
den 300 S. Hroadway.
inr for drinks ol 111
FOR SALE OR TRADE Two roomn
mal
slot
ing houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. lorbidd
nickels or quarters!
Ilroadwa y.
sops call pi. iv at 011I
you
TRADE
ful like cash registe
Are
FOR SALE OR
Interested in mines. I havi some said on easy payments,
will pled
to be good deals.
Talk with me. T. hProposition
e op mug 111 youl
tf
Hroadway.
L. McSpadden, 300
M0i
Sporting
Goods
FOR SALE i have some good val- Chicago, III.
ues In residence property. See me
SALESMAN- - -- Bxpt
T. L. McSpadden, 300 Hue to sell geiiorall
yOU buy.
tf Mexico, an imcxcellc
South BroaJway.
FOR SALE Oil TRADE A Rood osition. for Commission
expenses.
Rrhumaker piano: a bargain.y. T. L. weekly
Jewelry Co., oicodap!
McSpi Id on 300jji Uli'iidwa
$4,000 TO LOAN on
FOR KENT.
8
FoR RENT Three, four andW. H. at per cent. P. O.
houses, one furnished.
(Small Holding I'lall
McMillion. real estate dealer, 211 West
Notice for Puhl
Cold avenue.
Department of the lnl
-light
Rooms
for
RENT
FOR
States Land IfflOO, S,
housekeeping.
location.
Deslrabli
Feb. 13. 10.
f27
721 South Arno,
Notice is hereby glvi
claimant!
fnrtablc furnish- lowing named
FOR RENT C
intention tl
tice
ed room for light housekeeping, if proof ofin his
support
of his
St.
m3
Second
preferred, 002 South
sections II and 17
modFoR RENT New four-roo21 SI 1
Mi
M ll ell 3.
ern house, also tent, at 500 South amended by the act of
t r ee l
Í2.7
Wa e
1IB (27 Stats.. 470), n
toriM
house,
lose ,proof
will.....be... made In......
FOR RENT 1....:
nl
In, thoroughly
modern, hot water i . iiniiiiiwiiuu
O.tOI
.ii
day
W.
Marc!
of
P. Metcalf. on the 24th
heat. One location.
Vil Felicita Sal iziir dc KoitWO lorl
:'.21 West Gold.
fori
J.
of
Placido
heirs
light
house S. H. C. No. 2307. lotsR infero,
FoR RENT Rooms for
1, 2. 4.
f 2 fi
kee ping. 30ü North Ar n o.
10 and 11. sec. 13. lots. 5 ami t.
For RENT Furnished room In 14. lot la. see ::;. .ml lots 12 13.
modern house, gentlemen only. No 14. In sees. 23 and 24. In T. 7 Nl
tf 2. E. He names the following
invalids. 713 West Silver.
FOR RENT New and neatly fur- nonees to prove his actual contlnl
nished room with private family. All adverse possession of said ractl
112 South Fifth st, if twonlv vears next oieecdinc the
onvenlences
rooms, vev of the the township. vl: PIo
RENT Furnished
Foil
o w. electric light, bath, furnace heat, Salazar v Otero, of Albuquerque
M.: Jesus M. Luna, of Los Llinaj
no light housekeeping, no sick people. M
Desiderio ourule. of PerafU
421 S. Third st.
m2 M
m n ue s imora
of Per ilta. Nl
brick Anv person why desires to pn
FOR RENT New three-roopart
Albuin
house
of
healthiest
against the allowance ot said nfl
querque: ideal place for health seek- or
of anv substantial
who
ers: screen porches, etc.; $13.00; free son uiideiknows
p. laws and regulation!
water.
L T. Delamey, 21.1 w. Oold Hie Interior Department why
avenue.
t'i 5 proof should not h allowed wll
at the abl
Foil RENT Nicely furnished out- given an opportunity place
to
side rooms.
Forest house 121 Vi N. mciitiontd lime and
' cial
Í2N examine the witnesses ol
Mrs. Hanoi, Prop.
Third st.
ill
to
rclul
ant.
evidence
and
offer
furnished
For RENT Four-roosubmitted bv claimant.
COttage. Ill Atlantic av.
Apply on of thatMANTEL
RegU
it. OTERO.
premises.
Í25
Nicely furnished
It E N T.
FOR
i20 S.
rooms; modern conveniences.
PROFESSIONAL.
Third at.
f2 5
FOR RENT Furnished room, modATTORNEYS.
ern. 724 S. Second St.
tf It W. D.. RRYAN
Attorney at Law.
houses;
POR RENT
Two
Office In First National bank bfl
Auto, phone 513 or call
furnished.
t f log. All
erque, N M
at 1 10 I S ,F rth st.
POR RENT To persons wishing
PHYSICIANS.
private rooms with board. The eleR. L. HI ST
.1
gant residence of Nathan Berth. 422 DR. Room
N. T. Arlrrtilo
North Sixth street, has been neatly
High
Tuberculosis treated with
J
s
furnished and slatted as a
no n, v Epi trlcal Current und Gel
private hoarding and rooming hoUM, clde.
8 a. nl
given
Treatments
from
Large airy rooms, reception hall mid 4 p.
Trained nurse In attends,
parlors, double porches, large grounds. Hoth m.
I
'phonea.
Phone 638. Terms reasonable.
tf DR.
J. ft WROTH
FOR RENT -- Modern 6 room house.
Physician and Surseon.
I
Apply to 428 W. Coal av.
tf
Albuquerque. N.FOR RENT Cíood office room; DR. J. E. HRONSON
modern conveniences. New
Grant
Homeopathic.
f2G
building. AppIy Moon's Studio.
Physician and Surgeon.
FOR
RENT Nice clean rooms.
Houm 17 Whiting RU
$1.50 to $2.00 per week; also light
housekeeping rooms; at Gold Avenue DR. W. G. SIIADRACH
Practice Limited
hotel.
tf
Eve. Ear, Nose. Throat.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments Oculist ami Aurlst for Santa Fe
of four rooms with bath, electric light. lines. Office 813tt W. Railroad I
etc. 1104 N. Second L
tf Hours !' to 12 11. 111.. 1.30 tpf,
RENT
Five room cottage No"
For
DENTISTS.
111 W. Fruit av. Modern conveniences,
113.50 per mouth. 11. II. Tllton, room DR. J. E. 1C R A FT
Dental Surgeon.
10. Grant block.
tf
15 and 16 Grant Hlock.
FOR RENT- - Furnished rooms, all Rooms
the Hidden Rule Drv Goods comtn
415
modern conveniences.
North Automatic Pliope 272; Colorado,
second street.
tf :. .1 A L( ! Ell. D. n. H.
FOR "RENT Rooms for light
Offices: Ai millo block, onnoslte
housekeeping. 524 B. Second St. f2S den Rule. Office hours. 8:so a.
12:30
in.: 1:20 to 6 P. m.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms bv inatle p.
Anpoln
telephone 412.
the dav. week or month, also rooms made
bv mall.
Mrs.
for light housekeeping.
Eva
Flaming. Ill Wct Lead ave.
tf DR. L E. ERVIN
Dentist
FoR RENT Apartments' In Park
Auto Phone 91.
View Terrace, eight rooms eacn. mod20
. Whltlnic block.
Rooms
and
Til11.
throughout.
equipment
H.
ern
tun, room 10. Grant bloc
Learnanl and iln n.
"
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
STH
LP OR SIO
STRAYED OR STOLEN One bay J. R. FAR WELL
Civil Enelneer.
horse, 15 hands high, 3 years old,
hitched to light buggy. $25 reward
for return to Albora Dairy, Old Albuquerque,
tf F. W. SPENCER
V. O. WALLINOFORD
Architects.
!nhcÁT
It It K A IV PICS
Rooms 41 and Í7, Barnett Build
eTS
Hoth 'Phones.
llvered to nn nurt of the eltv. wed
laltv. satisfaction
dins cakes s
IMIIHTAkhKN.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
guaranteed.
Á7IÍÚRDERS
Rakerv. 207 South Flrat street.
City
THE I.VHlc QUARTETTE WILL Dlark or white Undertaker.
hearse, $6.00. CJ
DKIi,M.Vrolt
AT THE
SING
merclal Club Building. Auto teleph
4 '4 INTENT
AT ELKS' HALL, TUES
310;
115.
red
Colorado,
Albuijuer
II Kl is 2..e
DAY
NIGHT. M..SO.
New Mexico.
AT M ATM) VS.
--

for

!

be-to- re

I

85c
Inches
25c

,

five-roO-

in addition to the numbers quoted we have
the standard blacks in widths from 111 to
36 Inches wide on which prices have been
made that makes them real bargains In
every sense of the word.

BUBAR PONGEES, probably the nicest
and most durable fabric ever woven for
street suits, 17 Inches wide, in all the
hesl shades; will wash the same as linen,
per yard only
$l.ou

(

The Wearwell Lining Taffetas

1

lining taffeta
To enable our customers to have the best k
we carry the celebrated Wearwell Lining Taffeta in all the
all-sil-

best shades; you do not have to
Lining Taffeta is used;
remarkable low price of, per yard

re-li- ne

19-inch-

es

a dress in which Wear-we- ll
wide, and conies at the

.60c

rs

six-roo-

. :

,1

m

Ladies' Shoes and Hosiery
We carry the best line of ladies' dress shoes in the city, and
they come in all the colors used for evening wear; with the
shoes we can supply hosiery to match, in both lace and plain.

Men's Shoes and Hosiery

j

-

Children's Shoes and Hosiery
In these departments our
supply the wants of the
Oxfords will be the best
ready for inspection in a
given in these columns.

llrst-clas-

line is unusually strong, and we can
most exacting. Our spring stock of
ever shown in the city, and will be
few days; due notice of which will be

REMEMBER

The Big Globe Sign
On West Railroad Avenue marks the entrance to the Store of
Reliability, and a peep into the show windows won't cost a cent

ATI MB. RETAIL MERCHANT!
you ever considered how
Have

much time, energy and worry can
be saved In the use of a Statement
Maybe you have not
I.MUrcr System?
given the matter any thought.
Call
us up and let us show you where the
other fellow Is adding to his profits In
Ihe use of this svstem.
i
II. H. LITIIGOW
CO.
Pool, hinder.
Journal Building.
Colo. Phone 13.
W. E. DAME.
Automatic 12.
Clerk of the District Court of Bernalillo county.
FRESH CUT FMIWER8.
January 20, 1906.
ml4
IVES THE ri.ORl.si--

Finder
leave at Albuoueruue Cash
jajuMvcolvc g.qodi'?'y.anl Ji

-

24
J

a

and Marble avenue.

FoR SALE- - One good kitchen
ange and cook stove. Gold Avenue
tf
hotel.
lot, Park
FOR SALE Fifty-foot
addition. N. Eighth st. Inquire 402
Í2S
South Edith st.
the
FOR SALE See McSpadden. anyExchange .Man, before you buy
thing. He has over $ .000. 000 worth
of nouses, land, merchandise, etc.,
tí
for sale, 300 South Hroadway.
FoR SALE Two lots on North
Fisrt street, in the Northern addition.
Must be sold at once; a rare bargain.
Wootton A M.vor. 123 South Third
tf
street.
rOR SALE Modern bungaloo; gas
and electric lights: barn: trees and
Inquire C. A. Wright. Alvarado
lawn.
tf
Curio room.
FOR SALE Acousticone; to the
ear what spectacles are to the eye.
Forenoons at kindergarten, ( oinmer- ctal Club building. Miss Philbrlcktf

soon

pattern.,

per yard, our price
JAPANESE BILES, all colors,
wide, per yard

LOST.
'ST Diamond earring. 11
drv goods store or between pj
I

and expenses: salary paidl
mil year
and expenses advanced. Adan

ing.

RAISED STRIPE SUITINGS,
patterns; beautiful figures,
be seen to be
pprcciatcd ;
the latest In silks for evening

BILE CREPES. Iii white and black.
Inches wide ; these goods are Worth

Inches wide; the mosl
approved patterns for kimonos and
morning sacqucs, heavy goods and ex7.1c
ceptional values, per yard

KIMONO BILES,

$1-0-

EMBROIDERED
JAPANESE
WAIST
PATTERN'S, beautiful goods,
Inches
wide, white ground with colored figures
embroidered, no two alike, a large asSll.T.")
sortment, per pattern

JAROXG NOVELTIES, In widths from
II to 14 Inches, come in stripes, plaids,
and flowers; theee goods are perticu- -

50C, title

FOR SALE A few choleo settings
of Buff Orpington and White Minorca,
per sotting. H. N. Pack-eneggs.
617 Marble av.
t'olo. phone 211.
FOR SALE About 3.T.00 bred evs
at $4.50 per head will be at Helen.
Valencia county, New Mexico. March
Will sell In lots to suit purSth.
chaser Average of the herd. Guaranteed good ages and no scab. Write
.1.
H. Nations, El Paso, Texas. Iii2
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch, 12
acres, under fruit and alfalfa, at the
corner of the American Lumber company fence, across the acequia from
Inquire at ranch. f26
the mill pond.
FOR SALE Furniture, sewing machines. Cheat). Room 4, Grant build-

COLORED TAFFETAS. J 7 inches wide,
heavy and very firm, goods that are
worth $1.36 per yd, our price only. ,$1.10

MIKADO DRESS SILKS, 23 incliis wide:
in patterns and styles similar to the 2"
Mo
Inch goods; per yard only

Furniture. Pianos. Organs.!
agous and other Chattels:
salaries and warehouse reclow as $10.00 and as hitch aLoans are auickiv made and!
private.
Time: One monthl
year given.
Goods to remain!
possession. Our rates are real
Call and see us before borrow
Steamshln tickets to and
parts of the world.
THE IlorsEHOLD LOAN!
Rooms 3 end 4. Grant til
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
305 West Railroad Aviid

mlO

Gold av.

CLOTH OF GOLD, 28 inches wide, very
heavy,
suitable for evening wraps
or full suits, per yard only
SI. 110

silks are the most desirable for Spring
wear and are really the latest tilings
I."c
from the looms; per yard only

Money to Ia

On

--

is prepared to show fabrics that fill all requirements, but
desires to call attention to the Spring and Summer Silks
that have just arrived direct from Japan. The word SILK
usually carries the thought of expense with it, and in most
stores that is the correct idea, but for once there is to be an exception to that rule, as the following prices will prove:

shirt-waist-

;

WORK

Easter Gowns

PERSONAL PROPERTY

FOR SALE $3.000 of stock In Rio
Grande Woolen Mills Co. for $200
Address. Felix. Journal omce.
i.
FOR SALE $2.000 stock In RIO
Grande Woolen Mills Co. for ISM.
I Address B.
iz
Journal office.
saddle pony.
FOR SALE First-clas- s
Jja
1418 N. Second st.
FOR SALE Safe Investments for
small sums, paying 8 per cent: real
W P. Metcalf. 321
estate security.

Z

J!

nti

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURN'AC
T. Y. Mavnard

W. Htckox

Ghe

Hickox-Ma-

JUST RECEIVED

nard Company

y

New Mexico's Le ding Jewelers

lOur Watch Repairing and Optical Departments an

n men

nignesi quaiuit.v nous,
by mall ami satisfaction guaranteed.

e

uuciiuoii
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Arch Front

10

uruirs

will remain In Alhuqueniiie
for several days. Mrs. Wells' brother,
Mr. J. A. liarnard,
of Indianapolis,
being in Albuquerque for an extended

-

pi. o

noon band
at Traction

c

1
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Fresh

to Jail in

pending me ac- rruiii.e county maiel

olllis. pastor

hiln

S4ragc

h.
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of .Mr.
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1
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LITTLE

E

FOB

WOOD
HIS Loud

Mill

BILL

.W. STRONG'S SONS

UE

Our new 7 1 --foot addition fives us the
best equipment In the city for hoarding your private ri. Talk with me
about It. Baciago delivered to uny
part of the city.
T
W. FORD, Prop.,
11- - John St.
Auto. Vhnnc 10.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Í

MONUMENTS
White and Black Hoarso

201 211

North Second Street

.

and

2."

$2.--

Albuquerque

r.

Distriel Attorney Frunk V. Clanhaj just returned from mi ex- lended visit iii WaaHlngton, doea not
very hopeful
lnliiK back with him
view .if the Hamilton bill in the ten- ate. Mr. t'laney believes that it h.is
very small hope of BMMfN without
tha Introduction
of tha
aoMndtntnt,
"It would he a hold man." s.ild thf
distil, t attorney
yesterday, "who
WOUld predict bOW the matter I com
I
i lett Washington
inir out. win
was informed thai tne friends of the
iiiiamri admitted tha need of two
votes to cany it without the i'.n.ik
amendment, while the followers of
Mr, Po'i iker claimed
majority of
I do not belleva
six or seven votes.
from the present indication! that the
hill will pass without the POfBktr
amendment."
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It's easy to figure out why you save
by giving us your Plumbing

money
Work.

who was recently
A Iliibit to Be ITlll irnwgjCUl
In a
I $1G for jumping a bo ml ld.1
The mother who has acquired the
s
ly,
.brought by Mrs. Utile Sav.
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
of the Minneapolis house Chamberlain i Cough Remedy, saves
great amount of uneasiness
ouoherself
gl yesterday rominiiieii "'
anxiety. Coughs. eoldS and CTOttp,
jui' for fltt. en da) - b) Justice of mil
susceptible, are
(JPeacc Cnilg. for failure 10 pay to arhli h children areuse.
it counter- quickly cored by its
fine
v
(old to result
a
aetM Biiv teii.h in
of
California Limited arrlv. .1
i. pneumonia, and if given as soon a
iui ths Rrsl symptoms .r roup appear, it
nqui rque yestiiilav on u
1111s ren
'delayed here for eomothliM more Will prevent iqb iiii k
contains nothing Injurious and mothan hour, six wheels hnvmr
fSSllng
Hat by the brakes while grinding ers gtvS it to little ones with a by
Sold
all
All o: of perfect security.
ttl the grades out of l.nn
drugiata,
Wh' i Is wi ! replaced In re
4.1 i Ml :ii
i:
i mi
KKMKMIlKil
H Hcott Is Just finishing two of
UN
VI Kl Mi
Uiaii'lsoiin st r. sidi in is in in enj I .I K.I
It t'AFK
mtu) corner of Itillio.oi an-ntcr street. The two dw l.lr.gn
Ovemtri-et- .

pro-fea-

I

ihwii;

h are very handsome arciii.
well equipped will cost about

d
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Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

Job In the first place means
lots of repairing saved and lots of an- A k

iioyanee avoided.
Se us before handing out rour
traet,

J.

itT
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BJEX

13-- 1

15-- 1

17 South
.
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Sash, Doors, Gla.ss, Cement
AM)

1

L. "Bell Co.

First Street

4.

IT.I.M KOTE ROOVCTO.

SPRING

SPRING 1906

Now on Display, the New Styles in

ALBVQVERQVE LVMBERC0

I

First Street

Marquette Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico 4

o

4

m

Now on Display, the New

1906

Styles in

Boys Suits Boys Caps
and double breasted in all
the fancy colors and new
iancy shapes of the eastern
markets.

A host of new fancy shapes,
colors and designs, Featuring
the new spring Patent Leather
Tam O'Shanter and Golf Caps
at 75c,

Boysr Suits, Ages 3 to J5

Boys' Caps in All Sizes

$4 to $7.50

35c to $1.00

Two and three Pieces, single

t

North First Street

401-40- 3

Albuquerque, new Mexico

The "Prompt Vltimber

122 W.Slltlcr Axt.

flu

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City
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Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona
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Whitney Company

It is not perhaps In the amount we
quote you on the Job, hut It Is in th
good, enduring qttalltlei of the work

11

-

n:i-ian-

"THE WORLD'S BEST"

Grocery Company

W.H.Hahn&CO

cy, Who
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m ule in I In f nn
in Sheridan, Wyotn-

The Birdsell Wagon
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LIVERY, PEED .V
STABLES

COAL
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Highland Livery

The

ASK WHO?

i

lit

Salt Meats

ASK HIM!

Horace Rldout
yesterday afternoon
101 w. i
it his borne,
liter a long illness. Mr.
ill a sufferer from tu- the direct cause of
ihoid fever. He had
Ffrlcnds In Albuquerque
Of his death with deep
arrangements
funeral
tl annoiii,. I.
Secret, irv J. Wallace
among 111" arrivals from
Mr. iiaynoius
ht tilghi
In tin d from W ishington
sAessfully refuted certain
light again' nltn before
bmrnittee on territories In
defeat lm onflrmatlon.
( onimitliy i eiorteil .Mr.
li iyiioios
to thelS'iiate with unanimous
knine'lldatqil) (or Ills eonlll 111 llloll
Urn od blrpself.
K. Ailams, of Auburn, Indiana.
taki ii a ise ..o the Strong bulld- at the i.inier of Fourth .net iiaii- Id avium a .1 ;i
mil as the bulbl- fa plnalcr- .1 and repairs omplet- Ht'vrlll h
I'm
Mr. Adams nones to Albu- hlghl
recommended as a
!flie
director and embalm'!
fnlcf Of Police Thomas McMlllhi
rmd yesterday nniiiiing from Kl
pn aw
ho. m here in- nun i h
Mr .l. M- in ivs mat tie
.Iness
o of McGee, the man who left
two week" an., after
is In F.I Fa
ral fori;. oln
int that thi foiger has not yet
ncd up there.
an I'dt
Helen Van pelt, wife of A
4 Friday morning at tin fan
line ox coi
Hi aervices were held yesterday
loon In the Rorders chapel. Rev.
ndm ting th' ' i' "
M. Bolllc

Ü of deceased
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of
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ion Is an employe of
Imbi r Co. and he and
liuke their home
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WILL NOT CRACK. RUST OR CRYSTALLIZE

TRJMBLE

the

of

jr'

COAL

ARNOLDS

Id at Estani la for
ho, when arrested
I on a hook
of
om a Tex is hank.
ri
Tg

7

WOOD

-

for

Mexico

New

A-

lent m

S. BEAVEN

Re-pairi-

room for some
Oflguel

JOHN

Typewriters
Bicycles

distant carpenter
lis sail

(1
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'imm n loose and
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Kodaks, Sporting

.

V.

been looking

-
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1

Furniture,

eeeeeeeeee.
F.J. HOUSTON

i

Charles
luiueri(ii.

CORNER

FABER.
: ALBERT

ll

Set I II ft of the Good Govei nim-nIwlll be. held (oinilrrow cvennm
K. of P. hall. I Business ol
Wee to said to In Ion li md.
Love Is making Jktensive lin
ón in
:.iiik nun a nu
4U.; miuui v si
mu:.

pUildiiiK is I"

AT

(Ivc-legg-

Mil

la

0 GET

CRACK

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

A
sheep, a curiosity in
animal freaks which Frank A. llub-beCarpets and Draperies
has had In Albuquerque for someMo
by
time has been purchased
vis
e
Klllsoti, who will send It to tin- Chutes
park in San Francisco for exftfrdtton.
Mrs. W. 11. üurliage, Miss .Maude
Barban and Miss Margery McDonald
of Wlnalow, were among the out of
tow n people In i;iks" theater last night
Moiljeska is I.nly Macbeth.
ic
In our new location.
H. H Gre. nleaf and liernalillo Hoar-ru- p
205 W. Railroad Av.
left yesterday morning for a
hunting triii In the valley smith at
Alliuqueriiin
Tiny went out (quipped for several days in camp.
Carl Olson, a banker of EudalrO,
Goods
Wis died In Albuquerque yesterday
of tuberculosis, aged 27 years
Th"
arid
AND
remains will be taken to the Wisconsin
town for Interment
Registrar m. R. itero, of the fed r- al land office In Santa Fe, who hue
been seriously ill was aide to he mil
yesterday. He will return lo Sania Fe
Kod&k Finishing and Bicycle
tomorrow morning.
a Specialty.
Mr. and Mrs F.dward Hart, of Gallup, are In the city to remain over
Sunday and to visit their daughter,
502 S. FIRST ST
BOTH PHONES
who Is a student in the University.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
Felix Mand- ll, of Si w fork, has
come to Albuquerque to take a poel
Hon in the big M. Mandell clothing
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
store on Railroad avenue.
Andres Romero, Rrop.
John C. Patterson, of Marshall.
Michigan, Is In the city for a brief stay
&
witli his wife and son who are spendTHE VERY HIGHEST PATENT
211 West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque
ing the winter In re.
GAME iv sfason.
FLOUR
W J. Murry, a pione. r of Cripple
Creek and other Colorado mining
CO
camps, is in Albuquerque looking for
W. L.
a location.
ifalei r, th, Horn Ma At.
FEED AM) IRANSFEli
iIVEl
..STABLES.
Jacob Levy has gone to Iienver.
ALSO
where be win take treatment for hii
A Cuke
IttCSt nt
i i st olaae Turnouu at Reason
eyea which are causing him considerBble Kates.
able trouble.
old Phone
New l'lionr 132.
Two plain Aran is made up the final
day's business in a very quiet V. ei:
Go
He
of police court business yeaterdriy
morning.
Distributors.
Jesus Garcia, d iputy tr asure
Torrance county. is In the city t
ll MS,
II Y
M
main over Sunday.
-- tiiej
SOUTH FIRST STREET- M. C WestbrOOk returned yesterday
from Thoreau where be has i n during the Week.
Mr ami Mrs. j. ii. Rutherford have
returned from fl sll of several 'ays
In Santa Fe.
"
Cerrllloa
Mis IuU Bonetr has n turned from
American Block.Gallup. $1100 a ton
an extendi d Isll In Pi orla, Illinois.
L. 1!. Miller has returned from a
Ask your Neighbor
business trip to Kstancia.
whtre Is the
W. S. HopeWell has gone to Rilis-bormi a business trip.
j iv Hubbell, of Pajarito, was t
$5.75 ton
town yesterday,

lis afternoon.
knd Mr. t. C. Clark an. I Mr".
ir'V
Ml formed a little theatei

lemallllo

1WCVOINT51

WILL
NOT

daughter

in,

lilBUul Sui
Will take

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

RUGS AND CARPETS

The funeral of George Shaw, Infant
in son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shaw,
took place yesterday afternoon fioio
y.
rqUe yeterl.
lor Mi.
family home, 4 1 rt silver avenue.
tm Charles V. ;. Waul, of the
Rev. K. K. Crawford conducting
the
w in tne city to rem mi
service. Interment in Falrvicw u
iHdoy.
Visitor yesterday.
w
of Kettn-- r.

r

in charge

Hawkins, of Las Crines was slay.

'Connell.

TINNERS

RAILROAD AVENUE

FOURTH STREET AND

PLUMBERS

CONSIGNMENT OF

A LARGE

South Second Street

L ITEMS OF INTEREST

HTUi'

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

:

the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best

Sunday, February 25. 1906
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Invite you to cai
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Our price
gooil Investment
Buinine the beautiful diamond

Jewelry, ttllvertrare,
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THE MOON STUDIO
grade of black and while
Will offer for n short time tin- Mgftesi
We
K.pla nnd water color portraits al INTRODUCTORY PJUCK&
work In the homi-- of our
want to place muni of our
which will bring the cost of UiIh axeellent
i.atioiiH and inaki tills ..fii-work within the reach of ail
RememtM r wi- nn makers of overythlhg In HIkIi (Irudc I'ortrallurc
from mlniatttfes to Ufe sbga,
t

eta Mall orders receive

JEWELER
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I

THE MOON STUDIO
W
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MOON
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New Elgin
Shirts for
Spring $1.25

CimAli 0
CAKh
11
16
OlmOn
JHE
1

RAILROAD

AVE. CLOTHIER

New Dou,a

Shoes for
8pring $3 50

